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About our cover. . .

"SAN QUENTIN GUARD POST NO. 5, CIRCA 1885"

San Quentin Prison, founded in 1853, is the oldest and largest men's penitentiary
in California. Its maximum capacity was set at 5,000 by statute in 1960. Prior to
1927, the facility also housed women. Among its more notorious inmates have been
such individuals as the highwayman Black Bart, "Boss" Abe Reuf of San Francisco,
Tom Mooney andJ.B. McNamara . In addition, San Quentin houses all inmates condemned to death, for it holds the only gas chamber in the state.
Post #5, with its Gatling gun and feed stick, played a role in helping quell the
prison riot of 1859, when its guards were called upon to fire into the crowd. During
an ordinary shift, however, three guards armed with both rifles and revolvers, were
generally stationed at the site .
The photograph is from the collection of San Quentin State Prison, through
whose courtesy it is reproduced.
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The wreck of the S.S. Winfield Scott was professionally salvaged in 1894 by the
owners of the wrecking scow San Pedro. The San Pedro salvors recovered a
large amount of metal from the hulk, as well as the ship's gilt figurehead, the
bust of General Winfield Scott. According to one tale the divers were forced to
saw the head off, for the carving was still securely fastened to thf} timbers of the
hull. Now restored, the bust is on display at the Los Angeles County Museum of
Natural History.
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Broadside of the New York and San Francisco Steamship Line advertising
passage on the Winfield Scott. Organized in opposition to the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company, the New York and San Francisco ferried passengers to
the Atlantic port of Chagres, Panama. From that point, would-be gold hunters
hiked or traveled by river to Panama City on the Pacific, where they connected
with the Scott for the final leg of the journey to San Francisco.
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"WATER SOAKED AND COVERED WITH
BARNACLES''

THE WRECK OF THE S.S. WINFIELD SCOTT
JAMES P. DELGADO

When news that gold had been discovered in California spread throughout the
world in 1848, thousands of fortune-hungry argonauts set sail for the western edge
of the American continent. Ships of all sizes and types joined in the mad dash for
riches. So great was this mass migration that " never since the Crusaders was such a
movement known." The routes of passage were many. Some chose to make a long,
arduous trek over the plains, others set out in sailing ships to wend their way
around Cape Horn, while others sailed to Mexico and hiked across . Most, however,
came and went via the Panama route. The narrow Isthmus of Panama had served
as a major link of empire in the sixteenth century when Spanish gold, silk and
porcelain were regularly shipped across its breadth to meet galleons bound for the
Old World. The Panama route declined with the deterioration of Spain's American
empire only to be revived in the mid-nineteenth century by an aspiring South
American businessman, William Wheelwright.
In 1847 American politicians and entrepreneurs, desiring better communication with recently conquered territory on the Pacific Coast, subsidized two
steamship companies to connect New York with San Francisco and the Oregon
Territory. Two firms, separately incorporated as the United States Mail Steamship
Company and the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, carried passengers , cargo and,
most importantly, mail between both coasts. The lines began operating at the end
of 1848, just in time to benefit from the excitment over California's gold. The
dependability of the Panama route was soon established and thousands began to go
James P. Delgado, with the National Park Service since 1978, is Park Historian at the Golden Gate National Recreation
Area. Mr. Delgado's research interests lie in the history of California prior to 1860, and he has written numerous
articles on that period including "The Humblest Cottage Can in a Short Time Afford ... Pure and Sparkling Water:
Early Efforts to Solve Go ld Rush San Francisco's Water Shortage," which appeared in the Fall 1982 issue of THE
PACIFIC HISTORIAN .
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The S. S. Winfield Scott as she appeared on her maiden voyage from New York
to New Orleans. A product of the New York shipyards of Westervelt &
McKay, the Scott was named for commanding general of the U.S. Army,
Winfield Scott, hero of the recent war with Mexico.
"via the Isthmus," easily making this the favorite means of travel to the "diggins."
Until completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869 ended the pre-eminence
of the Panama route , some 596,331 passengers, hundreds of tons of mail, cargo,
baggage, and $710,753,857 .62 in gold had traversed the isthmian rivers and
jungles. 1 With steamers calling regularly at the ports of Chagres and Aspinwall on
the Caribbean shore, and at Panama City on the Pacific, a regular line of transit was
opened, serving as a tie to connect the frontier territories of the west coast with
Europe and the eastern seaboard of the United States.
Business on the Panama route brought an increasing number of steamships
into service on both coasts. As a result, regular east coast routes were neglected as
their vessels were sold to take part in the lucrative Gold Rush traffic. Independent
steamship companies or "opposition lines" soon arose to compete with the United
States and the Pacific Mail steamship companies, resulting in even more steamers
pressed into service. In time, new ships were built to take the place of the Gold
Rush steamers. One of the new steamships was the S.S. Winfield Scott, built for the
New York to New Orleans run . A product of the veteran New York shipyards of
Westervelt and MacKay, the Scott was named for Major General Winfield Scott,
commanding general of the United States Army and hero of the recent Mexican
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War. In honor of her namesake, the Winfield Scott carried a gilded wooden bust of
the general on her bow.
Launched on October 27, 1850, the Winfield Scott was a 225 -foot -long wooden
vessel with a beam of 34 feet 8 inches, four decks , and three masts. Inside her
wooden hull, which was reinforced with heavy straps of wrought iron running
diagonally throughout the ship, lay two massive iron side-level engines, each of
which powered an iron and wood paddlewheel on the side of the ship. The
cylinders of the engines were sixty-six inches in diameter; each had an eight-foot
stroke and a nominal horsepower of 370 2 According to one admirer, the massive
hull was an object of beauty: "Her stem is very sharp, and her line partakes
somewhat of the 'hollow' kind, beautifully swelling to her extreme width, and as
beautifully tapering off again as they approach her stern." 3 On the main deck , in
addition to masts, rigging, funnel and other gear, was a long cabin housing the
kitchen, wheelhouse and offices. Below decks lay accommodations for 315 passengers. Descending from the main deck the embarking passenger passed first
through the general drawing room, lined with sofas along its entire length, with
entrances to first-class cabins and staterooms on the sides. Forward on the same
deck was the general salon, its sides also lined with doors entering into cabins. One
deck below lay the dining salon, where one hundred people at a time reportedly
could sit and eat in comfort. The areas below decks were well lit and ventilated by
corridors and shafts from above, giving the ship a light, airy feeling. The next deck
below was for steerage passengers- 150 could be accommodated easily- and below

Table place card for passenger Eli johnston, who was aboard the Winfield Scott
on its last, ill-fated voyage.
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that were the working levels where the engines, coal, cargo and baggage were
srowed.
After operating between New York and New Orleans in 1851, the W infield
Scott was sent to the Pacific Coast by a company formed in opposition to the Pacific
Mail Steamship Company. Joining the steamer United States , the Scott became
part of Davis, Brooks & Co.'s newly-incorporated New York and San Francisco
Steamship Line. The United States operated between New York and Chagres, and
passengers hiked overland across the Isthmus to connect with the Winfield Scott
on the Pacific side. In a handbill advertising the new line, the company noted: "The
reputation of this line of steamers, for speed and accommodations for passengers,
cannot be surpassed. The UNITED STATES has made two trips to Chagres,
performing admirably, and the WINFIELD SCOTT earned her reputation in the
New York and New Orleans line. " 4
The Winfield Scott left New York on January 26,1852 . Twenty-one days and
fifteen hours later she arrived in Rio de Janeiro- the shortest passage yet made to
that port according to the press- and on February 26 steamed for Valparaiso,
Chile. Navigating the straits of Magellan, the Scott arrived on the Pacific in short
order and soon steamed into Panama Bay. Unfortunately for those customers of the
New York and San Francisco Steamship Company who had sailed on the United
States on March 26 and hoped to connect with the Scott at Panama on April 10, the
ship was almost a week "late" due to the extravagant promises of the New York
and San Francisco Steamship Company. During the interim, most of the passengers, stranded in Panama with tickets no other company would honor and
which the New York and San Francisco Steamship Company's agent would not
refund, soon ran short of funds . As a result the New York papers, perhaps urged
on by the Pacific Mail, noted the folly of purchasing tickets from the independent
steamer lines . It was an inasupicious start for the New York and San Francisco
Steamship Company and the Winfield Scott .5
The voyage from Panama to San Francisco was rough, for heavy weather and
head winds slowed the steamer's progress. Two people died during the voyage but,
ro offset the loss , a baby boy was born on April 24, just four days out of San
Francisco. His proud mother, Rachel Dunn, christened the lad Winfield Scott
Dunn. The Winfield Scott arrived in San Francisco on April 28, 1852 . She was
graciously greeted by the town, and her " tardy" arrival in Panama was excused
when it was noted her passage from New York tO Panama- 48 days, 10 hourswas the quickest on record.6 Scott 's speed made her reputation secure and she
became a popular vessel on the Panama route. Passages cost $350 for first cabin,
$225 for second cabin, $200 for a steerage berth. Fresh meat was provided for
passengers by means of pens holding sheep, cattle and swine "forward the
wheelhouse" on the main deck. Fresh vegetables were procured from stops along
the way such as Acapulco, Mexico. Other "refreshments" were also available.
Passenger L. M. Schaeffer, on board the Scott for her first trip from San Francisco
to Panama , remarked upon a "little crib" on the larboard side near the foremast
which "attracted more visitors than any other part of the vessel, it being the place
for retailing the 'ardent;' twenty-five cents would procure a glass of brandy, plain ,
thirty-eight cents brandy with ice ." 7
The vessel was usually overcrowded-a feature common to ships on the
Panama route, since they were filled with people in a hurry to get to their
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The trip across the Isthmus of Panama was difficult and dangerous. Whether
travelers used the precarious jungle footpath or followed the Chagres River, all
endured heavy rains, vermin, disease and numerous other hazards.
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San Francisco, early 1853, as it looked when the Scott last sailed for Panama
City. The number of sturdy, well-constructed brick and wooden structures
present a vivid contrast to the transitory appearance of the city in 1849-50.

destination. To most argonauts the inconvenience created by overcrowding
mattered little: "all we wanted was a speedy passage." Accommodations varied;
some slept far down in the hold well below the water line in berths so tightly
packed that a man had difficulty getting through. For these bunks, passengers paid
$75 each and slept amidst the constant banging of machinery and oppressive heat
of boilers. The more expensive intermediate berths were arranged on higher decks
and culminated in the first cabin where, for $350, passengers gained "first table"
(that is, being the first served), "choice of staterooms, and the privileges and
hospitalities of the whole vessel." A standard voyage took about two weeks.
Initially nearly everyone was seasick. William Perkins, who sailed on the same
voyage of the Winfield Scott as L. M. Schaeffer, found this a boon to those
passengers not "affected by the sea-demon" since they had "plenty of room to
move about" and could take their meals " with some comfort" on the overcrowded
vessel. Meanwhile, according to Schaeffer, the sick passengers in their bunks
declared they did not care if "the vessel ran aground, sank, or blew up, they felt so
sick. " The sea-sickness abated a few days out and the ship appeared more
populated-particularly at meal time. Passengers were then afforded a good look at
their fellow travelers who, according to Schaeffer, "were as various in the
phrenological and physiognomical developments as possibly could be." 8
On board the Scott's first San Francisco to Panama run (and most probably on all
of her other voyages) could be found " . . . the proud and peacock passenger, the
clever, substantial, and successful passenger, the kind-hearted and considerate pas-
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The Pacific Mail Steamship Tennessee ran aground March 6, 1853. It was partly
to offset this loss that the Pacific Mail Steamship Company purchased the
Winfield Scott, although, ironically, the Scott was to make but a few more
voyages before she too met her end.

senger, the Guerilla-looking [sic] passenger, the envious passenger, the fault-finding
and dissatisfied passenger, the sneaking hang-dog-looking passenger, and so on-so
on. "9
In addition to observing others, a Winfield Scott passenger could while away the
time gambling, watching passing whales, dolphins, the distant coastline, or perhaps
thinking about home. William Perkins stated that his "usual occupation when the
night sets in, and the decks are partially cleared" was to "recline at full length on one of
the deck sofas and smoke cabano cigars."
Back and forth, on her trips up and down the Pacific coastline, the Scott carried
thousands of eager gold-seekers north to San Francisco and the possibilities of riches.
On her return voyages south to Panama she carried the few that had "made their pile,"
the several who called it quits after gaining much less than they had anticipated, and
the many who returned home broke and broken, as Schaeffer remarked, "stretched
upon the decks, lost to all sense of hope or fear, and only wishing for grim death to
remove them from this miserable world." He added they "looked more dead than
alive; their constitutions completely broken down by sickness and exposure at the
mines." 10 Tending these men on the trips south, and others stricken with yellow fever
and malaria in Panama on the way north, the ship's surgeon always had his hands full.
Between April 1852 and April 1853 the Winfield Scott made several voyages for
the New York and San Francisco Steamship Company. In October 1852 she was joined
by the steamer Cortes, which became her running mate. It was hoped that the two
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Map of Anacapa Island drawn in 1854 by the artist ]ames McNeil Whistler.
The wreck site of the Scott is indicated by the symbol ~ . Whistler, then
working for the US Coast and Geodetic Survey, lost his job in a dispute with his
supervisor over inclusion of seagulls on the illustration. Whistler adamantly
drew the seagulls in, had the map engraved- and was fired.
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Contemporary panorama of the Scott's wreck area. The rocks where she struck
and the site of the shipwreck lie to the left.

steamers would be joined by others, since the New York and San Francisco Steamship
Line anticipated expansion. Such expansion was forestalled in the summer of 1853
when the Cortes was purchased by the Independent Steamship Line (sometimes
known as the Vanderbilt Line) to run between San Francisco and Nicaragua, and the
Winfield Scott was purchased by the Pacific Mail Steamship Company. ll The purchase
of the Scott offset the loss of the Pacific Mail steamer Tennessee on March 6, 1853, and
bolstered the Pacific Mail fleet, whose steamers were basically too small and too old to
keep pace with the more modern vessels then entering the trade. 12 First appearing on
the Pacific Mail rolls on July 20, 1853, the Winfield Scott was to make but a few more
voyages until she too met her end.
On December 1, 1853, the Winfield Scott, under the command of Captain Simon F.
Blunt, set sail for Panama. In her strongroom she carried $801,871 in gold, several tons
of mail, and several hundred passengers including many Army officers. 13 The Scott
made a good passage down the coast and on the evening of December 2 entered the
Santa Barbara Channel. Blunt had assisted in surveying the California coast two years
previously and hoped to shave time off the two-week passage to Panama by running
between the Channel Islands rather than well to seaward of them. This well-intended
measure doomed the Winfield Scott. During dinner a heavy fog set in but Captain
Blunt, confident of his position, ordered the ship to continue on her course. By nine
o'clock nearly everyone on the steamer had retired for the night. Unbeknownst to
them the Winfield Scott, instead of steaming between Anacapa and Santa Cruz islands
as the captain intended, had missed the passage and was heading directly for Anacapa
Island.
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About eleven o'clock, running at full speed, the Scott struck an outcropping of rock
off the shore of east Anacapa Island. Down below, passenger Asa Cyrus Call had just
fallen asleep. Jarred awake and only partly dressed, Call rushed on deck to find a mass
of milling passengers. Officers were running about in the darkness, attempting to calm
the crowd, insisting that everything was alright. The steamer backed off, and with this
Call headed back down to his cabin, little believing the persistent claims of officers that
the ship was not in danger. Call finished dressing and, grabbing his saddlebags which
contained his gold, headed up to the next deck and took a seat in the salon. Below him,
in the darkness below decks, water was pouring into the hold through two gaping
holes in the bow. Almost immediately after Call sat down, the ship struck again. This
time her rudder was torn away. 14
When the ship had first hit, passenger Edward Bosqui tumbled out of bed to be
"confronted by the horror-stricken visage of my toothless and bald-headed stateroom
companion, who had no time to secure his wig and false teeth and was groping about
to find them." Rushing on deck, Bosqui noted the ship was hard up against some rocks,
with the surf crashing about. He noted "our predicament seemed aweful[sic] in the
extreme." Passenger F. S. Crane, after fighting his way to the deck through a panicked
crowd, stood on deck near Bosqui and saw the ship's stern quickly settling under water.
Asa Call, also nearby, noticed water rushing into the ship through a "great breach in
the steamer." As the Winfield Scott lurched to one side, many people began to
scream. 15
Captain Blunt gave the order to abandon ship. Life preservers were handed out and
a boat was lowered to search for a safe landing place. A group of men rushed the boat
but were held off at gunpoint by the captain and his officers. Meanwhile passengers
began to fill the four remaining lifeboats. In the dark they could make out the crashing
foam of breakers and, nearby, what appeared to be an almost perpendicular ledge of
rock rising out of the sea. The boats made for the pinnacle, were able to land, and
gradually the Scott was emptied as her stranded crew and passengers were deposited
safely on dry land.
When daylight came the ship's company found themselves on a small rock about
two hundred yards off Anacapa Island. Using the ship's boats, everyone was ferried
over to the main island. Provisions were secured from the now partially-submerged
ship, and camp was set up in that desolate location. Food was a problem. Fortunately,
the day after the wreck a passing sail was hailed and soon George Nidever, a local
pioneer and resident of a nearby island, had loaned the castaways some fishhooks and
line. Edward Bosqui spoke to Captain Blunt, who "readily complied with my request to
let me have one of the ship's boats to go fishing off the island. I got three or four to
accompany me, and in a very short time we caught a fine mess of fish. After this, relays
of crews were engaged fishing from morning till night while we remained on the
island." 16 Other meals came from the sea as well; Asa Cyrus Call shot a seal with his
pistol and noted "we shall have a luscious dinner." Yet food was rationed despite the
harvests from the sea.
In addition to this problem, still another was discovered: "Robbery and plunder has
been the order of the day since the wreck." Call, in his diary entry for December 5,
noted that the disappearance of many items prompted the passengers to appoint "a
committee of investigation" who had everything searched. "A good deal of property
has come to light," he added, "and two thieves have been flogged. I have recovered a
pair of revolvers, a bowie knife and some clothing but I am a good deal out of pocket
yet."
'
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On the morning of December 3, Captain Blunt sent a boat to the mainland-some
twelve miles distant-for help. Arriving in Santa Barbara, the boat carried a dispatch
from Captain Blunt addressed to the Pacific Mail's San Francisco agent. A former
Pacific Mail agent, Alfred Robinson, a resident of Santa Barbara, earned $1000 for
riding to San Francisco with the dispatch. Rescue for some came sooner, though. On
December 3 the Pacific Mail steamer California passed the island and took off some
passengers. Too full to take any more, the California, enroute to San Francisco,
promised to send help. The news of the wreck created quite an uproar in San Francisco
and the steam tug Goliah, the steamer Republic and the California were dispatched to
Anacapa Island. 17
On December 6, six or seven passengers arrived in Santa Barbara, ferried over by
George Nidever. According to one resident, "They say that most of the passengers
have lost their trunks and baggage which were on the deck of the ship. They tell many
stories of the happening aboard the steamer at the time of the accident, when there
was consternation and dismay. Some of the scenes seem very funny now." 18
The Goliah arrived at the island on December 5, landed some provisions and stood
by. She took no one off the island because provisions seemed adequate and they wished
to await a larger vessel. The Goliah left at 4 p.m. the same day and arrived at San
Francisco on the 6th. The Alta California newspaper, noting her arrival, gave the latest
news about the wreck:
The passengers are all well, and as comfortable as could be under the circumstances. The
ship lies in a small cove, head on shore. The tide ebbs and flows in her. Should the weather
continue favorable, it is supposed that a great portion of her machinery may be saved. Should
a blow come on, however, it is feared that the ship would break in two, and sinkl9

With the Goliah gone and no other vessel in the area to provide them with
provisions, the passengers soon depleted the meager resources of the island and the
situation was clearly becoming desperate. Passenger Charles Holden noted that all of
the food and water was exhausted by the 9th. But the morning of December 10,
the report of a cannon was heard on the island. Instantaneous as it seemed, the crowd
hurrahed, screamed and yelled for joy. Assistance was close at hand . . . . As it was quite
dark large piles of seagrass were lighted, and the gun which had been taken from the wreck
made answer in tones of thunder. 20

The California was soon in view, "feeling her way towards us" through the early
morning fog. Anchoring a mile and a half offshore, the California sent her boats to
pick up the passengers. By 2:00 that afternon most were on board with whatever
luggage they had saved, and once again on their way to Panama.
The officers and crew of the Scott remained on the island to await arrival of the
Republic, hoping to salvage whatever they could from the wreck with the crew of the
rescue ship. The steamer Southerner also arrived at the island and visited the
shipwrecked crew on December 10. Upon their arrival in San Francisco, they reported
that while morale was high, with "not a murmer of complaint," the Scott was in
serious condition: "Considerable baggage and about half the mails are still on board the
Winfield Scott, under water. There are no hopes of saving either the mails or the
machinery of the ship." The Southerner did report, however, that "So far, the Scott has
resisted the action of the breakers." The Republic, when she arrived, reported the ship
"on the rocks and bilged, her midship section much sunk." 21 Abandoning all hope of
saving the ship, Blunt turned the crews to stripping whatever could be taken from the
shattered hulk.
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The S. S. California, first ship to reach the marooned passengers of the
Winfield Scott on Anacapa Island. This Carleton Watkins photo, ca. 1873,
shows the California at the Pacific Mail Steamship Company wharf. The
venerable paddle steamer Senator, built in 1848, can be seen off the California's
port quarter.
According to the San Francisco A lta California, "considerable mails and baggage"
were saved from the wreck. Some twenty-four mail bags were salvaged from the
submerged strongroom; Frank Key Henderson, a postal clerk sent to the island to
rescue the mails, paid one of the Scott's sailors ten dollars a bag to dive into the wreck
and pull them out. The recovered mail bags were brought back to San Francisco where
the po~al department dried them our: "These letters were brought to this city, a room
taken, a hot fire built, frames with network [s] of strings formed, upon which the
letters were laid, one by one, to dry, and although they lay for days beneath the waves,
they will all be dry enough to forward to their destination by the next mail." In
addition to much mail, the ship's furniture and "small portions of the machinery" were
also saved. On the 12th the wreck was abandoned, Blunt and his crew embarking on
the R epublic and leaving the Winfield Scott for the last time. As they pulled away, "the
Scott was heaving with the swell," and it was thought that she would "go to pieces" in
a short time.n
After the company's salvage effort ended and the wreck was abandoned, other
salvors moved in. Captain Martin Kimberly, at that time a resident of Santa Cruz Island,
noticed the Scott on the rocks, according to his widow, "on the point of Anacapa .. .
and went over to investigate it. They found it filled with the choicest sort of food and
wines, and a great many other things. They made several trips in an open boat,
appropriating what they wanted . . . . Within a few days the wreck broke up and
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sank." Another sea captain, Horatio Gates Trussell, a resident of Santa Barbara, also
made several trips to the wreck salvaging wood which he used in the construction of
his home in Santa Barbara. The home, now known as the Trussell-Winchester Adobe,
still has two of the Scott's brass thresholds in its doorways. 23
In the aftermath of the wreck Captain Blunt lost his position with the Pacific Mail
Steamship Company despite the efforts of passengers who, in a signed statement in
the San Francisco Alta California, stated that Blunt's navigation had been faultless and
his seamanship "masterfuL" They went on to say "That in consequence of the dense
fog prevailing at the time, it is the opinion and firm conviction of all, that no other
than a Divine hand caused the calamity which has befallen us alL" The testimonial was
signed by two hundred passengers. The professional opinion of at least one of Blunt's
fellow officers also absolved him of blame, when T. H. Stevens, USN, in command of
the United States schooner Ewing, sailed to Anacapa Island in 1854 to report on plans
for placement of a lighthouse. In his report he noted that a lighthouse was not needed
since ships no longer used the same route that the Scott had taken. Stevens absolved
his compatriot of any blame: "The loss of the 'Scott,' which at first seems to have
attracted attention to this point as necessary for the establishment of a light, was one
of those unaccountable accidents which sometimes befall the most capable
officers. . . ." 24
Despite the opinions of many, Blunt's dismissal remained in effect. On December
29, 1853, the San Francisco Daily California Chronicle noted his departure for the East,
remarking: "It is well known that the accident was the result of no carelessness or want
of nautical skills. And it is gratifying to know that the Bankers, merchants, and
businessmen of first rank among us have united in petitioning the Company to give
him another ship. He is worthy the compliment and command." It is not known if
Blunt ever returned to the Pacific Coast or commanded another vesseL An unconfirmed
source claims that he died "of a broken heart" soon after his arrival in the East.
The Winfield Scott was briefly mentioned in January 1854 as possibly being
worthy of salvage, but evidently nothing came of it. Through the years .the wreck was
probably seen at times by parties visiting the island and some small relics were
retrieved.2 5
The wreck was finally "professionally" salvaged in 1894 by two seamen, Captain
Maginn and Colonel Baker, operators of the wrecking scow, San Pedro. While
salvaging a more recent wreck near Point Conception, the crew of the San Pedro heard
of the Winfield Scott and decided to visit the site to see if there was anything worthy of
salvage. They were probably motivated by the possiblity of getting large amounts of
brass and copper fastenings from the hull (which at the time sold for six cents per
pound) , or hoped the massive iron engines might be retrieved, for they could be
scrapped at six dollars a ton. They located the wreck of the Scott and discovered that,
although somewhat broken up, the ship was actually in relatively good condition
despite forty-two years of immersion. According to one account a hard-hat diver from
the San Pedro found: "The oak in the ship is as close-grained and hard as it was when
the ship was built. The pine furnishings are water-soaked and covered with barnacles,
but are as strong as one of today." The San Pedro recovered several hundred "five-foot
copper bolts" used to fasten the hull, and tons of iron wreckage from the engines.
Apparently the engines were more or less intact; the San Pedro had to blast them
apart with dynamite. Before departing the now shattered wreck, the salvors also
recovered the ship's figurehead, the bust of Winfield Scott. According to one tale,
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The piston from one of the Winfield Scott's two cylinders, removed by salvors
in 1894. Although the engines were dynamited for salvage and many pieces
raised for scrap, much of the proud old ship remains on the bottom today.
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because the carving was still fastened to timbers, the divers were forced to saw the
head off. Another find was "the copper pots and pans in the cook's galley . . . as
sound as ever." 26
Except for the light scavenging of occasional casual visitors, the Winfield Scott's
grave then lay undisturbed until World War II. At that time, according to local
tradition, much of the remaining brass and copper, and particularly the heavy
machinery (such as pumps) still remaining, were stripped from the wreck by a Santa
Barbara diver who sold the metal for wartime scrap. Tales of gold from the wreck
attracted treasure hunters, some as early as 1921, when a group of men were reported
digging on Anacapa Island for treasure from the Scott that had supposedly been buried
after the wreck. It was not reported if they found any gold on the island. Treasure
hunters eventually turned to the wreck itself when an upsurge in diving on the
California coast began after World War II. Divers began to visit the wreck of the
Winfield Scott, picking up occasional souvenirs and looking for "treasure." 27
These forays into the wreck uncovered hundreds of artifacts- fragments of bottles,
copper and brass spikes, nails, pieces of ceramic pots, worm-eaten wood, and iron
fittings- but no treasure. Unfortunately each of these forays damaged the real treasure
of the shipwreck, for the Winfield Scott as she lies shattered and broken on the sea
floor is a unique and valuable resource. The wreck is a "time-capsule" of California

Through the years, many artifacts from the wreck of the Scott have been
retrieved. This photo shows a portion of the wide variety of items including a
perfume bottle, lead shot, a hinge, bolt and key fragments, a fragment of
window glass and glass from an oil lamp globe. The real treasure of the Scott,
however, lies in the fact that the wreck is a veritable time capsule of Gold Rush
culture, patiently awaiting decipherment by historians and archaeologists.
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Gold Rush materials literally buried in the sand awaiting careful study by maritime
archaeologists.
Detailed examination of the wreck by archaeologists could have made sense of the
scattered "garbage" dredged from the Scott 's bones by unknowing sport divers.
Together as a collection those artifacts would present an opportunity to understand
better not only the ship itself but also many attitudes of the passengers and crew,
through examination of the foods they chose, the goods they bought, clothes they
wore, and activities they engaged in both at work and play. This valuable insight into a
time long passed was threatened by continued depredations of trinket hunters.
The plundering of the wreck disturbed officials in the National Park Service, who
since 1935 have managed Anacapa Island as part of Channel Islands National
Monument. The wreck site was considered historical and thus protected by federal
historical preservation laws and guidelines-guidelines and laws the National Park
Service was charged to enforce. Wi th as many as twenty to thirty divers a week
searching the Winfield Scott, the chance that the entire wreck might vanish before
archaeologists had a chance to study it grew stronger with each passing day. A 1978
decision granting the State of California jurisdiction over the submerged lands around
the island-including the site of the Winfield Scott-further hampered federal efforts
to protect the wreck. By working with state officials, however, and with the National
Park Service's Submerged Cultural Resources Unit, the staff of Channel Islands
National Park (the monument was designated as a park in 1980) are working with
their limited resources to protect the wreck better. In early 1983 National Park Service
archaeologists made a preliminary survey of the wreck site, mapping many of the
scattered engine parts, and they hope to return soon to complete the job. The future of
the site is clearly defined-it will be preserved- but no definite commitments have
been made for excavation of buried portions of the wreck or for the raising of large
artifacts for museum display on the mainland. In the meanwhile, divers still visit the
Winfield Scott- now taking only photographs- while the planning continues.
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WESTWARD:

THE VISION AND THE PURPOSE
W. H. HUTCHINSON

There is a feeling alive today amongst California's movers and shakers that the
state's location on the Pacific Rim, or Pacific Basin if you prefer, will enable it to
effectively dictate the future direction of the United States. To this cast of mind, the
balance of power has shifted from the old Atlantic states to the Golden Shore by the
Sundown Sea. In essence this is what Garrett Mattingly said at Harvard more than
forty years past, that the history of the United States was the history of a nation in
transition from an Atlantic to a Pacific world. In short the Westward Movement, that
great energizing force, gave a unitary mission to a pluralistic people for almost three
centuries.
Let me whittle the point on this premise once again: the Westward Movement was
the great energizing force that gave a unitary mission to a pluralistic people for almost
three centuries. This appears crystal clear to me but I seem destined to ride down that
trail which ends, so the Apache say, where the Black Burro waits to ferry travelers
across life's last gravelly ford, still bemused by the failure of American historians to
grasp it. It seems as plain as the backside of Adam's off ox to me that much of our
national malaise today stems from lack of a unitary purpose- call it "mission" if you
wish- such as the Westward Movement so long provided. This movement's vision
was an individual one, but a vision held by countless thousands down the continuity of
generations, of bettering their condition in life. The purpose of this movement was
made plain by the Jacksonians, from Jackson himself through James K. Polk, and that
purpose was to build a nation so strong that not even fools could destroy it. So far we
have not, but by the Great Horn Spoon of Kyhokia we sure as hell have tried to destroy
it and are still trying.
I propose to try to present the essence of what I have tried to bring alive in
thirty-six years of writing and teaching and lecturing. In doing this I have borrowed
A well-known figure in western American history circles, ""Hutch" Hutchinson is the author of numerous articles an<J
books, including Oil. Land and Politics and California: The Golden Shore by the Sundown Sea. As of this writing, Hutch
is retired-but only from the faculty of California State University, Chico. This paper in slightly revised form was first
presented before the banquet of the Conference of California Historical Societies, 27th annual meeting, 1982.
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liberally from other toilers in Clio's vineyard, much as a begger might enfold himself in
the purloined purple of emperors. And in saying borrowed I am reminded again of one
of J. Frank Dobie's dictums, "If the writer does not steal, he must necessarily borrow."
Say West! today and the word evokes images of broad-beamed James Arness
prowling false -fronted streets with the latent lethalness of a wary grizzly. It conjures
up the jut-jawed virility of the Marlboro Man. And it sparks the vision of a warbonnetted warrior shouting "Hopo! Hopo! Hoko Hey! Come on Lacotah! It's a good
day to die!" In such wise has the distinctive American experience, an experience unique
in the annals of mankind, and never to be repeated, been reduced to simplistic symbols.
To say that without the West there would be no Uni ted States to celebrate or
mourn today may seem an egregious over-statement. It gains credence from remembering that everything beyond the fever-infested confines of Jamestown and the rocky
coast of New England was West, even if at times the compass pointed north. It
acquires added validity from considering that, had the infant republic not burst to the
West beyond the Applachians, its future would have been that of a stratified,
squirearchical society differing only in longitude from that same society its peoples had
fled Europe to escape. This would have occurred because it would have been a society
confronted by the vexing problem of a finite amount of land and an infinite number of
human beings, who are the most complex and variable organisms that can be
mass-produced by unskilled labor.
To say that what the Long March meant to the followers of Chairman Mao, the
Westward Movement meant and means to the history of the United States may seem a
vaporous asininity. But the Westward Movement in every aspect has been the
common purpose of our nation's peoples for most of ou r national life. That purposethe transforming of wilderness into productive political entities that had an equal voice
in the federal union of the states- gave direction and energy to the nation it created
and recreated time and time again as it reached for the shores of the sundown sea.
Our West was not a place in which to enjoy leisurely delights of the mind; neither
was it a place for navel-gazing nor for chanting mantras. It was a place and time,
indeed a process, of action ; of external challenges so numerous, so oft repeated, that
they left a long-lasting imprint upon our national characteristics. It was our West that
gave meaning to these words of F. Scott Fitzgerald: "Man must have held his breath in
the presence of this continent . . . face to face for the last time in history with
something commensurate to his capacity for wonder."
From England's effective beachhead at Jamestown until somewhat past the
"stillness at Appomattox," we were an agrarian society, a society that drew its strength
from the soil. "I believe our government will remain virtuous," wrote Thomas
Jefferson, "so long as there shall be vacant land in any part of America, but when we
ge t piled one upon another in large cities, as in Europe, we shall become corrupt as in
Europe, and go to eating one another as they do." It was the expanse of land ever
westward of the furthermost settlement that changed Europe's feudal emphasis upon
land to America's emphasis upon the dignity of the individual who could attain
se lf-fulfillment through the owners hip of real property.
When a handful of European immigrants entered the American forest at the
beginning of the seve nteenth century, they found their relationships with man and
nature altered more radically than ever will be possible again, even should we reach
beyond the Saturnian rings. These immigrants' lives in Europe, as with the lives of
their forebears beyond number, had been dominated by contact with their fellow men.
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They had been controlled by man-made institutions, guided by man-made laws;
influenced by man-made opinions and, more often than not, intimidated by man-made
governments. If this sounds remarkably familiar today, it is no accident.
When these first-comers came to the new world across the Western Ocean, it was
to them in all truth a New World. There were new forests beyond imagination; new
soil richer than man's memory of the best; new streams, new sounds, new smells; new
sights, a new silence and a new immensity that no number of men could seem to
crowd. How small man feels in such surroundings, until he realizes with a start
another newness-that here his vision is unobstructed and his actions are unimpeded
by other men.
Nowhere was there policeman, priest or overlord to grind him down, to seize the
fruits of his labors, to order his comings and his goings and his thoughts. All the
barricades came down, and man stepped free of them; freer as an individual of man
and all man's works then he or any of his fellows ever had been; freer than any of us
ever is likely to be, or our children's children's children down the generations ahead.
Then and there, with this realization, this new man, this incipient American, took a
long stride towards the economic and psychological and social liberty without which
political democracy cannot long endure. Let us examine the nature of Nature in this
regard, and let us note and remember well that Nature is not a benign bovine with a
bulging teat for every questing mouth.
Nature makes no promises, writes no insurance, and cares not for the immortal
soul. Nature is passive, receiving whatever is given it but never striking back for
vengeance or for justice. Thus, the frontier West made man free of other men,
particularly of other men as his masters. The new master he faced was Nature but, as
Nature is passive, man was free to do what he would and what he could. The nuclear
individual was responsible for his own acts. It was in the exercise of this freedom, a
freedom unknown to the Europe from whence he came, that the particular kind of
individualism associated with frontier society developed.
Passive Nature offered a host of immediate and very tangible rewards to him who
worked. Thus frontier man turned towards what was material, practical and useful in a
narrow sense. Our legacy from this affects us today. Of what use is the frontier's faith
in work, when the individual who worships work cannot enter the temple of his deity
but is compelled by automation and robotization and unionization and regulation to
stand beating futilely upon his temple's closed and barricaded door.
We must remember that this experience with freedom and the rewards of work
was not a momentary experience: that is, the Puritans, Virginians and the others did
not have this experience, solve its problems once and for all, and put it away on the
shelf of remembered things. The experience with the frontier was renewed over and
over and over, and yet again, for three hundred years, p oco mas o menos, as the
frontier moved from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the Bay of Mexico to Milk River.
It was this step-by-step repetition that put the indelible frontier stamp upon our ideas,
our institutions and our emotions. Because of this deep imprint, we should consider
now the meaning of the frontier in our experience.
To us, the frontier was not a prohibitory barrier but an area inviting entrance. Our
usage of frontier implied an area that lived and moved geographically; one that had
three dimensions-length, breadth, and the quality of historical time. For almost three
centuries we had a moving frontier, and thus, as it seems to me, the word west acquired
and retains a more cogent meaning than does south or north or east.
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The concept of a moving frontier is valid where a people is advancing into
wilderness, or into an unsettled area, or into a very sparsely settled one. In this usage
we do not take into account the scattered Indian population, which probably was not
more, from ocean to ocean, than one Indian per six square miles.
Inherent in our concept of the moving frontier is the idea of a body of land to be
had for the taking; not taken from hostile opposing forces, but from Nature. Thus, our
moving frontier was an advance against passive Nature, rather than against hostile
humans, and this statement stands up despite the Mexican War. This concept grew out
of the American experience as the sole proprietor of unsettled contiguous territory, an
experience shared on the same scale only by Russia, and to a lesser extent by the Boers,
the Australians, the Canadians, and the Spanish in Mexico. None of these escaped
what Walter Prescott Webb has called "the long shadow of their institutions."
Our advance against Nature was a civilian movement, not a military one, and it
was a voluntary movement. It must be remembered that any citizen of the United
States could move to, and become a legal resident of, a Territory, without permit or
formality of any kind, a hitherto unknown freedom . With him went assurance that the
protection of his basic rights continued with him. These rights would not have to be
fought for again, against the government of the settled country he had left. This is the
basic importance of the Northwest Ordinance of 1787 to the Westward Movement.
For some two centuries, until we faced the long jump from Missouri River ports to
the Pacific, travel to new, free land involved moves of only 50-100 miles, in the main.
Such moves did not require a sea voyage nor any considerable outlay of capital in cash;
the essential capital of an agricultural society already existed in the form of feet, arms,
legs, muscles, wagons, axes, plows, rifles and other implements necessary to survival in
simple agrarian life. All these things-lack of control, permanence of political
institutions, ease of capital accumulation, ease of access to new land-made the
American situation so simple that it bordered on chaos. In these things is found a
major difference between our movement into our internal frontier and the movement
of European peoples into overseas colonial possessions.
It is the magnitude and the continuity of this experience with a moving frontier
that makes the Westward Movement of more than passing importance in our national
development. No matter what other tasks confronted them, the American people had
forever and foremost the task of moving into and settling new country, and this went
on even during the Civil War. Consider that we had settled but sparsely the lands
between the Appalachian Mountains and the Father-of-Waters when the Louisiana
Purchase more than doubled the nation's size and thrust our western boundary to the
continental divide. This new acquisition was still billed as the Great American Desert
when we acquired the remaining lands between the divide and the blue Pacific's
eastern beaches. Thus there was a vacuum ever crying to be filled for most of our
national life, and the self-selecting, voluntary movement of people seeking selffulfillment filled it.
It was this sea of space that made the fetal fluid which nourished the idea of a
second and third and fourth chance, as many chances as an individual could grasp. In
the days before nine-digit identification numbers and computerized information
storage and retrieval systems, this spawned the West's mordant jingle: What was your
name in the "states"/ / was it Jackson or Johnson or Bates/ / did you kill your wife and
flee for your life/ / tell me, what was your name in the "states"? It also changed
bankruptcy from an almost fatal stigma, as in Europe, to nothing more than an
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educational experience. It induced an incurable individual optimism in the people who
knew these changes were theirs to grasp, and it bred a generatianal optimism in them
as well. If the years transformed elan into endurance, if it bowed the shoulders without
bringing in the heart's desire, then might the children or their children's children
attain an approximation of their own roseate dream. Our heritage from this is today's
infantile demand for total gratification now!
Let me revert to the idea of the frontier individual's fundamental aloneness in the
presence of passive Nature. This meant that at long last, and quite probably for the last
time, man was really on his own. It is perhaps this which explains much of what we
have come to regard as distinctively American traits. If a man wished to cut down a
tree, to fish an unknown stream, to probe an arid waste, tO navigate an uncharted lake,
why there was no other man nor any authority to say him nay. That the tree might fall
on him, that the fish might poison him, that the lake or desert might become his
grave- that was his concern and his alone. He was neither prohibited from doing nor
rescued from the consequences of his own acts done of his own volition. He found his
own rewards and his own punishments, and his double personal responsibility for his
personal success did wonderful things to his psychology. Consider that one who does
well under such circums.tances quite naturally comes to think very well of himself.
Those who could not stand the frontier, which is to say could not survive its
responsibilities, dropped out of the game. It was those who survived, who learned to
play the game and then to master its rules, who set standards that came tO be the
accepted values, and these values in time became a creed with all the force of Holy
Writ in the lexicon of nationalism. It was a creed notoriously intolerant and narrow,
but it was highly practical for the conditions which produced and then nurtured it. All
over the United States today, the creed remains, engraved into the circuits of the
subconscious, long after the conditions which gave it meaning have passed away.
Consider, as does Webb, that our folk heroes do not have among them one solitary
example of noble blood lurking in the background to be recognized at the right time as
"Prince" or "Princess." Let us note here too that the idea of Indian "princesses,"
including Pocahontas, is about as unseemly as in the former appellation of "Princess"
to Jacqueline Onassis' sister. Aside from Uncle Remus, our great folk heroes, be they of
folklore of fakelore, such as Paul Bunyon, Casey Jones, John Henry, Pecos Bill and Joe
Mazerak, all are notable for one great thing- work!
First and foremost the frontier demanded work to survive. Frontier people
continued to work for the very good reason that there were immediate, tangible
rewards for their labor- a roof on the barn, apples and potatOes and hard cider in the
cellar, grain in the bin, hay in the stack, and more land in the farm.
Another reason that they worked was because they never lacked something to
work on or towards. Nowhere in all the world's history to this time had unfettered
individuals found themselves in the presence of such an abundance of materials
with which to work. Here was a situation where work paid off for those who did it,
and again be it noted there was no overlord nor income tax to grasp the fruits of
their labors. With only a little work- little by comparison with the energy output
of previous millennia- the American could possess land comparable in amount,
even greater in amount, than that possessed by an aristocratic overlord in Europe.
It would be a serious mistake to assume that all those in the Westward
Movement were devoted to industry and thrift. In the freedom they enjoyed, men
could loaf, drift, rob and kill, and many did. But these did not win the frontier
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sweepstakes, nor did they set the standards of their communities. Such men as
these were not the men for whom other men named their children. (Let me make it
very very plain that my usage of the word "men" is in the generic sense, not the
chauvinistic.)
Whether they were workers or loafers or worse, the common denominator of
the cutting edge of the frontier was individualism, which, let us note, can express
itself in bad works as well as good. Perhaps this is what Walt Whitman had in
mind when he wrote that American democracy would need "strong compellers ."
Let us note, too, that the term "rugged individualism" today has a pejorative
connotation, when in its pristine usage it meant simply "self-reliant."
The fact that the shiftless and worse could go to the frontier relieved the old
society behind it, in a sense purifying it, and this was important to the United
States. Even so were Roman military conquests to the Eternal City. This aspect of
the Westward Movement has been credited with producing our basic conservatism,
just as the same frontier siphoning has been credited with the basic conservatism
of ancient Rome. The frontier absorbed and consumed the outcasts; it adopted and
made its legatees the industrious and the ambitious.
We should remember and remember well the hard fact that, on the Westward
Movement's cutting edge, there was too much work- too long hours, too little
leisure. The basic hardships stemmed from too much employment, not too little.
Once the cutting edge had moved west, the pioneer life was one of what today
would seem unending and monotonous drudgery. The question naturally arises
how these hardships differed from those of today. The answers- both of difference
and of contrast- arise from man's relation to employment.
On the frontier men suffered, and their women suffered more, because their
tasks were beyond their strength . In their sustained output of energy, they came to
physical exhaustion and to death, because the journey was too long and the loads
too heavy. It was those who survived the lifelong ordeal of work who had a sense of
achievement, of personal fitness and personal worth. As the years passed by, the
winners elaborated their experiences, dramatized their importance, and made
themselves somewhat larger than life. In short, they made themselves heroes to
those who came after. This is a commonplace of history because, if a people have
not gods or heroes, they must create them, and in this sense you are asked to
consider Homer's role in ancient Greece.
The distress of modern life arises from an opposite set of circumstances. There
no longer is so much demand, perhaps opportunity would be a better word, for
men and women to break under the burden of their physical tasks . Most of today's
alienation, to use a fashionable cliche, arises from the fact that there does not seem
to be enough for us and especially our children to do. Today's fatigue is that of
involuntary idleness, of m uscles unused and minds unoccupied. The chief strain is
mental, arising from worry and frustration. The men and women of the Westward
Movement died as a result of the race; moderns die inside because they are not
permitted to run.
We must remember that participation in the Westward Movement did not
guarantee equality of results; neither did its participants demand such an equality.
They did demand equality of opportunity. This was a demand that neither the
Westward Movement nor the nation it created and shaped has lived up to in every
aspect. But we never have foresworn the ideal the demand represented and the
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existence of the Westward Movement made our cleaving to this ideal possible. Our
westward movers understood economic inequality; they understood that in a raw
region, where there was little material or psychological fat, where good crops and
good prices seldom coincided, there was bound to be economic inequality. The
West, in the very marrow of its people's bones, could accept this fact. What it could
not and would not accept was political inequality as the price of economic security.
The Westward Movement knew that absolute economic equality can be achieved
only by total tyranny. This feeling has been echoed by Jean-Francais Revel, a
French intellectual and self-styled "man of the left," in The Totalitarian Temptation, wherein he expresses his preference for the "libertarian inequalities of
modern capitalism" to "an inequality of penury under the control of a dictatorship."
Our movement into the sea of space that was the West made us pragmatic, not
doctrinaire, because new problems and new challenges made us find new solutions.
So we became a people whose acid test of any idea, any technique, was simply,
"does it work?" This flexibility, rather than doctrinaire rigidity, is seen clearly and
cleanly in the actions of Franklin D . Roosevelt which renewed the nation's faith in
itself at a time of desperate need for such renewal. This pragmatic outlook will
stand us in good stead in the years ahead, we hope.
The West provided room in which to "vote with your feet" in the search for
both physical and economic mobility. "Driven by an insane desire to better their
condition in life" was Francis Parkman's analysis of the westering immigrants who
passed through Fort Laramie, Wyoming, in 1846. This desire explains in good part
the phenomenal growth of California which has been reflected in every census
since 1850. That our tradition of mobility was sired by the Westward Movement
seem inescapable. That this mobility in turn created a rootless people may well be
true, although our rootlessness may not be as extreme as implied in Richard
Lillard's description of Los Angeles as a city where "spinsters change addresses as
often as call girls."
Abundance from the West in all its aspects has made us heedless of our
enduring affluence. This abundance has prevented us from experiencing the stark
horror of true famine throughout our national history, as we have grown a
hundred -fold in population from that of 1776. Abundance was the basis for Ralph
Waldo Emerson's statement that "America is another name for opportuni ty," and
it explains why we were able to absorb more than thirty million emigrants from
Europe be tween 1815 and 1914; why Los Angeles has become the second largest
Mexican city in the world. Abundance made- and makes- it possible for us to
afford the luxury of representative, republican self-government;
abundance enabled us to indemnify the conquered Indian, a practice unique in the
history of mankind; abundance enabled us to expiate our guilt over inflicting
chattel slavery upon unwilling black Africans; abundance permits us to indulge in
the orgiastic, destructive self-criticism that so marks and mars our national life
today, and abundance has transmuted the gold of opportunity into the dross of
entitlement.
Abundance explains why the essence of our national life has not been a struggle
between "haves" and "have nots," but between "big" and "little" property, in
witness whereof the names of Andrew Jackson and George Meany and John L.
Lewis should suffice. This, in and of itself, explains why we have been the despair
of assorted "-ism freaks," who fail to grasp the salient point that their imported
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-isms were born in a human hive where the grinding necessity was to divide not
quite enough among too many, that there be some nectar for each. Abundance
made us materialistic but it did not make us avaricious, in the sense of Balzac's
misers. Gene Fowler explained this difference well when he said "Money was made
to be thrown off the back ends of trains!"
If, as many say and feel in these parlous times, what we celebrated by commemorating two centuries of independence was nothing more than survival,
let us be fully conscious of the fact that survival is no mean accomplishment. Let us
be equally aware that the qualities the Westward Movement bequeathed its
legatees-optimism, guts, resilience, endurance, pragmatism, commitment to the
ideals embodied in the declaration, to name a few-are as necessary today as ever
they have been in our national history. The surface of our times and the substance
of our lives may seem drastically altered from those that gripped and guided our
forebears. Yet the challenge that faces us today is the same challenge that faced
those westward-moving generations who transformed our Wests into productivity
for the benefit of mankind-that challenge was and remains how to cope with the
new, the difficult, the unexpected, while maintaining a reasonable equity in
economic division and sustaining the political, social and psychological freedoms
that stem from economic liberty. How we do this down the years ahead will
determine whether, in Abraham Lincoln's words, "We shall nobly save or meanly
lose the last best hope of earth."
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THE COURTS AND THE COMSTOCK LODE:
THE TRAVAIL OF JOHN WESLEY NORTH
DAVID A. JOHNSON

This paper reviews one man's experience as a justice of the Nevada territOrial
supreme court from his appointment by Lincoln in the fall of 1863 tO his resignation a
year later. 1 On another level, it focuses upon the short judicial career of John Wesley
North tO examine a frontier community confronting emerging industrialism. North's
year on the Nevada bench coincided with a period of turbulence and transformation in
Nevada's political economy, and North's judgeship provided a focal point for much of
the period's turmoil. Over the first six months of his tenure, he emerged as the
foremost champion and protector of Nevada's individualistic mining entrepreneurs
against the perceived efforts of San Francisco-based corporations to consolidate control
over Nevada's mineral resources. But in mid 1864-when Nevadans confronted the
territory's first industrial depression-North came to be identified as a central cause of
the crisis. The judge's popular support evaporated; in August he resigned his seat amid
clamor for his removal.
An understanding of North's ill-starred career demands more than a review of the
vicissitudes of popular sentiment, for behind his personal travail lay a fundamental
alteration in the beliefs and behavior of Nevadans. North's experience can serve as a
vantage point from which we can view Nevada's transit from a society of small-scale
pioneering mining enterprises to the scene for which Virginia City is famous-the
first site of corporate industrial mining in the Far West.

* * *
When John Wesley North arrived from Minnesota in 1861, Nevada was in the
midst of its first great mining boom. The mountain passes from California were
thronged with thousands of immigrants searching for their main chance in newly
David A. Johnson, associate professor of history in Portland State University, Portland, Oregon, specializes in the social
and political history of the far West, particularly that of California and Nevada. Professor Johnson is the editor and
co-author of American Culture and the American Frontier, the special Wimer 1982 issue of the AMERICAN
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John Wesley North
discovered silver mines of Virginia City's Mt. Davidson. Many of these fortune seekers,
as John Hittel observed at the time, were old California miners,
ready to go anywhere, if there was a reasonable hope of rich diggings, rather than submit to
live without the high pay and excirment which they had enjoyed for years in the Sacramento
placers. Many of them had become unfit for the orderly routine of the common laborer in
orher counrries2

And over the first three years of the territory's settlement, Nevada appeared tO be the
"land for the old Californian." "Never," announced the Virginia Daily Union in early
1864,
has such a large and uniform degree of success attended the opening of a new region
before.
. [O]ur people have enjoyed a large amount of prosperity in the aggregate.
Where else can we go and find business so brisk and labor so well rewarded as here' Where
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else find so large a per cencage [sic] of the populati on owners in mines and other kinds of
. [l]t lifts a
real estate? Almost every adult in the Territory is a proprietor of this kind.
man up to feel that he has something he can call his own-to know that he is seized of a fee
in the soil-that he ow ns a patch of the earth running down to its very center, and from
which so long as he complies with a few simple rules, no power ca n eject him.;

Time would prove this portrait wrong, as rapid industrialization and concentrated
ownership divided the Comstock population into wage-laboring, management and
small business classes, but d1,1ring the booming months of 1863 this new territory
appeared to be, as the Gold Hill Evening N ews put it, "another edition of the early
gold seeker's experience," 4 an environment in which the labor theory of value defined
the individual's prospect for success or failure. To the immigrant, the opportunity for
personal advancement, prosperity, and mobility in "Washoe" validated above all else
the individual producer ethic of mid-nineteenth-century America 5
Such was Nevada when North arrived with a federal appointment as the territory's
surveyor general. Plunging into the public as well as the economic life of the territory,
he quickly rose to prominence as a territorial official, lawyer, and well-heeled owner of
one of the dozens of reduction mills that processed Comstock Lode ore. 6 Prosperous
and respected, in late 1862 North received the unanimous endorsement of the Virginia
City Bar for appointment to the territorial supreme court. The following spring the
U.S. Senate endorsed his nomination, and on September 14, 1863, he took his seat.
While this was a propitious start for the newcomer, Justice North quickly- and
unexpectedly-found himself in the thick of a legal and economic tangle that would
shape public affairs and determine his fate over a long, controversial, watershed year in
the territory's history.
This legal controversy centered around two contradictory interpretations of the
Comstock Lode's geologic composition. The two positions- known as the "one-ledge"
and "many-ledge" interpretations-brought two distinct interests before the court: the
large corporate mines controlled by San Francisco financiers (proponents of the
o ne-ledge theory and known as the "Comstock Interest" ) and the small scale, "wild
cat" mines that covered the valleys and hillsides around Virginia City. The arguments
of the two groups were straightforward. The one-ledge proponents held that the
Comstock Lode consisted of but one ledge of silver ore that ran, on a north-south axis,
the length of Mr. Davidson's eastern slope. On the other hand, the many-ledge
partisans insisted that the lode was made up of a series of distinct parallel ledges (also
running north and south ) that were divided by silver-free porphyry and clay.?
The issue before the court was hardly academic. At stake were millions of dollars ,
indeed control of the Comstock Lode. If the Lode were in fact bur one ledge, those
mines operating parallel to the original mining claims were actually trespassing on
drifts and ledges legally part of the original claims. By 1863, these original locations
had become the site of the largest mining companies in Nevada. The growing size and
influence of corporations such as the Gould & Curry, Ophir, and Chollar was a matter
of both envy and fear among most Nevadans. To them , the court's ruling on the
one-ledge theory involved but one question: would the Comstock Lode become the sole
property of a few corporations, or would it remain open to the small entrepreneurial
speculator and prospector-the individual know n as the "wild catter"? 8
When North took his seat on the bench, he put the court squarely behind the
many-ledge theo ry. The new judge's reasoning was exemplified in his December 1863
ruling against the Ophir Company, which had asked the court for an injunction
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The Comstock Lode, the siren which lured so many miners to Nevada Territory, was originally located in 1859. A romanticized version of that event is
depicted in this 1875 painting by joseph Harrington. Henry Thomas Paige
Comstock, after whom the fabulous silver vein was named, is the sitting figure
on the left.
prohibiting the Burning Moscow Company from working a ledge the Ophir claimed as
an extension of its own mine. "It is difficult to see," Noth declared in denying the
injunction,
how rhese rwo bodies of quanz, separared ar one point by 50 or 55 feer of porphyry, as
appears borh from rhe weighr of evidence and from my personal examination, and ar
anorher point by 90 feer of rhe same material, can be one and rhe same ledge. In view of rhe
facrs, ar leasr, I cannor hold rhar rhey are proven ro be one, and wirhour rhis facr being
proven rhe plaintiff [rhe Ophir Company] fall s far shon of proving ririe ro rhe ground on
which defendant"s works are siruared. Ar rhe deprh where rhe controversy arises rhe
evidence on borh sides shows rhar rhere are several and disrincr ledges. If ar a grea rer deprh
rhere shall be found conclusive evidence rhar all rhese are blended on one, when rhar deprh is
reached and rhar evidence is adduced, rhen will be rhe proper rime ro derermine whar ledges
run our and whar continue.9

In this case as in others, North's decision was a cautious affirmation of the
many-ledge theory, based upon his understanding of the testimony and, equally, his
own examination of the disputed ground. But despite North's caveat about the
possibility of future evidence upsetting his many-ledge stance, his decision against the
Ophir Company was generally received as a bold stand in favor of the ambitious
prospector and against the interests of grasping "combinations." "The one-ledge
theory," declared the Gold Hill Evening News in praising North's decision,
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Inveterate traveler]. Ross Browne chronicled the appearance of Virginia City
when he visited the settlement early in the silver boom. The phenomenal
growth of the city can be seen in the bottom photograph, ca. 1872, taken from
roughly the same vantage point as Browne's sketch.
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mee rs with almost uni versa l condemnation. Irs adherents have no basis for their idea save
the mere opinion of self styled "expens," and [it) cannot by any possibility be established by
any ac tual demonstratio n. One thing is morally certain, and that is that irs endorsement by
the courts wou ld have rhe most di sas trous effects upon the interests and prosperity of the
Terriwry. 'o

Until the end of 1863 the one-versus -many ledge controversy remained strictly a
legal issue within the court's domain. But in the first days of 1864 it moved to the
center of public attention as an issue in Nevada's first campaign over statehood. 11 In
the center of this contest stood North and a powerful antagonist, William M. Stewart.
Stewart, known with varying degrees of affection as the "Great Lawyer," had in his two
years residence in the territory parlayed an association with Nevada's largest mining
corporations into a large personal fortune and no little notoriety. An ambitious man,
the foremost proponent of the one-ledge theory, and the losing attorney in the
Ophir-Burning Moscow suit, he saw North as the greatest obstacle to his clients'- and
his own- interests. For Stewart, statehood offered an opportunity to remove North
from his crucial seat on the bench and revive the one-ledge theory's prospects before
the courts.
In the closing weeks of 1863 Stewart set out in earnest to build popular support for
statehood- and for a slate of candidates to state office selected by a convention he and
his allies in the territorial Union Party had controlled. His personal campaign,
however, failed. Stewart's support for the constitution, his apparent control over the
candidates for state office, and his well-known antagonism towards North served to
destroy support for statehood. To small mine owners, prospectors, laborers in search
of a strike of their own, merchants, and their spokesmen in the press, Stewart's
motives appeared too transparent and too dangerous to be ignored. In the three weeks
preceding the statehood vote, the constitution became a symbol of an attempt on
Stewart's part to remove North and capture control of the government for his San
Francisco mining corporation clients. To Nevadans, Stewart's intent was obvious. As
the Virginia Daily Union proclaimed:
Stewart & Co. want a stare government because they have come w the conclusion rhar our
present judiciary care mo re for the people and fo r justice th an they do for the influence of
improper combinations; and there are several legal gentlemen who would like w have an
opportunity w try the "one ledge" theory befo re new and different judges. All the
representatives of these private interests would like a Srare Government, and if they can
obtain o ne, and thereby ach ieve their perso nal ends and advancement, it maners bur linle w
them how immeasureable the disaster which wou ld be inflicted on this Terriwry. 12

While the anti-statehood movement and the charges against Stewart grew in the
weeks before the vote, Stewart attempted to deflect his antagonists by discrediting
North. Charging that Judge North had bought his seat on the bench, that he had
received loans from companies who appeared before his court, and that he had been
continually bribed by litigants for favorable decisions, Stewart pleaded with Nevadans
to vote for statehood as a means to purifying government.l3
Despite Stewart's efforts, the strategy failed; indeed, it backfired. North answered
the charges in the press and demanded that Stewart make a public retraction. Public
opinion was decidedly with the judge- the declared champion of the "little interests"
against "improper combinations." At a public hearing (called by Stewart) at Maguire's
Virginia City Opera House three days before the election, Stewart and North met to
debate the lawyer's charges. Before a packed auditorium, Stewart repeated his attack in
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"A fraction of the crowd, as we entered the precincts of the town, were engaged
in a lawsuit relative to a question of title. The arguments used on both sides
were empty whisky bottles ... Several of the disputants had already been
knocked down and convinced, and various others were freely shedding their
blood in the cause of justice. Some two or three hundred disinterested observers
stood by enjoying the spectacle, several of them with their hands on their
revolvers, to be ready in case of any serious issue; but these dangerous weapons
are only used on great occasions-a refusal to drink or some illegitimate trick at
monte."
-].Ross Browne-
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William M. Stewart, North's powerful
legal antagonist, arrived in the Nevada
Territory in 1862 and within two
years parlayed his association with
Nevada's largest mining corporations
into a substantial personal fortune
and wide notoriety.
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a two hour diatribe- to no avail. Stewart, reported the Virginia Daily Union, "made an
ass of himself."
North then came forward, and in about three minutes so completely used up Stewart that he
commenced to froth and foam at the mouth like a mad man- which he certainly was- and
while he was trying to say something, which he could not, the meeting adjourned, with three
rousing cheers for J udge North. 1·1

The repudiation of Stewart- and by implication, the repudiation of statehoodwas complete. "The defeat of the constitution is a foregone conclusion," announced the
Reese River Reveille two days after the North-Stewart confrontation, and continued,
"The ticket belongs body and soul to the Comstock interest, and if elected, the odious
'one ledge' theory will be triumphant." 15 On election day the voters defeated the
constitution by a four to one margin. The outcome, according to the Virginia Daily
Union, vindicated North:
The Judge showed, the .. Hon. Bill .. blowed, the people voted and the case ended by rendering
of the following verdict: .. The Judge is not a rotten magistrate and thief, as charged; but
somebody else is a rascally liar as everybody knows ... 16

To most Nevadans the defeat of statehood signaled a defeat of Stewart's attempt to
capture the government, establish a court amenable to the one-ledge theory, and thus
open the way for his corporate clients' control of the Comstock Lode. Consequently,
the election was embraced as a victory for the small mine owner, the laboring man
who speculated in wildcats, and the independent prospector for whom the territory
ostensibly composed "another edition of the early California gold seekers' experience,
with a thousand percent added thereto." 17
Calm followed the electoral defeat of statehood, but it was short-lived. Within
eight months the fortunes of North and Stewart had changed dramatically: the
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one-ledge theory received judicial sanction, North was forced to resign his seat on the
bench, Nevada became a state, and Stewart assured his own election to the United
States Senate. The abrupt shift in the standing of the two men marked a critical point
in the territory's history, for behind the repudiation of North and the concurrent
resurrection of Stewart lay the general response of the territorial population to
Nevada's first economic depression. Devastating and sustained, the spring 1864 crisis
led Nevadans to transform their conception of the socio-economic order and their
expectations about the court's role in shaping prosperity and economic growth.
The depression struck the territory in May, when reports of the apparent
exhaustion of surface deposits in the larger Comsrock mines became public knowledge.
A panic ensued in the San Francisco and Virginia City mining stock exchanges that
destroyed countless speculative fortunes. Stock in the largest mines fell as much as
80%. Shares in small mines, speculative claims and "wild cats" became worthless.
Speculators, many of whom were decidedly small scale, were ruined, and small mine
owners were forced to abandon their claims. As the larger companies reduced their
operations, unemployment rose dramatically. Commerce of all types approached a
halt. 18 "(W]e are," announced the Virginia Daily Union in June, "in the midst of a
general and injurious depression .. .. "
There are hundreds of men in our midst who
are unable ro find work at any price.
Money cannot be hired for the building of houses, mills, ere.
Our bankers have largely
Our merchants are .
nor importcontracted, if nor altogether stopped their loans. .
ing one half the quantity of goods they were in rhe habit of purchasing ar this season. Our
mining brokers almost find "their occupation gone." Rents are reduced in price, and some
stores and houses remain untenanted. Our professional men complain of the uniform
dullness and scarcity of money. Transfers of real estate and mining claims have so far ceased
rhar the Recorder's office employs only one-tenth of the clerical force needed a year ago, and

The philosophical breach between
North's vision of independent enterprise in the Nevada mines and Stewart's goal of large capital investments
by San Francisco mining corporations
is visually captured by]. Ross Browne.
The San Franciscan, depicted in all
his parasitical prosperity, is portrayed
making money from an independent
miner's destitution.
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our Noraries and Conveyancers have lirerally norhing ro do. Our srreers are nor crowded
wirh rhe busy rhrong which a few monrhs since made rhem a marr almosr as grear as Wall
Srreer or rhe Paris Bourse, and every inreresr of commerce and labor suffers under rhe
general cloud 1 9

The response to this crisis, as it came into focus over the summer, led directly to
North's resignation on August 22, 1864. Forced by a public outcry, his resignation
signaled a transformation in popular perceptions- not only concerning the judge but
also about the past and future course of the territory. It was not William Stewart who
was the head of the call for North's (and the remainder of the court's) removal; he
merely cheered quietly from the sidelines.20 Rather, North's new opponents were his
old supporters: the small miners, businessmen and laborers who had but a season
earlier so stridently defended him.
Why? How does one account for this radical change in public sentiment? Simply
put, the depression had rendered meaningless the political and economic issues at
stake in the first statehood campaign. With men and mines idle, those laborers,
merchants and mechanics who participated in the public search for the causes of and
solutions co the collapse moved to a repudiation of their former conviction that
[for] rhose . .. who are seeking new fields of indusrry and enrerprise, wherher rhey come
we have every species of wea lrh, wirh a genial eli mare, and
from California or rhe Easr
room and verge for alJ.2 1

As spring turned to summer and the depression deepened, ruined speculators, hardpressed businessmen, and unemployed miners came to see the cause of their plight in

The large building in the background of this photograph is Maguire's Opera
House, Virginia City, where in public debate john Wesley North answered
Stewart's charges of misconduct as a judge.
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the combined speculations of the recent past. The crisis, they insisted, was a product of
that former route to wealth, prosperity, and independence:· speculation and "wild cat"
mining. "The wildcat has been so extremely cultivated," explained the Gold Hill
Evening News in early June,
char confidence has been shaken in mining operations worthy of all'confidence. Many of
these schemes have been che result of ignorance; many more, we fear, of intentional
speculation linle bener chan fraud. They have absorbed capital which, were chey nor
existing, would have been employed in legitimate business, making richer him who invested,
more easy che money marker, more cheerful che public. Immense amou nts of capital have
been expended in anempced development of mines, many of which, alchough rich, will
absorb still more ere any returns can be realized; and more still where no mines ac all exist,
or ac che best such as will never pay dividends. All che labor, also, rhus thrown away is capital
lose, leading direcdy co dull rimes as so much gold sunk in che ocean. 22

This line of reasoning, repeated time and again in the early summer, expressed a
fundamental shift in perceptions about the territory's future. No longer was Nevada
the "land for the old Californian." On the contrary, the earlier rush of miners
suddenly-not to mention retrospectively- became a "great mistake, having irs origin
in an ignorance inexcusable in a people less incautious and impetuous than Californians ." For the ambitious man without wealth, the independent promoter and the
wildcatter, Nevada had become the "worst country our of doors." 23
The repudiation of wildcat promotion was nothing other than a repudiation of the
promise held our to potential immigrants since the discovery of silver five years
earlier. And the conclusions that followed pointed ro a distinctly different future.
Recovery and sustained prosperity, proclaimed editors and letter writers, businessmen
and mine laborers, could come from only one source- the systematic development of
paying mines. And the development of paying mines, so the argument continued,
demanded capital, "capital to the extent of millions." 24 "Men of small means," declared
the editor of the Humboldt Register,
cannot, or will noc, develop or work silver mines. Our mountains are full of shallow shafts
and shore tunnels, and yec we have bur few developed mines-and these almost exclusively
owned by San Francisco capitalists. We have yec many rich cropping ledges char haver never
been prospected ac alL . . . Lee capitalists gee possession of chese, and bring co light their
true value. . . Thus there will be an avenue open for che employment of hundreds of
laborers, and our country will receive an impetus char is lascing.25

For North, the consequences of this argument proved personally disastrous. First,
it undercut the broad base of support he had previously received for his stand on the
one-ledge theory. Once the territory's recovery and future prosperity became identified
with large scale and heavily capitalized development rather than small scale mining
enterprise, the one-ledge theory lost irs political and economic significance. Second,
and for North more ominously, when Nevadans asked why the desperately-needed
capital was not forthcoming, their attention came to rest upon the territorial courts
and the tangle of suits over the one-ledge theory. "The Cause of Dull Times[?]- The
Ghoul of Litigation," pronounced the staunchly pro-North Virginia Daily Union in
June,
From che Ophir co che lacesc develop ment of che Comstock, on American Flat, there is nor a
mining claim of proved or presu mptive rich ness in chis county bur is involved in an
apparently interminable network of litigation. Quartz veins from which pay rock could even
now be extracted, as well as quartz veins which give promise of return after a few weeks
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Nevada's depression of 1863, devastating and severe, radically altered Nevadans'
concepts of their socio-economic order. Prior to May 1864 most citizens favored
individual, small-scale mining enterprise. Very soon the territory's recovery and
future prosperity became identified with large-scale, heavily capitalized development, which paved the way for such substantial enterprises as the Gould &
Curry and Ophir mining operations. Above, offices of the Gould & Curry Mine
in Virginia City, ca. 1875. Below, the interior of the Gould & Curry mill
demonstrates the technology achieved by infusion of large amounts of capital in
Nevada's mining industry.
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more of labor, are left lying idle and unproductive until it can be ascertained as to which one
of half a dozen conflicting claims have a right of ownership and possession26

As concern over the "Ghoul of Litigation" grew, and as the conviction that the
courts were a central impediment to recovery strengthened, North's old adversaries in
the press renewed the charge of judicial corruption first raised by Stewart the winter
before. 27 Although North again raised a spirited defense and marshalled the support of
friends and sympathizers (and, it should be noted, later won a suit for libel against his
detractors), his standing plummeted. 28
Among supporters and detractors alike, confidence in the judge evaporated. In
early August a speaker before the Miners' League of Storey County declared, "A most
potential cause of the present depression of mining industry, is the universal distrust
of our judiciary." Over the following two weeks, a petition calling for the court's
dismissal circulated throughout Virginia City and Gold Hill. By mid-month it
contained more than 3500 signatures.29 One conclusion appeared inescapable. Without
a court which enjoyed a high degree of trust, cases over mining titles would remain
unsettled, capital would remain shy of the territory, and the depression would deepen.
As the Nevada Transcript observed:
It is possible-barely possible-that [the court] may be above reproach. But enough has
been brought to light to destroy all confidence in their integrity. [Nevada] never can prosper
wh ile the judiciary is suspected. Capital will refuse to go there for investment unless at heavy
premium for risk, and men of families will decline to make a spot for their homes where vice
instead of virtue reigns. lO

By the end of August, North had had enough. Perhaps convinced that he and his
colleagues could no longer function, or perhaps worried over his health (the reason he
gave), the judge resigned his seat.3 1 Ironically, North's last judgment brought the
controversy over the one-ledge theory to an end. Upon the report of a court referee he
had earlier appointed to examine the conflicting claims of the Gould & Curry and
North Potosi companies, North ruled that the plaintiff (Gould & Curry) was correct in
its argument that the Comstock Lode consisted of but a single ledge of ore.32 The irony
of his decision did not lie in the ruling itself, for North had always based his one-ledge
decisions upon empirical grounds, and in his last decision simply insisted that the
evidence presented by the referee had finally and decisively verified the one-ledge
claim. The irony, rather, lay in the public response to announcement of the decision:
there was no outcry, no wail of indignation, no charge of judicial treachery. The
one-versus-many ledge controversy had lost its power to inflame Nevadans. No longer
was it considered crucial to the territory's future.3 3
The reason should be clear. In their response to the depression, Nevadans had
already decided the issue which had previously given the one- and many-ledge theories
such importance to Comstock Lode miners, laborers and businessmen. By midsummer
1864 they had moved away from the conviction that Nevada's future lay with the
prospector, the small mine owner, the speculating wildcatter-in short, the individual
proprietor who a year earlier had been seen as the foundation of progress and
prosperity. In the midst of economic collapse, the sole hope for the future appeared to
depend upon an infusion of capital which could be used to build up and bolster the
large-scale industrial mining corporation. Judicial sanction of the one-ledge theory
promised to remove what was widely believed to be a central impediment to capital.
This new attitude was argued forcefully by no less than the editors of the Virginia
Daily Union, previously the most unrelenting opponents of the one-ledge theory. "We
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have," the Union observed the day after North announced his decision in the Gould &
Curry-North Potosi case, "read the published decision of John Nugent, Esq., referee in
this case."
It is very carefully and elaborately prepared, and presents the whole case, very fairly, we
should judge. It is especially important as a complete and extended showing of all the facts

and arguments in support of the one ledge theory; and we think, presents a strong case in its
support . . . . We would suggest that as the one ledge claimants have now got the
advantage, and are generally wealthy, they buy up the opposing titles and stop the litigation
which is retarding our progress so much. This can now be done, we believe, cheaper than to
continue the litigation, from the fact that the decision will depress the value of all opposing
titles. l4

In a mere twelve months this switch in sentiment regarding John North and the
one-ledge theory, not to mention the large mining corporation, was nothing less than
remarkable. It marked a turning away from an earlier conception of the territory as an
environment in which few obstacles fronted the path of ambitious and independent
proprietors toward the conception of an interdependent socio-economic order in
which the large industrial corporation played the key role in development and thus the
employment, upon which wage earners, farmers, merchants, teamsters, mechanics and
other small businessmen relied.
Thus the significance of the travail of John North went far beyond a rise and fall in
the fortunes of one man. At its heart North's experience illustrated the intimate
connection between courts, communities and political economy in periods of rapid
change in the nineteenth-century American West. At every step in the year between
fall 1863 and fall 1864, Nevadans saw the territorial courts as a central factor in the
shaping of their social and economic environment. During the first six months of this
year, profit, prosperity, and personal advance seemed to be within the grasp of the
individual qua individual. In this environment the court's actions (and North's in
particular) corresponded to the interests and expectations of the populace. But
economic crisis dashed these early hopes. In their response to depression, all sectors of
the Comstock Lode's population turned away from their former animus toward
concentrated ownership and embraced the corporate interest as their own. In this later
light, the court's earlier thwarting of the corporate interest took on a new and
detrimental cast.

* * *
In one sense, then, North may be seen as a victim of circumstances beyond his
control. But in another and more telling sense, his travail serves as a measure of more
fundamental changes that transpired in 1864. Within the context of economic collapse,
Nevadans confronted the demands of an emerging industrial order. Quickly and
decisively they turned away from their prior commitment to protection of individual
enterprise, broadly based entrepreneurial opportunity, and the paramount value of
personal independence. As a consequence, the prescriptions for recovery voiced in the
summer of 1864 were prophetic. Although it would ultimately take the discovery of
another bonanza to renew the appearance of prosperity, Nevada's future did indeed
rest with industrial exploitation-of human and natural resources-by a handful of
large corporations_3 5
There were those who refused to embrace industrialism. They were limited,
however, to voting with their feet. Not the least of these persons was John North, who
in 1865 followed his entrepreneurial bent to Reconstruction Tennessee.36
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21. The quoted passage is from the VDU, January 11, 1864.
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28. Throughout the period, the Vir[;inia Daily Union remained a defender of North, although they
also argued that the charges had destroyed the judge's ability to fulfill his duties. See the VDU,June 10, 30,
July 17, 23, 24, 26-28, August 1, 3, 5, 11, 16-19, 21, 1864. On North's libel suit, see Lord, Comstock Mining
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depression.
34. VDU, August 24, 1864.
35. See Paul, Minin[; Frontier.r of the Far West, pp. 75-80.
36. Stonehouse, j ohn Wesley North, p. 176.
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"JOHN MUIR, THE GEOLOGIST OF THE YOSEMITE"
ROBERT ENGBERG

One reason for John Muir's successful leadership of the Sierra Club was his
reputation for being morally correct and righteous in his cause. During his years as club
president he also became the incorruptible figurehead for the entire American
conservation movement, and in the public's eye became something more than the
simple "mountaineer" Muir claimed to be. Muir knew the importance of his role as
conservation leader, however, and willingly cultivated it; he sensed that his personality
as well as his convictions were needed to bind together the different groups who
wished to defeat the enemies of conservation. Muir allowed himself to be interviewed,
hounded by the press and Club members, and to become the subject of countless
debates and editorials.
It was a strange fate for someone who as a young man had secluded himself for
several years in the mountains of California. During the decade following his arrival in
the state and his first visit to Yosemite in 1868, Muir kept to himself and to his studies;
however, by the mid-1870s he had made a name for himself and was known to
California's intellectual community. The geologist Joseph LeConte was among the first
scientists to meet Muir and be impressed with the young naturalist's geological
theories, and spoke of Muir in his own lectures. Mrs. Ezra Carr recognized Muir's
writing abilities and urged him to send his thoughts "down" from the mountains.
Others, including the sage Ralph Waldo Emerson who met Muir in Yosemite in 1870,
offered accounts of Muir's boundless enthusiasm, his individuality in thought and
appearance, and originality of mind.
A contemporary newspaper article suggests the depth of the great naturalist's
charisma and personality. Reprinted below, it was anonymously written in 1872 and
widely published. Sometimes titled "An Enthusiastic Geologist" it evidently appeared
in several American newspapers and, slightly edited, in the Scottish newspaper
Haddingtonshire Courier on April 4, 1873. Probably the work of Muir's artist friend
Born and raised in San Diego, Robert Engberg now reaches in La Jolla, where he specializes in the education of gifted
children. An avid backpacker and member of the Sierra Club, he has contributed articles to several publications focusing
on the outdoors. In addition, he is co-editor of fohn Muir: To Y osemite and Beyond, published by the University of
Wisconsin Press in 1980.
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This portrait of fohn Muir by Billy
Simms was completed in 1873, the
same year the article 'john Muir, the
Geologist of the Yosemite" was published in the Wisconsin State Register.
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William Keith, it was composed shortly after the pair had camped together near
Yosemite's Mount Ritter during the fall of 1872. The article is perhaps less fully
accurate than we might like: its claim that Muir never carried a gun is of course false
(he often hunted when a boy) and Muir himself later wrote he inadvertently shot a
hiking companion during his first trip to Yosemite. And though Keith insists Muir
would never "molest [even] a rattlesnake if it happens to lay in his path" we know
that, too, is false. Yet the letter remains valuable. There is no other account quite like
this charming article, in which Muir is shown to be the ecstatic, unconventional,
self-effacing loner who is both scientist and poet, learner and teacher, recluse and host.
Keith's romanticizing is only a minor distortion and the article remains a valuable
complement to the few descriptions we have of Muir as a young man in Yosemite. The
reprinted version below comes from the Wisconsin State Register [Portage,
Wisconsin], February 1, 1873.
JOHN MUIR, THE GEOLOGIST OF
THE YOSEMITE.
Four Years Among the Glaciers of the
Sierra.
The following brief sketch of the enthusiastic naturalist, John Muir, formerly of
this city, who has for years been engaged in studying the geological aspects and
phenomena of the great Yosemite Valley, is furnished by an artist friend who recently
returned from a trip to the great canyon, where he saw the remarkable subject of the
notice, and was in his company for several weeks:
'John Muir is a man of about thirty-four or thirty-five years of age, medium height,
strongly built, but rather spare in flesh , on account of his constant exercise. His hair is
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Although Muir initially came to California to study indigenous plant life, the
grandeur of a nearly pristine Yosemite laid its spell upon him from the time of
his first visit in 1868 and turned his scientific interest to geology.
dark-brown, his eyes are gray, and he wears a full flowing beard of sandy color. His
complexion is bronzed by constant exposure to the sun and wind, but under it you can
see the rich blood which bespeaks of perfect health. He has a face which gives out the
expression that his moral condition is one of happiness and enjoyment of the pursuits
in which he is engaged.
,,,.,
When equipped for one of his mountain rambi'f~, he commonly wears a shirt and
pants of some stout, common material, and goes' without either vest or coat. He
invariably has a little pine or cedar bough stuck in his shirt button hole, which
constitutes his only ornament. A felt hat and pair of hob-nailed shoes complete his
outfit. Sometimes he carries a single blanket slung over his shoulders by a rope or
strap, but if he anticipates much rough climbing, he always leaves that behind. His
stock of provisions generally consists of a bag of oatmeal and some tea and sugar, with
occasionally a little bread or a scant supply of crackers; aqd on an amount of these
which would scarcely seem sufficient for more than one or two good meals for a heavy
eater in good health, he will subsist and travel over the roughest country imaginable,
sometimes for weeks together.
Thus equipped he will start on one of his exploring expeditions into the heart of
the high Sierras, and will travel farther in a day than any horse, to say nothing about
climbing up mountains and across numberless deep canyons, where no horse could
ever go.
His scientific outfit consists of a pocket barometer, a small spirit level, and a
notebook for recording his observations.
When night overtakes him, he hunts a pitch-pine log, if possible, to make his camp
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fire, and lays down alongside of it upon the naked rock to sleep. The cold is so great
and the wind so keen in the mountains where he loves to roam, that a person not
accustomed to it would almost perish with half a dozen blankets to keep him warm;
but use seems to have made Mr. Muir insensible to their assaults.
Whenever he gets into a very difficult country to travel through, he says he
commonly follows the trails made by the bears, on account of the wonderful sagacity
they show in selecting the best routes over difficult places. He has such confidence in
the good nature and peaceable disposition-when not molested- of bears and all other
beasts, that he never carries a gun or any other weapon. His doctrine is to be at peace
with all creatures, if possible, and he carries this to such a length that he will not even
molest a rattlesnake if it happens to lay in his path.
Whenever a scientist visits the Yosemite Valley, Muir is always the first man he
inquires for, and if he is fortunate enough to secure him for guide his trip will always
prove both pleasant and instructive.
Although not one man in ten thousand could follow him in his lonely rambles
through the mountains, he is always courteous enough to try to accommodate his pace
and route to the traveling capacities of his guests; but some of the places which he
seems to consider easily accessible on horseback, would shock the nerves of most
travelers on smooth pavements and climbers of steep and difficult stairways, very
severely.
One of his first rambles in pursuit of knowledge was a walk from Wisconsin to the
lower end of Florida, in search of botanical specimens.
He came to California more for the purpose of making botanical studies than
anything else; but when he visited the Yosemite and neighboring mountains he was so
struck with the wonderful geological phenomena there to be seen, that he turned his
attention to that branch of science, and has now been about four years in that
neighborhood studying the problem of mountain structure, and especially upon the
agency of glaciers in that connection. He has discovered quite a number of living
glaciers- large and small- among the high Sierras, and is busy observing their actions
and applying the results of his observations to the elucidation of a great many
geological riddles which have hitherto defied solution.
Being so young a man and caring more for science for its own sake than for any
celebrity which it may bring him, he is comparatively little known, excepting among
the higher and more purely scientific circles, where he is already becoming well
known; but when he comes to embody his researches in book form they will be found
to constitute one of the most interesting chapters added of late to geological literature.
Occasionally there is a scientific descriptive letter of his published in some of the
leading periodicals; but as yet he has not published any regular report of his researches;
and he says that he don't [sic] intend to do so until he has digested the whole subject
thoroughly. In short the mania for book-making seems to have very slight hold upon
him, and his ambition is much more to know than to be known.
His love of nature is intense and poetic, as well as scientific in its character. He sees
beauty in all the wonders of his mountain home, and is as impatient of the restraints of
city life as was Thoreau. Simple and modest in his manner, he can become enthusiastic
when the exciting cause has anything to do with Nature's handiwork. To such an
extent does he carry his admiration and veneration for the mother power, that he finds
no beauties in art which he does not give her credit for. On a recent occasion, while
looking over a portfolio of photographs for the ancient architectural wonders of India,
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This Carleton Watkins photograph of the Merced River in Yosemite clearly
shows the wide variety of geologic phenomena and natural history subjects to
be found in the region and perhaps, in its beauty and serenity, hints at the
magic of Yosemite which engrossed Muir throughout the remainder of his life.
he exclaimed: "This is nature- perfect grace and unity! It is nature reproducing herself
through the mind of the architect!" But he found more interest, even, in the large
photographs of the Himalayas. There were the living glaciers, and as his brightened
eye traced out their track, and noted the deep imprints left on the mountain side by
their progress, he said: "These must be grander than those of the Sierra." And then,
after a pause, and in a quaint determined tone, he added; "I must go there; I must study
those Himalayan glaciers-after I have finished with the valley." If his life is spared he
will go to India, and when he goes California will lose one of the purest minded, most
sincere, modest and energetic searchers after truth she has ever held within her
borders.
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SYLVESTER ALLEN BALLOU:
ARGONAUT IN THE STATEHOUSE
JANE APOSTOL

After shuttling from town to town-seven moves in four years- the California
legislature decided on Sacramento as the capital. Sylvester Allen Ballou, a bright young
assemblyman from El Dorado County, wrote a persuasive committee report favoring
Sacramento. During his four terms in the legislature, Ballou enlivened the sessions
with his eloquence and wit, and won special acclaim in 1858 as an effective spokesman
for popular sovereignty.
Sylvester Ballou (nicknamed Ves ) was born in 1828 in Saratoga County, New
York, and reared in Brecksville, Ohio. A journeyman shoemaker at fourteen, he
worked until the age of twenty in his father's cobbler shop and tannery and helped on
the family farm . Although he had little formal education, he read assiduously and in
1848 began teaching school in Newburgh, Ohio. There he may have met his young
cousin, James A. Garfield, who had a temporary job in Newburgh chopping wood.
In 1849 Ballou left home for adventure in the West. He traveled with his older
brother, Volney, who had just returned from a Pacific whaling voyage with news of the
California gold rush. The two Argonauts made their way by flatboat to New Orleans,
planning to take a steamer to the Isthmus. When they found all passenger ships
booked up, they sailed as foremast hands on the bark Oregon, which was going round
the Horn to San Francisco with a cargo of prefabricated houses. The seven-month
voyage was distinguished by poor fare, bad weather and harsh treatment. years later
Ballou observed:
The treatment sailors receive from officers is a shame and a disgrace to humanity. A sailor is
never supposed to know anything, or do aught but what he is told; his judgment is never
consulted, and should he find anything amiss and report [it] , more likely than not he would
be dismissed with an oath and curses.
Jane Apostol lives in Altadena, California, and se rves on the volunteer staff of the Hunting ton Library. The author of
numerous articles on Pacific Coast history, Mrs. Apostol has drawn much of the material for her work from the
manuscript collections of the H untington. She is the author of '" Rendezvous in Stockto n: Three Yankees Go West,'"
which appeared in the Spring 1982 issue of THE PACIFIC HISTORIAN.
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The Oregon arrived in San Francisco in July 1850, unloaded part of its cargo just
below Montgomery Street, and continued on to Sacramento. Cholera was raging there,
and the Oregon found willing buyers for its supply of Mississippi River water, which
had clarified on the long voyage. Although the city was at the height of prosperity,
Ballou counted only four frame houses. He was astonished to find "gambling in full
blast on every corner, under awnings, on the sidewalk; tables loaded with gold and
silver; crowds of booted, spurred and armed men putting up their last dollar on the
turn of a card."
From Sacramento, where the crew dispersed, the brothers walked to Cold Springs,
"a teeming hive of gold seekers," midway between Coloma and Placerville. For a year
they did well at mining. "Those were glorious days," Ballou once recalled. "Good
fellowship. Independence- free as the mountain air that fanned our bronzed cheeks.
Work hard in the water all day; clean up, pan out, weigh your dust at night; and no
favors ro ask of anybody."
In the summer of 1851, when river waters fell too low for successful mining,
Volney became a farmer and Ves Ballou turned ro trading. He drove three yoke of
oxen between Cold Springs and Sacramento, buying supplies in the city and selling
them to miners. Often he carried as much as $10,000 in gold entrusted to him by the
miners for shipping home from SacramentO. Sometimes he camped out with a trader
named Leland Stanford, whom he found a genial companion.
Ves Ballou was a leading citizen of Cold Springs. He was foreman of the grand jury
and clerk of the Democratic Central Committee. He founded a lyceum and library and
was active in the Sons of Temperance- "perfect liquor annihilators," he called them.
In 1853 he ran a successful campaign for Assemblyman on the Democratic ticket.
The legislature opened in Benicia in January 1854. During the maneuvering over a
bill ro set the date for aU. S. SenatOrial election, Ballou voted with supporters of David
C. Broderick. In other votes, he took a stand against hiring a chaplain, against
claimants to fugitive slaves, and against an amendment to keep Blacks, mulattoes,
Indians, Chinese and Malays from testifying for or against Caucasians.
Not all legislative matters were so weighty. Ballou helped a constituent legally
change his name from Smith to Amor de Cosmos, chaired debate on an act to prevent
stallions from running at large, and introduced a resolution to display four maps of
California in the Assembly chamber.
Ballou also offered a resolution concerning adequate protection of the state
archives. He was promptly named chairman of an assembly·committee to investigate
the matter and to investigate, as well, various sites for a pe.rmanent capital. Speaking
for the committee majority, Ballou recommended Sac-ramento. He praised its brick
buildings, planked thoroughfares, and its splendid service by stage and steamer. He
noted Sacramento's many libraries, two printing establishments, and the substantial
building with a fireproof vault where archives could be stored. He also noted that
twelve months after fire and flood had devastated Sacramento, the dauntless energy of
the people created, "from one vast and almost impassible swamp- a city, in substantial
wealth, commerce and population the second in California." A Senate committee also
endorsed Sacramento, and in mid-session- as one journalist phrased it- "the Capitol
came up in a small boat."
In summer 1854 Ballou left for Naperville, Illinois, where his family had moved
from Ohio. He was accompanied back to California the following spring by another of
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his five brothers, twenty-two-year-old Orlando. They planned to prospect along the
Feather River and soon were living in Meadow Valley, eight miles from Quincy on the
Oroville stage road. In addition to mining, they ran a store and packed supplies to the
miners' camps. Orlando was delighted with his new life and with the California
climate, "where you will never die unless killed," but he did grumble over household
chores. ''I'm getting sick of washing, cooking, mending, sweeping &c. &c," he
complained. "It don't suit. Our dishes we wash every two weeks. We have them
marked so that each one knows his own and he has to stick to it."
In 1857 Ballou began teaching in the new schoolhouse about two miles east of
Quincy. Paid $60 a month, he was expected to keep the premises clean; maintain an
accurate inventory; conduct twice-daily calisthenics, as well as breathing and vocal
exercises; inspire a lively interest in classwork; and "avoid all heavy plodding
movements and formal routine, lest the pupil be dull and drowsy and imbibe the
notion that he studies only to recite."
No longer used for classes, the Pioneer School has been moved about a mile to the
Plumas County fairgrounds. In 1957 the building was made a California historic
landmark. A plaque put up then, and since corrected, identified Mrs. S. A. Ballou as the
first teacher. Ves Ballou was still unmarried in 1857 although he was known to have an
eye for the ladies. One jocular news item referred to "the fair damsels .. . among
whom Solomon Artemas Ballou . . . perambulates with awful slaughter."
The fall of 1857 Ballou again ran for Assembly on the Democratic ticket. Because
of his anti-slavery sentiments, he was accused of bolting the party in 1856 to vote for

In 1857, Sylvester Ballou began teaching in the recently-completed Pioneer
School, then located two miles east of Quincy, California. Now located approximately one mile from the Plumas County Fairground, the school was named a
California historic landmark in 1957.
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In fall1861 Ballou enlisted in the union army and served in the department of
subsistence, a forerunner of the quartermaster corps. This sheet music bears a
letter from Ballozt written during the siege of Vicksburg, poignantly describing
the horrors of the battlefield.
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Fremont as president. In answer to the charge, Ballou published affidavits showing he
had voted for Buchanan. In 1858 and 1859, however, he became a vocal critic of the
Buchanan administration.
Despite a campaign against him of "antipodes, radical abolitionists and their
counterparts, with the rump of the old K[ now] N[ othing] party;' Ballou easily
captured one of the two Plumas County seats and played a lively role in the session
which opened in 1858.
Newspapers praised Ballou as a hard-working and principled legislator, an
efficient committee chairman, and the best parliamentarian in the house. They noted,
also, that he was not above a little clowning. From time to time he offered burlesque
resolutions, and he once ridiculed blue laws with an amendment in which nearly every
word made punning reference to a colleague's name. One reporter explained, "Ballou's
great uncle was none other than Hosea Ballou, the celebrated Universalist preacher.
The grand nephew has a considerable inheritance of latitudinarian religious sentiment;
he is bitterly opposed to any Sunday law."
Ballou's sense of comedy was lampooned in a verse of "The California Legislature,
A Local Song, As Sung at the 'Melodeon,' with great applause." Its author, Mart Taylor,
wrote of Ballou:
Whenever a bill comes up, he'll not
Speak for it or defend it
Bur with some great absurdity
Endeavor to amend it.

The most divisive issue before Congress and the nation in 1858 was the question of
statehood for Kansas. On this issue Ballou took an unflinching stand and proved a
serious and effective orator.
In 1857 a rigged convention had met at the territorial capital of Lecompton,
Kansas, and drafted a pro-slavery constitution. The first ratifying election provided no
way to vote against the document. The ballot offered two choices only: for the
constitution, with unlimited slavery; or for the constitution, with a limit on slavery.
The latter choice would not affect slaves already in Kansas, but would stop further
importation. About six thousand people voted for the constitution with no limits on
slavery, and five hundred for the constitution with some limits.
Free-state sympathizers boycotted the election and succeeded in calling a special
referendum in January 1858. At this election-boycotted by slavery advocates- some
ten thousand people voted against the constitution. Buchanan nevertheless endorsed
Kansas statehood with the Lecompton constitution. His stand split the Democratic
party into bitter factions: Lecomptonites, led by administration forces, and AntiLecomptonites, led by Senator Stephen A. Douglas of Illinois. In the California
delegation, Senator William M. Gwin and Congressman Charles L. Scott supported the
administration; newly-elected Senator David C. Broderick and Congressman Joseph C.
McKibben supported Douglas.
In March 1858 Assemblyman W. C. Stratton of Placer County offered a resolution
instructing California's senators and represent-atives in Washington to vote for Kansas
statehood. This meant admitting Kansas as a slave state. Ballou offered a substitute
resolution: that the delegation be instructed to vote against admitting Kansas under
any constitution not fairly submitted as an entirety to the qualified voters of Kansas
and receiving a majority of the votes cast.
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When a special committee recommended passage of the Stratton resolution, Ballou
wrote a lengthy minority report. Its chief arguments emphasized popular sovereignty,
rather than slavery. Ballou denounced the Lecompton constitution for violating the
principles of the Kansas-Nebraska Act and "the heaven born, impregnable Democratic doctrine of popular sovereignty." In conclusion he stated:
The issue involves rights far
the righ t of free suffrage.
stake. . . When the rights
the will of a majority, then,
dangerous failure.

more holy and important than any question of property. It is
The right of the people to make their own laws is at
of a bogus minority are to be permitted to trample in the dust
indeed, it is time to account our Government a solemn and

Ballou's minority report made the first page of the Sacramento Union, which
carried it in full. It was also printed as a circular and widely distributed in the state.
"This able document," said one reporter, "excites the approval and admiration of every
honest and unprejudiced Democrat who has read it."
The Stratton resolution won in California but failed in its national objective.
Congress returned the Lecompton constitution for another vote, and the people again
rejected it. Not until 1861 did Kansas enter the union, and then it was as a free state.
In the fall of 1858 Ballou was nominated by acclamation to run for State Senate in
the 14th district, composed of Butte and Plumas counties. His brother Orlando wrote a
friend:
Ves, you are probably aware, is a candidate for the Senate without oppositiOn. T he
Lecomptonites cannot nor dare not fetch out a man to cope with him. He is now srumping
the counties of Butte and Plumas not for himself (for his election is certain) but for the cause
of Popular Sovereignty . We are all Douglas Democrats on chis side of the Rocky Mountains
& hope you are the same on the ocher. .. . I will send you a few papers to show you how
highly the Hon. S. A. B. is esteemed by the people of Cal.

Ballou was one of the few Anti-Lecomptonites to serve in the 1859 legislature. He
continued to speak forcefully on popular sovereignty and castigated Gwin for
advocating congressional protection of slavery in the territories. He also spoke in
defense of Broderick, who was bitterly attacked for not voting to admit Kansas to the
union. When Lecomptonites moved to censure Broderick and ask his resignation,
Ballou gave a rousing speech in the senator's behalf.
In articles aimed at Broderick's political enemies, Ballou satirized Senator Gwin
and attacked federal appointees in California as "a class of lazy, useless, cowardly,
bullying knaves." He denounced the Buchanan administration for entertaining an
unappeasable hatred of California . It "has cheated us out of a railroad," he declared,
"made invidious and sectional distinctions in regard to the Overland mail, and is now
engaged in an attempt to reduce or destroy our postal service, thus working serious
injury on our commercial interests." Urging that the administration be rebuked for its
arrogance, he concluded, "Let the people see to it that by their votes they sustain such
men as Broderick and McKibben in their efforts to secure from the Federal
Government a proper attention to the interests of the Pacific States."
During the 1859 campaign California Chief Justice David S. Terry addressed a
convention of Lecompton Democrats. His insulting references to Broderick led
ultimately to the most famous duel in California history. On September 13, 1859, Terry
mortally wounded Broderick, who died three days later. Outraged and sorrowful, Ballou
wrote a scathing article which began:
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Ballou revisted Sacramento in 1874 to find the legislature which he had served
in 1854 and 1858 now housed in the imposing new capitol building completed
in 1869. During his terms in that august body, Ballou had kept a watchful eye
on state expenditures and thus dryly observed of the building: "Its cost has
already reached the enormous sum of three millions of dollars in gold."
Let there be gladness in every false and brutal heart, for the man who has stood up like a
pillar of rough granite amid the vile herd for ten years is struck down, hunted to the death
for his opinions. To speak for freedom in California is an offense which nothing but death
can atone for. To stand for the right and battle against wrong is, in this free state, an offense
against the chivalry so great that blood alone can wash the rC'cord out. Blood has been shed,
but the record lives.

Violence was nothing new in California politics. Just one year earlier, Ballou
recalled, "[S.M.] J ohnson, member from El Dorado, was killed in the rooms of the
Sergeant-at-Arms of the House by Dr. Stone, in a heated argument over the removal
of the county seat from Coloma to Placerville. During the interregnum of sessions, W.
T. Ferguson, Senator for Sacramento, was provoked into a quarrel and killed in a duel
with Geo. Pen Johnston, chiefly because he was Anti-Lecompton-brilliant and in the
way."
Ballou himself never went armed. His old Assembly colleague, John Conness,
observed, "He relied on being fair and persuasive and would sway men as few others
did. In the State Senate . .. when a man rose to speak, it was customary for him to
draw his pair of 'guns'-really long barreled revolvers-from his belt and lay them on
his desk where he could easily draw them & 'shoot first,' but not Mr. Ballou."
Ballou's service in the California legislature ended on April 30, 1860. A year earlier
the San Francisco Evening Telegram had written: "Ballou is a man of considerable
thinking and speaking ability; he is a person of energy, honesty, and practicability. . . .
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When the State is divided into four Congressional districts, Ballou will go to
Washington."
But Ballou saw Washington only as an observer. In December 1860 he spent three
weeks in the Senate gallery listening to the debate on secession. Convinced that war
was coming, he gave up thoughts of politics and in the fall of 1861 joined the union
army as a lieutenant. He served in Missouri, Georgia and Tennessee with the
Department of Subsistence-forerunner of the Quartermaster Corps-and won praise
as being "not only intelligent, active, and efficient, but thoroughly honest."
Only two of Ballou's Civil War letters survive-both written during the siege of
Vicksburg. One of them, scrawled across a page of sheet music, describes the horrors of
the battlefield. The other criticizes armchair commanders. "It is one thing to sit back
out of Reach of Shot & Shell & make Voluminous & Magniloquent reports," he wrote,
"while it is quite another to storm breastworks with certain death staring one in the
face-hence I for one will never be guilty of lionizing Epauletted Nonentities."
At the end of the war Ballou was named Chief Commissary, Department of
California, a position he owed to the influence of his old friend, John Conness, who
was now a U. S. Senator.
Ballou sailed for San Francisco in June 1865 with his new bride, twenty-year-old
Julia Barnard of Naperville, Illinois. The couple spent a pleasant year in California.
Although Julia found most places inferior to Illinois, she confessed, "I am in love with
California Februarys." She also admired San Francisco markets, the beautiful new
synagogue, and the lush farmland on either side of the Bay. Of the Californians she
wrote:
I find very many excellent people here now but the early settlers are yet fresh in everybody's
memory as being rude & boisterous. Women marry at eleven and fourteen as women
develop faster in this and warm climates. . . . They were as ready to get divorced as to
marry & thousands more were never divorced but simply left. Children are bright to learn &
more advanced of their age in schools here now than in the States.

In March 1866 Ves and Julia sailed to New York by way of Nicaragua. It was a
route Ballou had taken twice before, and deemed essential for cheap and easy transit
between California and the East. As an assemblyman he had even proposed that the
United States intervene, with naval force if necessary, to keep the route open.
On reaching San Juan del Sur, Julia wrote, "The native women all arrayed in
muslin, with their baskets of oranges, bananas, wine & gingerbread sat around on the
ground waiting for you to come & buy." A mule-drawn ambulance drove the first-class
passengers to the steamer twelve miles away at Lake Nicaragua. The second-class and
steerage passengers hiked the twelve miles or rode muleback.
Upon reaching New York, Ballou was mustered out as a brevet-major, and he and
Julia returned to the Naperville farm he had bought with California gold dust. There in
1867 their son was born, and there in 1869 Julia died of pneumonia.
Ballou spent much of 1871 in Kansas and the Indian Territory working for "Katy,"
the Missouri, Kansas and Texas Railway Company. Kansas had once stirred Ballou
with the cry for popular sovereignty. Now the watchword was Manifest Destiny.
Indians who had been settled on reservations in Kansas were being moved again and
their land sold to the railroads and private settlers. "The places that know him now
will soon know him no more forever," Ballou wrote of the Indian, "and we shall build
cities, churches, schoolhouses, railroads and great monuments of a far-reaching civilization over his heritage."
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Crossing the Kansas border into the Cherokee Nation, Ballou found the countryside a lovely vision. After describing verdant fields, clear streams, and air perfumed
with wild verbena, he said:
But the strange fact recurs that we are in the Indian country, with but few Indians, a few
fenced fields, a column of smoke rising from the timber along the streams, where a little
rude farming is practiced; all the rest is open country . . . . The eye that sees it yearns for it;
but we've given it to the rea man, by solemn treaty, to have and to own "as long as water
runs and grass grows." . . .
There is no chance to buy land here, and will be none until new treaties are made. The
settlement of the Territory is inevitable. Hundreds of men are here now with their families,
working on railroad contracts, who will not leave unless compelled. The building of this road
through the Territory is the entering-wedge.

In 1873 Ballou headed West again for a long visit to California. "From Chicago to
Omaha," he observed, "one has the advantage of a ride in the large-sized Pullman
coaches, which vibrate so little and ride so noiselessly that one may read or write
readily and converse in an ordinary tone of voice."
Ballou arrived in five and a half days, a startling contrast to the eight months it
took him on his first journey West. He found California greatly changed since he had
last seen it in 1866. Business was lively, real estate was booming, and there was new
construction everywhere, even across the sand hills to North Beach.
During his five months in California, Ballou wrote a number of articles for the
Naperville Clarion . He described Woodward's Gardens and a Sunday crowd of 15,000,
praised the Oakland streets lined with eucalyptus trees, and reported on San Francisco
vendors crying, "French oranges, fifteen cents a dozen, large as a brick, sweet as sugar."
He wrote at length about the women's temperance movement and its program to
shut down the bars maintained in almost every corner grocery. He wrote also of
juvenile delinquency and the need for jobs for young people. 'The children are in a
most deplorable and vicious state," he said. "Alleyways and streets are filled nightly
with crowds of noisy boys who make night hideous with hoodlumism. What shall we
do with our boys and girls is the problem of the hour."
Ever since he first represented a mining district, Ballou had opposed Chinese
contract labor, equating it with slave labor in unfair competition with free working
men. In 1874 he wrote, "It is a question for thoughtful consideration, by statesmen and
philosophers, what to do with the Chinese. There are 70,000 of them in the state now,
and more coming up by every ship." He accused the immigrants of pagan worship and
clinging to old customs instead of trying to assimilate. In conclusion, he remarked:
What is worst of all [they] enforce a system of slavery in our midst, compared with which
Southern slavery was a blessing. Most of the Chinese who come here are imported, owned
and controlled by companies who send an agent or manager with them. The fruits of their
labor inures nor to the benefit of each one individually, but goes into the coffers of the
companies.

Ballou took special pleasure in revisiting Sacramento. "I have been jubilating about
the capital for several days," he wrote, "trying to unravel the mysteries of the
circumlocution office." He found the new capitol imposing but observed, "Its cost has
already reached the enormous sum of three millions of dollars in gold."
While in the legislature, Ballou had kept a watchful eye on expenditures. Now he
announced disapprovingly:
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Sylvester Ballou in later life and Eliza Norton, whom Ballou married in 1874.
Ballou proposed by means of an original valentine poem in which he referred
to himself as a "small, bald-headed farmer." Apparently Miss Norton did not
object to either slight stature or baldness, for the marriage endured happily for
twenty-four years, until Ballou's death in 1899.
A careful study of the State Controller"s report shows that government is a pretty expensive
luxury, amounting to an annual tax of eighteen dollars for each man, woman and child in the
state, or, in round numbers, ten million dollars, coin, for state, county, town and municipal
purposes. . . . A radical change is demanded in fees and salaries paid officers of every
description. At present they are so high as to tempt the cupidity of every rascal in the county
who can well afford to spend one-third or half the income of an office to secure the rest.

Ballou returned to Naperville in 1874. The following year he married Eliza
Norton, a beautiful young school teacher of twenty-six. Ballou had proposed to her in a
Valentine poem. Calling himself "the small bald-headed farmer," he continued:
'Tis true, & pity "tis "tis true, my hair is thin:
But I do not augur from that, "twould be a sin
For me to marry
Unless you should prove of the hair pulling kind
And knock me about & knock out my wind
And raise the old Harry.

Ves and Eliza were happily married for twenty-four years. Only once were they
separated for long-when Ballou joined the rush to Leadville, Colorado, in 1879. The
mining venture was not successful, and frontier life no longer excited him. "The crowd
& noise & stink & mud day & night is enough to put anyone with orderly notions out
of conceit," he wrote. Longing for wife and children, he promised Eliza, "If ever I get
home again, I never will leave you for a week at a time unless it should seem
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indispensable. It's too much of a sacrifice for me to make. Money will not compensate."
After the Civil War, Ballou became an ardent Republican. He was active in county
politics and one year lost a nomination to the Illinois legislature by a single vote. He
held no elective office in Illinois but was twice appointed postmaster of Naperville.
Ballou died April 8, 1899, at the age of seventy-one, survived by his wife and four
children. He had asked them to wear no mourning. If a person led a good life and came
to a good end, he said, there was no reason to act as though a tragedy had occurred.
His family affectionately remembered Ballou's sense of fun, his love of language,
and his delight in people. Above all, they remembered his example of courage,
cheerfulness, integrity and loving kindness.
The newspaper obituary said of Ballou, "In fifty years of service he never betrayed a
public trust. He began life as a politician as a reform Democrat, using his influence in
the legislature of California to prevent the fastening of slavery upon Kansas, but since
the Civil War had been an ardent Republican. He was a man to whom patriotism
amounted almost to a passion and he considered no sacrifice or labors too arduous if he
could thereby serve his country."

SOURCES:
The author acknowledges with thanks permission to use the Sylvester Allen Ballou Collection at the
Henry E. Huntington Library and to quote from manuscripts and clippings in the collection. In addition,
the following published sources have been used in the above account: California Legislature, Assembly,
journal of the Fifth Session (Sacramento: State Printer, 1854), pp. 90-93; California Legislature,
Assembly .Journal of the Ninth Session (Sacramento: State Printer, 1858) pp. 295 -302. For a discussion of
the political rivalry between Broderick and Gwin, see David A. Williams, David C. Broderick: A Political
Portrait (San Marino: The Huntington Library, 1969); Robert V. P. Steele, Between Two Empires: The
Life Story of California 's First Senator, William McKendree Gwin (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1969);
James O'Meara, Broderick and Gwin: The Most Extraordinary Contest for a Seat in the Senate of the
United States Ever Known . .. (San Francisco: Bacon & Co., 1881 ). The duel and its background are well
described in Carroll Douglas Hall, The Terry-Broderick Duel (San Francisco: The Colt Press, 1939).
The Kansas question is discussed at length in Allan Nevins, The Emergence of Lincoln, Vol. 1 (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1950). For California's role in the controversy, see Williams, David C.
Broderick, pp. 171-229. See also Carl I. Wheat, ed., "California's Bantam Cock: The Journals of Charles E.
De Long, 1854-1863," California Historical Society Quarterly, Vol. 9 (1930), pp. 271-2 ,278-9, and Vol. 10
(1931), p. 66.
The following newspapers also contained informacion relevant to this article: Empire County Argus,
May 25, 1854; San Francisco Evening Telegram , February 23, 1859; Plumas Argus, September 1, 1859.
See also William Frank Zornow, Kansas: A History of the ]ayhawk State (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1957 ); V. V. Masterson, The Katy Railroad and the Last Frontier (Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1952 ); Ira B. Cross, A History of the Labor Movement in California (Berkeley:
U niversiry of California Press, 193 5), pp. 73-87; Lucile Eaves, A History of California Labor Legislation. . .
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1910), pp. 105-148; Elmer Clarence Sandmeyer, The AntiChinese Movement in California (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1973), pp. 12-56; and Alexander
Saxton, The Indispensable Enemy: Labor and the Anti-Chinese Movement in California (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1971), pp. 3-91.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES
Primary material related to Western history

THE GREAT LOCOMOTIVE CHASE
RONALD H. LIMBAUGH

Of all the anecdotes to come out of our Civil War, perhaps none is more famous
than the story of Andrews' Raiders, or Mitchell's Raiders as they were known at the
time. Authorized by union General Ormsby M. Mitchell as prelude to invasion and led
by James J. Andrews, a federal spy from Kentucky, twenty-two federal volunteers
disguised as businessmen and laborers slipped behind enemy lines in April 1862. Their
mission: to destroy vital confederate communication lines betwen Atlanta and
Chattanooga. Converging by different routes on the train depot at Marietta, Georgia,
they stole a locomotive and three cars from under the noses of surprised Southerners
and headed north at top speed, hoping to rip up tracks, burn bridges, cut wires, and
raise havoc. Within minutes confederate troops commandeered another train and
chased the spies for eighty miles before the lead engine ran out of fuel, still far behind
enemy lines. All twenty-two were caught, of whom seven, including Andrews, were
executed. The survivors escaped or were eventually exchanged. One of the fortunate
ones, Daniel A. Dorsey, who later received one of the first Congressional Medals of
Honor for his participation in the escapade, kept a scrapbook of clippings and photos
as well as a hand-corrected copy of a published account of the exploit. The postcard
below commemorates the raid, and the manuscript opposite erroneously announces
Dorsey's execution. All items are from the Daniel Dorsey Collection in the HoltAtherton Division of Manuscripts.
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REVIEWS OF WESTERN BOOKS
Authoritative reviews of recent publications

WESTERING WOMEN AND THE FRONTIER EXPERIENCE, 1800-1915. By Sandra
L. Myres. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1982. xxii + 365 pp., illus.,
notes, index. $19.95 )
WOMEN OF THE WEST. By Cathy Lztchetti
and Carol Olwell. (St. George, UT: Antelope
Island Press, 1982. 240 pp., illus., notes,
biblio $25.00)
Sandra Myres' Westering Women and
the Frontier Experience, 1800-1915, is a
comprehensive history of women who crossed
the Mississippi River. It touches upon the
experiences of Anglo, Hispanic, Amerindian
and Black women, and, although the subtitle
specifies "the Frontier Experience," the dates
1800-1915 indicate that the book has a far
more ambitious framework. Myres begins
with a consideration of the traditional images
of western women. She documents the overland experience, land-breaking, homemaking,
women's organizational efforts, suffrage movements and entrepreneurial ventures. The last
chapter on women working in western states
may prove the most valuable of all, for it
contains much that is original and useful for
future scholarship.
Myres' primary hypothesis is that the
western experiences of men and women did
not differ in kind or degree. The frontier
"offered challenges" and "provided opportunities" for both sexes. Westering is seen in
these pages as a kind of Darwinian training
ground for the fit; it made women and men
more "adaptable" and better suited for the
new life.
Westering Women succeeds best when it
is contained within the purview of traditional
historical writing; the book is weakest when
it becomes over-extended, attempting to present women in all regions of the West, from
cross-cultural perspective, and over more than
a century of time. Presenting no quantitative
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analysis, Myres continually generalizes about
"some," "most" and "many" women. And
when she concludes that there were, for
example, among Anglo and Hispanic women,
a "good deal" of visiting and a "good deal" of
intercultural "mixing" (an undefined term),
or that intercultural marriages were "fairly
common," it is difficult to see that such
judgments are useful.
Having chosen to write women's history,
Myres does not like much of the recent
writing in the field. She trivializes the works
of those she calls "feminist historians," as
though that term were pejorative, and denies
that the frontier set any special conditions for
women. The issues, however, are much larger
than Myres allows, and involve sex and work
roles, life cycle, family structure, class orientation and race. The fundamental questions
as to whether a life on the frontier produced
any special configurations in the structures of
families, or in the parameters by which
women lived their lives, are not answered in
this book. Westering Women at once tries
too much and, because it overreaches, sometimes obscures its own strengths.
There is a genre of writing in which
historical research and the photograph are
integrated into a narrative fabric. Jacob Riis'
How the Other Half Lives, published in
1890, wedded text to photographs; more
recently Michael Lesey's Death Trip and
Annette Baxter's To Be a Woman in America
have proven how effective this form of work
can be. Women of the West by Cathy Luchetti
in collaboration with Carol Olwell is a fine
representation by photograph and text of the
women who settled the far West during the
last century. The editors were determined to
display that history in all of its complex
ethnic and racial composition. Their search
for the written records and images of minority
women is important, even when they confess
that, in some cases, after over a year's search,

Most nineteenth-century women considered washing their most hated household chore. Prior to introduction of mechanical aids, laundry required hauling
water, stoking fires, pounding and scrubbing with battling board, sticks and
washboard, soaping with harsh homemade lye soap, rinsing, wringing and
drying-backbreaking labor even to contemplate today!
the right materials just didn't rurn up. Nevertheless, Women of the West succeeds in presenting the frontier as it was peopled by men
and women representing a multiplicity of
races and cultural background. The American
Indians come forward in this book as do the
later settlers. The text conveys an intimacy
with the lives of these women and often
carries the surprise of new information, even
for scholars who know the field well. It
would be useful if this book were available in
an inexpensive edition that could find its way
into the classroom; Women of the West
really should have wide distribution.
Lillian Schlissel

Lillian Schlissel is director of the American
studies program of Brooklyn College in the
City University of New York and author of
the recent book, Women's Diaries of the
Westward Journey.

. .. AND SOME FELL ON GOOD
GROUND: A HISTORY OF THE SISTERS
OF MERCY IN CALIFORNIA AND
ARIZONA. By Sister M. Athanasius Sheridan.
(New York: Carlton Press, Inc., 1982. 329
pp., illus., notes, biblio., index. $9.95)
A drama depicting eight young, middleclass women leaving the protection of a
somewhat idyllic Irish homeland and traveling
once and for all to the end of the earth to
relieve human misery cannot fail to be
engaging. Such is the heart of Sister M.
Athanasius Sheridan's . . . And Some FeLL on
Good Ground. The book's sub-title, A Histo ry
of the Sisters of Mercy in California and
Arizona, reveals the key actors in the drama.
Founded in 1831 by a wealthy Irish heiress,
the Sisters of Mercy are a Roman Catholic
religious congregation established for the
specific purpose of relieving the poverty and
ignorance of Catholic masses just emerging
from centuries under British penal law. The
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congregation's remarkable growth enabled it
to send its members far out into the Englishspeaking world within the first twenty to
thirty years of its founding . . . . And Some
Pelf on Good Ground is the story of those
sisters who in several separate waves established themselves in the American West and
Southwest in the latter half of the nineteenth
century.
The introductory chapter, which attempts
to portray the entire life of the foundress in
Ireland, is perhaps a bit too ambitiousnearly one-fifth of the text. Although this
story of Catherine McAuley is markedly
significant in its own setting-even shattering
historical stereotypes-that story is peripheral to the one Sister Sheridan sets out to tell.
But the rest of the book fills her stated
purpose well and is sure to capture the
attention of a rather diverse readership: the
social analyst, the historian of religion, the
women's studies specialist, the local-history
buff. While admittedly religious in her
approach, Sister Sheridan is scrupulous about
factual accuracy and careful to place her
account within vignettes of historical and
geographical interest.
The bibliography annexed to this compact
little book fails to do justice to the author's
ten-year search among primary sources of
the first class, scattered papers, elusive documents, and stray sketches from all parts of
California, New Mexico and Arizona where
the events took place.
Even without looking at the sources, just
perusing the book presents its own rewards.
The real prize to the reader of this closely
stocked narrative is a sense of the scene: in
the sisters' spirit of risk while attending the
dying at San Francisco's smallpox hospital,
the "pest-house"; in one lone sister's determination during a time of new beginnings in
the depressed little town of San Diego in the
1890s; in the sisters' repeated frustrations
while trying to fill requests for their work in
Arizona Territory amid paradoxical mixes of
p leasant and impossible circumstances. These
and more make of the tale a mirror of one
small but compassionate segment of society
in those rapidly expanding times.
Most colorful are sketches drawn directly
from the early Annals handwritten by the
sisters themselves. Who would now know,
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had· not the annalist thought to write the fact
down, that in 1909 during a virulent diphtheria epidemic at the convent and school in
Silver City, New Mexico, it was the town
sheriff, Mr. Gill, who "saw to the mail, wrote
to some of the parents to allay their fears,
brought provisions, and met every need"?
Sheriffs in the West are not ordinarily so
depicted. In the midst of such episodes the
author inserts little gems of insight into the
time, the place, the people. She describes the
age span of pupils who presented themselves
on the first day of school at Los Alamos as
ranging from those who were "very small,
four or five years old," to "the bewhiskered
man of over twenty." All, she tersely adds,
"were waiting for classification, as if they
could be classified."
This book is no self-conscious contribution to the exploding field of women's
studies today. But as a carefully researched
compilation of the stories of some women
who wanted no fame, it is sure to take its
place on the shelves of women's lore, supplying one more bit of evidence for the fact that,
while women may not have won the West, it
was surely they who tamed it.
Sister M. Helena Sanfilippo, SM

Sister M. Helena Sanfilippo, who holds the
Ph.D from the University of Notre Dame,
serves as archivist for the Sisters of Mercy of
California and Nevada. President-elect of the
Society of California Archivists, Sister Sanfilippo is also interested in the history of the
Catholic Church in America.

FIRE IN AMERICA: A CULTURAL HISTORY OF WILDLAND AND RURAL
FIRE. By Stephen]. Pyne. (Princeton, New
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1982. xvi
+ 654 pp., ilfus., biblio., notes, index. $35.00)
This volume is one of a series of studies
the Forest Service has sponsored to trace the
history of certain phases of federal forestry
activity. Harold K. Steen's The U.S. Forest
Service: A History (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1976) is the best known;
others already published or in stages of
preparation include a history of the agency in
Alaska, the story of radio communications in

the Forest Service, a study of grazing policy,
and several histories of experiment stations
and national forests . Stephen Pyne's book is
by far the most impressive of these.
Although Fire in America focuses on
Forest Service fire activity, it also provides a
broader historical perspective of human cultures as agents in the spread of fire. The
environment "is as much cultural as natural,"
and humans have dramatically modified their
environment through the use of fire . Therefore , fire is both a natural and a cultural
phenomenon as people everywhere have used
or eliminated fire to shape landscapes according to their need.
This study is exhaustively researched and
will remain for some time the definitive
work on forest fire history in the United
States. Beginning with the assumption that
fire has been the dominating factor in the ·
forest history of North America, the author
traces the evolution of fire regimes in each of
the major forested regions of the United
States. These regimes changed as human
cultures sought to diminish the size of
forested land during the great days of agricultural expansion-and then to reforest the
cutover areas beginning with the conservation
movement of the early twentieth century.
This "counter-reclamation" was associated
with the rise of industrial forestry and the
improvement in long-range investment prospects for growing timber.
Fire protection came to the Forest Service
when the federal timber reserves were transferred to the Department of Agriculture in
1905. The agency quickly became the knowledge center for forest fire activity and
expanded its hold in the fire protection arena
when Congress extended its authority to
include privately-owned forest lands through
the Weeks Act (1911) and the Clarke-McNary
Act (1924). At rimes the service attempted to
impose a monolithic view of fire control on
all regions of the country, and it adhered to
policies long after their practical application
was proven to be a mistake.
The Forest Service in recent years discovered it could sustain irs legitimacy through
association with Office of Civil Defense and
Department of Defense. It was no accident
that the Division of Forest Fire Research,
established in 1948, coincided with the onset

of the Cold War and the Defense Department's growing interest in the behavior of
mass fire. But this liaison between the civilian
fire sector and military strategists, Professor
Pyne points out, dated from World War II,
gained momentum during the Cold War years,
and achieved a sort of fruition in mass fire
experiments in Vietnam. The latter resulted
in a Forest Service report, "Forest Fires as a
Military Weapon." Clearly, federal forestry
had traveled far afield from the conservation
crusades of the early twentieth century.
Despite its encyclopedic detail and the
more than occasional rich metaphor, Fire in
America is a frustrating and problematic
book. At times the style is too clever and the
author's argument becomes lost in word
games. This tendency contributes to its major
weakness-the book is far too long. Even
brilliantly conceived redundancies become
stale on the third reading. The role of the
Civilian Conservation Corps [CCC] in fire
protection is over-worked (we are told twice
in a few pages that three CCC men died in a
New Jersey fire ). In short, more careful
editorial pruning and consolidating the
chapter sub-sections would make this a much
better book.
And a more tightly argued statement
would be less prone to error. Historians of
the Sioux will be surprised to learn that these
people "completely abandoned the forests for
the plains only in 1862, after perpetrating
the New Ulm massacre in Minnesota." (p. 79)
Actually, the Western Sioux (as distinct from
their eastern cousins) were on the Missouri
River when Lewis and Clark passed through.
Moreover, it is superfluous to refer to American Indians of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries as "Asian immigrants."
Among professional foresters , Gifford
Pinchor is singled our for his "dogmatic
confusion of forest conservation, a technical
question, with the nationalization of forest
industries , a political issue. " (p. 186) An
informed reading of Samuel Hays and Elmo
Richardson would show that forest conservation was always an explicitly political issue.
Elsewhere Pinchor is criticized for his "idosyncratic view" and "ritual jeremiads" on behalf
of the "nationalization" of the lumber industry. The Pennsylvanian did call for expanding
the national forest system and for regulating
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timber harvesting practices on private land,
but he never recommended nationalizing the
industry. By contrast, Professor Pyne refers
to William Greeley's "brilliant compromise"
in the Clarke-McNary Act of 1924 co promote
federal cooperation with states in fire protection. Actually the act was more a subsidy
to timberland owners than a progresstve
forestry measure.
Still, Fire in America is an impressive
book and will be a valuable resource co land
management specialists who believe the world
begins anew each morning. Foresters especially will be less prone to ride the latest
hobby horse with regard co fire if they have a
better understanding of its histOrical and
cultural bearings.
William G. Robbins

William Robbins, associate professor of
history in Oregon State University, specializes
in the political economy of western resources
and is the author of Lumberjacks and
Legislators: Political Economy of the US
Lumber Industry, 1890-1941.

FREDERICK REMINGTON: A BIOGRAPHY. By Peggy and Harold Samuels. (New
York: Doubleday and Company, 1982. 537
pp., illus., biblio., index. $24.95 )
The Samuels have been entirely objective
in this biography of one of our great western
illustratOrs, while too many biographers fall
in love with their subjects and fail co recognize or record their faults. They lay co rest
the image that Remington himself tried co
project-cowboy, rancher, prospectOr and
Indian scout. They tell it like it was: a few
months as a sheep rancher in Kansas,
eighteen months in Kansas City as an iron
broker, silent partner in a saloon and artist,
plus numerous trips to the West, do not a
Westerner make.
Furthermore the authors make it clear
that RemingtOn ate coo much, drank coo
much (and as Hamlin Garland said was "cantankerous, truculent and hesitant" when in
his cups) , was deceitful and inclined co be a
snob-he broke with his widowed mother
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when he considered that she remarried
beneath herself.
On the other hand they do a careful job of
detailing RemingtOn's development as an
artist-from his early rough sketches co the
strong, realistic pen and ink drawings used as
magazine and book illustrations, to easel
paintings and finally his great bronzes.
Museum directOrs and boards have bought
RemingtOn sculptures while largely ignoring
his water colors and oils, an oversight that
has cost them dearly as prices soared during
the western art boom of the past twenty
years.
The authors deal fairly with RemingtOn
as a writer-his ambitions (he thought he
could write a better western novel than his
one-time friend Owen Wister's The Virginian), his frustrations and minor successes.
RemingtOn let Wister think he would do the
illustrations for The Virginian when he had
no intention of doing so because he was
writing his own novel, John Ermine, at the
time. Wister and the publisher turned co
Arthur I. Keller for the illustrations in The
Virginian, but after RemingtOn's death the
publisher (Macmillan) brought out a new
edition (1911) with ten full-page plates by
RemingtOn, a color frontispiece and fortytwo line drawings by Charles M. Russell.
This 1911 edition is the most expensive and
most eagerly sought of the numerous printings. RemingtOn was a competent reporter
and his novel The Way of an Indian earned
the praise of the critics but was not a commercial success. As a writer RemingtOn was
unable co equal his accomplishments as an
artist.
The private life of the Remingcons is
covered in some detail. In fact if there is
anything, public or private, known about the
artist that is omitted this reviewer failed to
note it in a thorough reading and frequent
repeats of several segments. There are useful
notes on sources plus a lengthy selected
bibliography and an index. A fine biography,
strongly recommended.
Jeff Dykes

Jeff Dykes, a resident of College Park, Maryland, is a noted author, collector and dealer in
books on western American art and other
topics.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC ARTIFACTS OF
TIMOTHY O'SULLIVAN. By Rick Dingus.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1982. xvii + 158 pp., illus., notes,
biblio., index. $45.00)
For too many years a fruitless debate has
raged among photographic and art historians
whether such nineteenth-century photographers as Timothy H . O'Sullivan, and his
illustrious colleagues among the post-Civil
War survey and expedition lensmen, should
be most valued as documentarians or as fine
artists.
At long last an art professor and photographer, Rick Dingus, has provided a greatly
needed appreciation of O'Sullivan as an artist.
Developed thoughtfully and aided by an
artist's insight and perception, his thesis
contributes greatly to a deeper understanding
of this apparent impasse.
Based upon the work of the Rephotographic Survey Project-in whose work he
participated in 1978-79-Professor Dingus
was able to visit many sites in the West
where O'Sullivan made his photographs.
Moreover Dingus attempted to match
O'Sullivan's aesthetic, rephotographing wellknown sires under similar light conditions,
trying to match O'Sullivan's many different
camera positions and points of view. Exhilerated by gaining an insight into the subjective
judgements upon which O'Sullivan based his
photographs, Dingus continued visiting and
rephotographing additional sites even after
his survey tasks were completed.
His discoveries seem most important. In
his preface he says,
All in all, I had the opportunity to rephotograph
carefully a number of nineteenth-century views
taken in the West by O'Sullivan and his contemporaries. Rephorography made me keenly
aware that any photograph automatically records
not only the external world but also each photographer's personal sensibility. I was amazed at
how much the choice of positioning, lighting,
lens and framing alters a subject-he took advantage of the distortions and manipulations of
photography nOt to falsify his subjects but to
clarify them-to focus attention on a given
aspect and to subdue or enhance the ones he
deemed important.

photography. Further, in explaining his understanding of O'Sullivan's work, Professor
Dingus writes, "Whether or not O'Sullivan
saw himself as an artist, in many ways he was
like the avant-garde artist who breaks past
the confines of the familiar. His work seems
unconventional not because he was posturing
as an iconoclast, bur because his explorations
led him ro see things in new ways and he
portrayed his perceptions truthfully."
This significant book is organized most
thoughtfully and provides three essays by the
author. In the first Professor Dingus summarizes O'Sullivan's career briefly but fully,
while in the second exploration and rephorography are discussed in abundant, illuminating detail. The concluding essay, entitled
"O'Sullivan and Nature," attempts to link the
photographs of O'Sullivan to the rising
interest in the United States of romantic art
in general and the meditative literature of
Melville and Thoreau in particular.
Building on the aesthetic procedures and
sensitivities he has discovered in O'Sullivan's
images, Professor Dingus suggests that this
photographer-and by implication his colleagues as well-shared a growing philosophical interest in nature and the passage of
rime.
The U niversiry of New Mexico has
produced an unusually handsome book.
O'Sullivan's photographs are used lavishly
and reproduced beautifully, and with unusual
care. The format and margins are generous
and set off the elegant design. The typesetting
is both clean and graceful. The price of
$45.00 seems regrettable, for it must restrict
the wide circulation this valuable book richly
deserves. Perhaps a less expensive papercovered edition will become available soon.
Robert A. Weinstein

Robert A. Weinstein is a recognized authority
on Pacific Coast maritime history and the
history of photography on the American
western frontier. He is the author of numerous books and contributes regularly to professional and popular journals.

Few writers have so succinctly attempted
the necessary marriage of science and art in
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Pemota, "The Walker," a Cree Indian,
as painted by Russian-born artist
Nicholas de Grandmaison.

HISTORY IN THEIR BLOOD: THE
INDIAN PORTRAITS OF NICHOLAS DE
GRANDMAISON. By Hugh A. Dempsey.
(New York: Hudson Hills Press, Inc. , 1982.
119 pp., illus., index. $35.00)
A Russian emigre, Nicholas de Grandmaison (1892-1978) devoted his life to depicting the Indians of the Canadian West. Born
into the aristOcracy later destroyed by the
R ussian Revolution, de Grandmaison died an
honoi ary member of the Piegan tribe. Captured by the Germans at the Battle of Tannenburg in 1914, de Grandmaison spent four
years with officers from allied countries as a
prisoner of war. To break the monotony he
turned to art, selecting portraiture because
the prisoner-of-war camp offered few other
alternatives. Due to the turmoil in Russia, he
emigrated to England in 1919. In 1923 he
moved tO Canada and within a year became a
layout artist for the printing and engraving
firm of Brigdens of Winnipeg, LTD., long a
home for several western artists.
De Grandmaison had established a brisk
business in portraiture before a 1930 visit to
northern ManitOba changed his career. There
he encountered metis, fur traders, trappers,
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prospectOrs and Indians. The Indians particulary impressed him, and from then on ·he
devoted h is great energy and enthusiasm to
doing portraits of Blackfeet, Blood, Piegan,
Sarsi, Sroney and Cree Indians. Indeed, he
even named an art company "Pemota" after a
Cree man of the same name, "perhaps because his was the first classic Indian face" de
Grandmaison saw. (p. 19)
Rather than water colors or oils, de
Grandmaison used pastels for his Indian
portraits. Throughout the 1930s and 1940s
he developed and perfected his style. Rather
than actually drawing or sketching, he applied
colors tO create the facial structure of his
subjects. "Pinks, purples, and dark blues became important elements in developing the
facial form, with ochers and turquoise shades
creating strong shadows," Hugh Dempsey
writes. "For a people who were considered tO
be brown in complexion, he used that color
sparingly in creating the Indian faces."
(p. 22)
Different motivations have inspired artists
among Indians. George Catlin wanted to
capture pristine Indian cultures on canvas,
and he sometimes sacrificed accuracy in his
haste. Karl Bodmer combined great talent

with the scientific concerns of his employer,
Prince Maximilian, to render precise and
beautiful water colors of Indian dignitaries,
costumes and scenes. The drama of individual
Indian faces stirred de Grandmaison. He was
seemingly unconcerned with individual biographies or tribal histories and_ cultures, and
he was oblivious to the dire poverty and
wretched living conditions on the reserves in
the 1930s. He "saw only the hawklike weatherbeaten faces which to him typified the wild
and untamed warriors of the plains," Dempsey notes. "His 'discovery' was, however,
based more on illusion than reality." (p. 19)
Frequently ignoring his subjects as personalities and insensitive to their feelings, de
Grandmaison was occasionally rude and insulting. Still the Indians patiently tolerated him
because they believed that he was slightly
crazy, "more strange than mad, but eccentric
enough that his behavior rarely caused anger
or resentment." (pp. 24-26) To de Grandmaison the "measure of his life was in his art,
not his personality." (p. 32) Having devoted
his latter career to portraits of the Indians of
the Canadian plains, before his death he
requested burial among the Piegans who had
made him one of their own.
History In Their Blood is an excellent
introduction to the work of Nicholas de
Grandmaison. Dr. Hugh Dempsey, noted
scholar of the history and Indian peoples of
the Canadian West, provides a biographical
essay about the artist and an introduction to
the tribes of western Canada. This volume
includes sixty-four color plates of de Grandmaison's compelling work. Annotations by
Dr. Dempsey provide name, tribe and personal details about each subject. It enhances
the portraits to know whether the individual
raided against tribal enemies, was a prosperous
rancher, was respected for wisdom and leadership or, in the case of one Blood man, was
"too difficult to live with." (p. 68)
These Indian portraits belong to the
Bank of Montreal. This volume should have
stated clearly whether the sixty-four pieces
reproduced here are the entirety of the bank's
de Grandmaison holdings or whether they
are bur a sampling. If the latter is the case, it
should have mentioned the extent of the
complete collection and the rationale used to
select these sixty-four for publication.

History In Their Blood is a handsome,
well-written volume which will appeal to a
wide audience of readers interested in art,
Indians, and the Canadian and American
West.
Joseph C. Porter

joseph C. Porter is curator of western American history and ethnology in the Center for
Western Studies of the Joslyn Art Museum,
Omaha, Nebraska.

NOW THAT THE BUFFALO'S GONE. By
Alvin M. ]osephy, ]r. (New York: Alfred A .
Knopf, Inc., 1982. xv + 300 pp., illus., biblio.,
index. $15.95)
Recent federal policy statements dealing
with Indians serve to emphasize the truth
that we neither learn from nor understand
history. Books attempting to deal with federal
Indian policy too often seek to make rational
a subject which is murky at best, and even
those writers who are partially successful in
clarifying Indian policy often accomplish this
result by reducing complex situations to a
simplistic clash of irreconcilable worldviews.
Alvin Josephy's latest book, Now That
the Buffalo's Gone, is another effort to bring,
via short anecdotal studies, clarity to a situation which can possibly never be resolved.
Josephy selects from the myriad data available
several stories of individual tribes and
sketches out the basic storylines which distinguish them from other Indian groups similarly situated. He covers the early years of
colonial-Indian relationships by recounting
the little-known stories of tht Florida and
Massachusetts tribes and their eventual submersion by tides of white settlers. The names
of these Indian groups may seem strange.
They have already generally passed inw the
historical mists. The lesson to be learned
from their disappearance, however, is a continuing truth: that close proximity to the
white man generally produces uncontrollable
cultural tensions which are almost always
resolved by the extinction of the smaller
Indian culture-along with the people and
their rights .
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Ration day at Pine Ridge Reservation, 1891.
In recltlng this same storyline with
modern Indian characters, Josephy brings a
modicum of order to an otherwise confused
situation. The Sioux struggle over the return
of the Black Hills, the fight of the Pyramid
Lake Paiutes to protect their large desert lake
in Nevada, and the perennial conflict over
fishing rights in the Pacific Northwest have
all been dreadfully confused by a multiplicity
of writers, each attempting to find a new
perspective on an old theme. Josephy simply
points out a basic truth which, although it is
always obscured by legalese and sentiment,
remains constant: the Indians have the natural
resources and lands and the white men want
them.
I discussed this book with a number of
younger Indians and they were generally
disappointed with both the articulation of
themes and with Josephy's conclusions. The
general comment is that he produces nothing
new. Depressing as that fact may be, the
simple reality of Indian-white relations is
that there never really is anything new. U mil
we understand that all proposed solutions
and statements of the question studiously
avoid recognition of the Indian right to exist
apart from the modern national state, little
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can be said that is new. This book, therefore,
is another study of what whites have done to
Indians. It perceptibly shifts the facts about
so that we can gain additional insight into
white thought processes, sometimes perhaps
eliminating the feelings of Indians in order
to demonstrate the eternal nature of the
misunderstanding.Josephy, like so many other
writers with an inclination towards Indians,
continues to search for the key to unlock
attitudes and stereotypes in hope that by a
twist of the kaleidoscope he can bring a new
focus. Sadly, the story remains the same. The
facts really do mean what we have always
believed them to mean and Josephy simply
underlines for us the stark realiry of their
historical existence.
Vine Deloria, Jr.

Vine Deloria, ]r., former executive director of
the National Congress of American Indians,
is presently professor of political science in
the University of Arizona. Active in many
Native American matters, he is also the
author of two best-selling books, Custer Died
for Your Sins and We Talk, Y ou Listen.

CARLOS MONTEZUMA AND THE
CHANGING WORLD OF AMERICAN
INDIANS. By Peter Iverson. (Albuquerque:
University of New M exico Press, 1982. xv +
222 pp., illus., notes, biblio., index. $17.50)
Carlos Montezuma represents a classic
type in the history of Pan-Indian reform. He
was an urban Indian with a confused and
distant tribal identity who saw himself as a
spokesman for "his people." He was also
rigidly ideological, intensely factional, and
allied with an extremist wing of both Indian
and white reform.
Montezuma's adult life coincided almost
exactly with the time between emergence of
the reform movement whose legislative
triumph was the--General Allotment Act of
, 1887, and the advent of a new generation of
reformers in the early 1920s whose efforts
would eventually produce the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934. As a child in the 1870s
Montezuma was captured by Pimas and
adopted by an Italian immigrant photographer and artist. He attended schools in
the East and middle West and eventually
became a Chicago physician. He knew so
little of his origins that for most of his life he
believed and proclaimed himself to be an
Apache, only to be told, to his consernation
and probable disbelief, that after a lifetime as
"The Fiery Apache" he was really a Yavapai.
His ideology was derived from his mentor
Richard Henry Pratt, founder of Carlisle
Indian School, as well as from his experience
as a U.S. Indian Bureau physician. Like Pratt
he stood unswervingly for immediate abolition of the bureau, to free Indians from their
reservation "prisons" and "civilize" them
rapidly. Both he and Pratt thus represented a
radical reform position. An inveterate factionalist, Montezuma waged his uncompromising
abolitionist campaign in the Society of American Indians, the first national Pan-Indian
organization seeking an Indian common
ground, thereby contributing to its polarization and demise. His chief weapon was his
paper, Wassaja, which was characteristically
a personal organ, for Montezuma was a
nineteenth-century rugged individualist as
well as a forerunner of a familiar type of
twentieth-century Indian reformer.
Montezuma was, of course, not simply a

type but a passionate man whose experiences
within and between several worlds were
much more interesting and complex than his
fixed ideas might suggest. Unfortunately,
neither man nor type is well realized in Peter
Iverson's book, the first full-length biography
of Montezuma. This is particularly disappointing because the study is based on sources that
are unusually voluminous for an early
twentieth-century Indian leader-two major
collections of Montezuma's papers that have
become available in the last decade, as well as
an impressive group of other manuscript
materials.
The biography's main strength lies in the
new information it contains, particularly about
Montezuma's early life and his later efforts to
aid the Yavapais and other southern Arizona
tribes in their disputes with the Indian
Bureau. The "fiery Apache" first became
interested in their problems while seeking
lost relatives. He thereafter visited Arizona
regularly for two decades while he was rising
to national Indian prominence. It is fascinating to learn that this stalwart enemy of the
reservation system, whose plea was "Let My
People Go," actually attempted to enroll on
the San Carlos Apache reservation. Shortly
after his petition to do so was rejected, the
tuberculosis from which he suffered worsened,
and the physician returned to Arizona to die
in a brush shelter belonging to one of his
Yavapai relatives.
The specialist will welcome new information about Montezuma that Iverson provides
but will note that it lacks the rich contexts
that are needed to give it meaning and significance. We learn more about the Yavapai
culture that shaped Montezuma's early years
from the book's photographs than from its
text. Nor does the author recreate for the
reader the white reform milieu which,
although critical to an understanding of the
world in which Montezuma moved, is barely
mentioned. The discussion of the Society of
American Indians is so narrowly focused that
the reader is left unaware of its basic ideas
and purposes and thus of the significance of
Montezuma's role in this Indian vision of
progressivism.
There is a similar thinness in the portrayals of the people closest to Montezuma
who helped define his personal world. Did
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the Pratts regard Montezuma as a son, which
a letter assuring him of their "continued
fatherhood and motherhood" clearly implies?
Who was Joseph Latimer? We are told he
was Montezuma's lifelong associate but he is
identified only as "an attorney." What role
did immigrants play in Montezuma's own
family circle and what impact did they have
on Montezuma's often-expressed conviction
that the immigrant experience of speedy
citizenship and assimilation represented a
model for Indians? Was Montezuma's wife
Marie, characterized as a "RoumanianAmerican" and "a traditional EuropeanAmerican woman," an immigrant? How did
she and his immigrant adopted father, who
rescued him, cared for him, but finally
reluctantly gave him up, affect his views of
the immigrant-as-model? Was the father's
presumed Catholicism a basis for his adopted
son's eventual alliance with an Indian Catholic
priest in spite of Montezuma's sternly antiCatholic Baptist faith? What were the relations between Montezuma and his Arizona
relatives ? With Indians and white reformers
in Chicago? Finally, did Montezuma ever
accept his real identity as a Yavapai? Although the author repeatedly refers to him as
"the Yavapai physician," this point is never
cleared up. Perhaps the photograph of his
tombstone, on which appears the legend
"Mohave Apache Indian," gives us the
answer. But it also raises another question.
Why is Masonry not mentioned in Montezuma's biography although his monument is
capped with a Masonic symbol?
Perhaps these and many other questions
rhar arise in rhe reader's mind cannot all be
answered definitively from rhe sources. Had
Professor Iverson given such questions the
consideration rhey deserve, however, he
would have written a more useful book. Had
he supplied rhe context that his title promises,
he could have opened up new perspectives
on Indians in cities, on Indian reform, and on
Montezuma himself. lr is to be hoped char
this biog raphy will nor discourage ochers
from further exploration of rhe life of this
steadfast child of rhe Dawes policy who in
rhe end went home to die in rhe brush shelter
of his ancestors.
Hazel Whitman Hertzberg
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Hazel Hertzberg is professor of history and
education in Teacher's College, Columbia
University. She has written extensively on
American Indian subjects including "Indian
Rights Movements Since 1887" to appear in
the forthcoming Vol. IV of the Smithsonian
Institute publication, Handbook on North
American Indians.

SHADOWS OF THE INDIAN: STEREOTYPES IN AMERICAN CULTURE. By
Ray mond William Stedman. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1982. xix + 282
pp., illus., appendix, biblio., index. $24.95)
A great many Americans have little direct
contact with American Indians. What they
see of Indians comes nor from acquaintance
with actual Indians and their communities
but rather from images ser forth in popula;
literature and in the movies. Ir is these
"shadows of the Indian" that Raymond
William Stedman describes ar considerable
length and with touches of humor in chis
interesting volume. The author has taken a
number of common and persisting views of
Indians and devoted chapters ro them: the
Indians as noble savage, rhe Indian as servant
to the whites, rhe Indian as less than fully
human, and rhe Indian as vanishing American, among others. He gives a quick synopsis
of dozens of novels and dramas and of a great
number of movies with Indian characters and
Indian themes, and he demonstrates how
certain characteristics associated with Indians
in the popular mind have become stereotypes,
seemingly perpetuated because rhey are what
the audiences expect.
Whereas earlier scholarly studies of Indian
images, such as Roy Harvey Pearce's classic
The Savages of America (1953) and Robert
F. Berkhofer's T he White Man's Indian
( 1978) have already established rhe central
theme of Stedman's book, that white perceptions of Indians were deeply rooted and often
quire independent of any relationship to real
Indians, Stedman goes beyond them in his
examination of popular culture, especially the
cheap western novels and the seemingly
endless series of Indian films.

As a description of these popular images,
Stedman's book is valuable and the numerous
pictures in the book aptly illustrate his points.
But his conclusions about the importance of
these presentations of Indians in popular
culture are less convincing. Both he and
Rennard Strickland, a lawyer of Indian extraction who wrote the foreword to the book,
assert that his popular- and erroneousview of Indians has strongly affected United
States policy toward the Indians. Strickland
says the book is "interesting because of the
vividness of the images he [Stedman] has
found, important because these images still
dominate national Indian policy." (p. ix)
While there is no doubt that popular perceptions of Indians can influence national legislators and may at times have hindered implementation of positive programs, the history
of American Indian policy shows clearly that
there was much more behind policy formulation than the sort of images that fill this
book, if they really entered in at all. Policy
makers did not get their understanding of
Indians from novels or Hollywood films.
Neither the Christian humanitarian reformers
of the late nineteenth century nor John

Collier and his successors in the twentieth
century, to take only two examples of groups
that dominated Indian policy, promoted a
policy for Indians viewed as lustful and vicious
enemies, as an inferior race, as Tonto-like
dependents, or simply as interesting and
romantic remnants of a rapidly vanishing
race. The danger of a book like this is that it
may reinforce the harmful stereotypes with
which it deals, although Stedman seriously
intends quite the opposite effect, and in a
final chapter poses a number of questions by
which the reader can test his acceptance or
rejection of the distortions and misapprehensions about Indians that continue to appear
in contemporary popular media.
Francis Paul Prucha

Francis Paul Prucha, professor of history in
Marquette University, has written widely on
the history of Indian-white relations. Two of
his most recent books are reviewed on nearby
pages, and he is currently completing a twovolume history of Indian-US government
relations.

Being Indian in a white world, or the
reverse, created difficulties for both
real and fictional individuals. Artists,
writers and film-makers regularly
turned to the marginal man or woman
for source material. The "Indian
Dandy" was sketched for a travel
book of 1882.
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INDIAN-WHITE RELATIONS IN THE
UNITED STATES: A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF
WORKS PUBLISHED, 1975-1980. By
Francis Paul Prucha. (Lincoln: University of
Nebraska Press, 1982. viii+ 179 pp., index.
$14.95)
INDIAN POLICY IN THE UNITED
STATES: HISTORICAL ESSAYS. By Francis
Paul Prucha. (Lincoln: Uni v ersity of
Nebraska Press, 1981. ix + 272 pp., notes,
index. $19.95 )
A foremost authority in the field of
Indian history, Fr. Francis Paul Prucha, SJ.,
in his newest bibliography has again provided
scholars with an invaluable tool for research.
This publication, concentrating only on works
appearing between 1975-1980, has essentially
the same format as his earlier Indian- White
Relations bibliography published in 1977 by
the University of Chicago Press. Books,
articles, dissertations and other studies are
divided into such covenient categories as
"Materials of the Federal Government,"
"Guides" and "Military Relations." Other
topics include "Missionaries," "Education"
and "Health." Scholars should be most grateful to Prucha for doing the yeoman's work of
compiling available sources on Indian-white
relations.
Prucha's second work is a collection of
sixteen essays written by him during the
early 1960s and 1970s on various topics
relative to Indian policy. Five of the essays
have never been published before, while
several others originally appeared in now
hard-to-obtain local historical society publications. A brief explanation appears before
each essay indicating the circumstances under
which it was originally written.
Unlike many specialists who have become
much too narrow in their approach, Fr.
Prucha urges historians researching Indian
topics to consider the whole of United States
history. The Indian policy formulated by the
government "reflected or was part of the
fundamental intellectual patterns of American
life and can be understood only within that
context," he notes.
One basic theme that pervades several of
the articles is the role played by Christian
reformers. In his third essay Prucha concludes
that the Indian policy of the 1840s was part
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of the strong humanitarian social reform
impulse that included crusades for peace,
temperance, prison reform, abolition and
women's rights. However, the particularly
strong role of Christian reformers developed after the Civil War and these reformers
not only represented a powerful segment of
Protestant church membership but also spoke
for a majority of Americans. This evangelical
Christian Indian reform movement declined
by the 1920s as anthropologists more or less
replaced the missionary. In his last two
essays, Prucha again develops additional
themes on American Protestantism and
Indian reform.
Another theme that appears in several
articles is that nineteenth-century officials
did not view the Indian as an inferior. Using
the writings of Thomas Jefferson, Lewis
Cass, Andrew Jackson and others, Prucha
shows that these men felt Indians were
redeemable, could be saved, and thereby could
be transformed by assimilation. This preCivil War image of the Indian "as fundamentally equal and ultimately improveable had
profound significance for the course of the
nation's history," he concludes. In his essay
on scientific racism, Prucha again notes that
officials did not feel Indians were inferior,
only backward because of circumstance and
environment, and thus "the . .. Indian policy
of the post Civil War decades continued the
optimism and doctrines of the Indian perfectability."
The eighth article refutes the idea that
the government decided the "Great American
Desert" was suitable only as a place for
eastern Indians. Instead Prucha notes that
during the 1820s government officials were
interested in finding lands suitable for farming and that there was no intention of
sending the Indians to lands unsuitable for
their needs. Futhermore, none of the allotted
lands fell into the region commonly designated on earlier maps as the "Great American
Desert." Had the Jackson administration intentionally sent Indians to worthless arid lands,
contemporary critics would surely have
pounced on the issue.
Four of the essays are biographical, with
two treating officials who personally believed
in the redeemability of the Indians. Article
seven deals with Lewis Cass, a major architect

of federal Indian policy, who served as governor of Michigan and later as secretary of War
under Jackson. An article on Andrew Jackson
presents an interesting side of that president.
Beginning with the premise that the simplistic view of Jackson's Indian policy is unacceptable, Prucha sets out to polish Jackson's
tarnished image. Prucha emphatically points
out that Jackson took great pains to protect
rights of friendly Indians, and even adopted
an orphaned Creek boy. On the other hand,
the president did punish recalcitrant Indians
who were involved in uprisings. A third
biographical sketch is on Thomas McKenny,
chief architect of the New York Indian Board
and the final sketch details Indian activitie~
of Mrs. 0 .]. Hiles, a member of the W isconsin Indian Association, an auxiliary of the
Women's National Indian Association. One
of the few scholars who has so far researched
the significance of the woman's role in Indian
reform, Prucha writes an interesting article
concerning Mrs. Hiles' activities in behalf of
the Indians of her own state as well as the
California Mission Indians.
Space obviously limits a detailed discussion of all essays. To this reviewer all are
equally interesting and show original research
in areas seldom covered by other scholars.
Prucha presents some provocative questions,
debunks traditional misconceptions, and investigates little-known figures in an effort to
present a well-rounded view of Indian reform.
Although some scholars do not agree with
Prucha's theses, no one can deny his ability to
spark an interest in little-known facts, an
interest which could- and often does- lead
to further in-depth research by others.
Valerie Sherer Mathes

Valerie Sherer Mathes, an instructor of
United States and Indian history at City
College of San Francisco since 1967, is currently a doctoral candidate at Arizona State
University. She is the author of over a dozen
scholarly articles on various Indian subjects.

THE NAVAJO ATLAS: ENVIRONMENTS,
RESOURCES, PEOPLE AND HISTORY
OF THE DINE BIKEY AH. By ]ames M.
Goodman. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1982. x + 109 pp., illus., biblio.,
index. $22.50)
Within the four corners of the American
Southwest lies a land of great diversity, beauty and enchantment. The land encompasses
many geographical features including timbered mountains, sandstone buttes, desert
plateaus and deep canyons. A variety of
plants and animals are found in this arid
country which is etched in every direction by
small streams and dry arroyos. The land and
the people who inhabit it are rich in tradition
and history. Indeed, the land is the home of
the largest American Indian tribe in the U nited States, a people who refer to themselves
as Dine (The People) and to their homeland
as Dine Bikeyah- Navajo Land. The land
has long intrigued soldiers, surveyors, explorers and tourists. Historians, anthropologists
and archaeologists have devoted themselves
to the study of many aspects of Navajo life
and culture, but few geographers have studied the Navajo through their unique approach
and discipline. James M. Goodman, professor
of geography at the University of Oklahoma,
has corrected this deficiency by providing a
comprehensive atlas of the Dine Bikeyah.
The book is divided into six major parts,
offering short narratives and detailed maps
of the physical environment, history, population, livelihood, resources, and educational,
recreational and medical services. The final
part of the book examines the area involved
in the recent Navajo-Hopi land dispute. The
discussions are lively and informative, designed to introduce the reader to various elements of Navajo geography. Goodman discusses the elevations, landforms, climates,
water systems, population, vegetation and
irrigation of the Navajo world. Included are
descriptions and graphics about the Navajo
economy, political systems and energy developments. Of particular interest is Goodman's
history of the evolutionary development of
the Navajo Reservation from its small beginnings in 1868 to the present. The book is
organized in a logical manner so that the ·
information contained in the volume can be
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found easily. Most of the maps are clear, but a
few are complicated and difficult to understand at first glance. The charts and graphs
are informative and understandable, and the
entire volume is spiced with line drawings of
designs, buttes, hogans and portraits.
Goodman has produced a first-rate atlas
of the Navajo people and their Dine Bikeyah.
The author intended to produce a concise
study which dealt with a number of diverse
topics related to the physical, human, social,
political and economic geography of the Dine.
He accomplished his objective. It is evident
from the work, however, that Goodman
could have produced a mammoth study of
each topic had he intended to do so. One can
only hope that this is not Goodman's final
endeavor. The volume will be of use to both
Navajos and non-Navajos as well as scholars
and buffs interested in the American Indian.
The segments on minerals, water and energy
will prove to be the most important contribution of the volume, for these topics will be
the most crucial issues in the Navajo country
during the next two decades. The Navajo
AtLas is a significant book, produced in a
handsome, readable and well organized
fashion.
Clifford E. Trafzer

Clifford Trafzer currently holds appointments
in the Department of American Indian Studies and the University Center on Aging in
San Diego State University. His most recent
book is The Kit Carson Campaign: The Last
Great Indian War.
SPANISH CITY PLANNING IN NORTH
AMERICA. By Dora P. Crouch, Daniel ].
Carr and Axel I. Mundigo. (Cambridge: The
MIT Press, 1982. xxii + 298 pp., illus., notes,
biblio. $35.00)
In 1573 Spain established the Laws of the
Indies to govern settlements in the Americas.
Reflecting Renaissance tastes, the ordinances
included details for city government plans
and locations. These standards came to be
established with various shades of compliance
in the New World. In this tome an architectural historian, a planner and an urban sociologist trace the application of the laws on
New Spain's far northern frontier, the present American Southwest. Their study is divid-
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ed into three sections. The first is a new
translation of the pertinent codes. Second is a
study of the code's influence on Santa Fe,
New Mexico, St. Louis, Missouri, and Los
Angeles, California. The last third of the
book uses California as an example of the
disintegration of the, by then, centuries-old
Spanish codes. The mission, presidio and
pueblo roots of various west coast communities are discussed and Monterey, Santa Barbara, San Diego, along with Los Angeles, get
special treatment.
While Spanish city planning in North
America is a legitimate and very interesting
topic, there are some problems with this
book. The authors' obvious strength is California history. For this reason the narrative
becomes disjointed with the insertion of St.
Louis and Santa Fe. These two diversions
become even weaker by the authors' incorrect
attempts to set up California's history as typical of the northern frontier. Another serious
omission is the failure to explain fully the
influence of the Bourbon reforms in the last
half of the eighteenth century. St. Louis and
the California communities really operated
under nothing else but Bourbon administrations . Only Santa Fe was founded before the
reforms and can be directly linked to the
Laws of the Indies. One example will suffice
to illustrate the errors of fact that may have
led to some partially inaccurate assumptions.
The caption to an illustration of the Santa Fe
River describes that drawing incorrectly as
an irrigation ditch that began from a spring
near the cathedral.
The section on California's history is also
misleading. Mexico's neglect after independence and California's subsequent frontier
problems cannot be understood fully without
some comprehension of Mexico's economic
and political problems. In that context, Mexico could not have helped much at all-and
that is something less than neglect. A final
source of annoyance is the inconsistent use of
Hispanic surnames.
The idea for Spanish City Planning in
North America apparently originated with
John Reps and Dan Stanislawski, both of
whom have written on the topic. This tome
will continue to stimulate study in the field.
There are some valid points and none more
so than the commentary on California's

abrupt transltlon from a pastoral Mexican
society, its mores and how arranged space
reflects sociery's standards. Architecture and
ciry planning do reflect people. As formal as
law may be, people, especially on the frontier,
will vary in their compliance. Adherence to
the Hispanic plan as listed in the laws of the
Indies was not of much concern on the frontier. Planning became an issue by the late
1840s and by that time the Anglo-American
was ready to impose his own tastes.
Spanish city planning and how it has
survived to become a part of this continent's
milieu is interesting. The book challenges
students to delve into this relatively new topic. At the very least, every southwestern city
planner should consider the issues raised in
this book as part of the context in which they
must work.
Thomas Chavez

T homas Chavez, currently on the staff of the
Museum of New Mexico, received the Ph.D
from the University of New Mexico and has
written generally on Spanish borderlands
topics.

SANTA FE AND TAOS: THE WRITER'S
ERA, 1916-1941. By Marta Weigle and Kyle
Fiore. (Santa Fe; NM: Ancient City Press,
1982. x + 229 pp., illus., index. $15.95 )
History is based on names and dates, the
foundation for subsequent interpretation.
First comes the naming of things, then the
elaboration of relationships and meanings.
This is such a foundation book. Now with
the groundwork done, the rest can follow.
The authors have gone deeply into the literary archives of northern New Mexico, in
libraries, museums, newspapers and other
periodicals, memoirs and letters, and have
established who came when and did what.
The book is organized for use as a reference
source into sections entitled Chronicle, Portraits and Self Portraits, Publications (including facsimiles of tide-pages and ephemera),
Directory of New Mexican Writers, Bibliography, and Index. Many contemporary photographs are reproduced.
The sub-title refers to the quarter century
between wars when a creative explosion
occurred in what was then a histOrical back-

Wallace Stegner and D. H. Lawrence and his wife, Frieda, as they appeared
during their residence in Taos, New Mexico.
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water. Then followed the fallout as the region
was gradually invaded by baskers in the lingering heat. Today Santa Fe is crowded with
"Beautiful People," parasitical and sterile.
We learn the causes of this brief and
glorious literary period: the old tri-cultural
fusion of Indo-Hispano-Anglo cultures and
the geographical remoteness which led the
first few creative immigrants to band together in common causes, social and literary.
These individuals included Alice Corbin
Henderson, Inez Sizer Cassidy, Mary Austin,
Witter Bynner, Spud Johnson, Haniel Long,
Peggy Pond Church, Mabel Dodge Luhan,
Oliver La Farge, and "loners" like Willa
Cather and D. H . Lawrence. The result was
to give the region a unique identity which
endures.
The painters of northern New Mexico
have been acclaimed in such notable books as
Van Deren Coke's Taos and Santa Fe, the
Artist's Environment, 1882-1942 and Artists
of the Canyons and Caminos, Santa Fe, the
Early Years by Edna Robertson and Sarah
Nestor. The present book brings on the turn
of the literary people to share in the region's
sunset light. And we are left wondering
where and when the next renaissance will
occur and how long it will last.
The West has known several: San Francisco in the half century before the trauma of
1906, Carmel in the subsequent generation,
Los Angeles in the Depression, even El Paso
when Carl Hertzog, Jose Cisneros, Tom Lea,
Texas Western College and its historiandean C. L. Sonnichsen all put it in brief orbit.
Next to Santa Fe the region's most venerable
settlement, Tucson has yet to experience its
time of glory owing to the absence of creative
persons of the stature of those who exalted
Taos and Santa Fe.
Weigle and Fiore have illuminated those
great years and at the same time given us a
means of evaluating such creative outbursts
when they occur.
Lawrence Clark Powell

Lawrence Clark Powell, currently professor
emeritus in residence at the University of
Arizona, is the former head of the libraries in
the University of California, Los Angeles.
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Captain Lee Hall
CAPTAIN LEE HALL OF TEXAS. By Dora
Neill Raymond. (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1982. xii + 350 pp., illus.,
index. $19.95)
Since its original publication in 1940,
Dora Neill Raymond's biography of Captain
Lee Hall has become a minor classic in
southwestern literature. Hard times in the
publishing business have brought on a spate
of reissues, some of which, like this one, are
eminently worthwhile.
Hall left his native North Carolina in
1869 to accept a teaching job at Sherman,
Texas. With considerable skill, Raymond
details his subsequent career as a law enforcement officer, rancher, Indian agent, SpanishAmerican War veteran and campaigner
against the Philippine insurrectionists. One
quickly discerns that Hall's life was filled
with satisfaction and frustration in equal
measure. He was a natural leader of men
with limitless capacity for friendship and loyalty, but with no tolerance for paperwork.
This latter failing cost him his job and a
substantial chunk of his reputation while
serving as Indian agent at Anadarko, Oklahoma. His deficiency as a provider for his

family led to permanent marital separation
after 1894. The last years of his life were
spent in futile pursuit of financial security,
until death overtook him in 1911 .
When Raymond's biography of Lee Hall
first appeared, Allan Nevins praised it as "a
well-rounded character study of one of the
most impressive figures the Texas border
ever produced, wrought with subtlety and
skill." Putting it bluntly, the book is overwrought-its prose so flowery, so ornate that
meaning is sometimes obscured. At times
Raymond is given to mind-reading and extravagant claims based on enthusiasm more than
documentation. Her handling of Mexican
border problems-as in Walter Webb's The
Texas Rangers-would be modified in light
of more recent scholarship. Additionally there
are antiquated ethnic references that discomfort the contemporary reader. The map on
pages 166-67 is as unintelligible and useless
as ever; yet on balance, Raymond's contribution remains sound, its minor classic status
justified.
AI Lowman

A! Lowman is research associate on the staff
of the University of Texas Institute of Texas
Cultures in San Antonio. He is the author of
numerous publications pertaining to the history, folklore and art of Texas and the
Southwest.

FORGING THE COPPER COLLAR:
ARIZONA'S LABOR-MANAGEMENT
WAR, 1901-1921. By fames W . Byrkit. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1982. 435
pp., illus., biblio., index. $24.95)
This major work, the result of diligent
research and use of every conceivable source
bearing on the era, is largely successful. The
study is flawed, however, by questionable
organization and an approach not warranted
by the title. The focus of the work is the
success of Phelps Dodge in crushing unionism in Bisbee by convincing the country
that pro-strike people were anti-American.
One July morning in 1917 the "copper imperialists" and local law officials acted, and
more than a thousand "leftists" were rounded

up, put on the train, and shipped to Columbus, New Mexico. This constituted the "Bisbee Deportation."
This is primarily a Bisbee book, not a
study of Arizona labor or copper. On page
171, for example, out of nowhere, Byrkit
mentions a prior deportation from Mohave
County. Because this work concentrates so
much on Bisbee, the Mohave County event
gets no explanation.
The arrangement of material is puzzling:
even when points are made, they are made at
the wrong time. Only on pages 232-33 do we
find out much about Attorney Cleary, who
had so much to do with the Bisbee chapter of
the International Workers of the World. And
only on page 277 do we learn that Cleveland
H. Dodge, vice-president of Phelps Dodge,
was not only a classmate of Woodrow Wilson at Princeton, but also that Wilson owed
the presidency of Princeton to Dodge and
relied upon him for political advice. Wilson
in fact wrote to Dodge that the industrialist
was his "dearest, most trusted friend." ThiS
would have been vital information earlier in
the work, when Byrkit pointed out that Wilson did not respond to telegrams from worried Arizona miners, families and friends.
The Arizona senators played small parts in
the Bisbee drama. However, we never learn
what Representative Carl Hayden thought or
did during the Bisbee Deportation.
Byrkit does succeed in explaining how
mine owners infiltrated the unions, and in
fact welcomed the IWW so that it could be
used to sway local opinion against all local
unions. The combination of mine owners,
the law, the U.S. Army, and the "friend in the
White House" was too much for Arizona and
Bisbee. The unions were smashed, and by the
early 1920s the miners were "wearing the
copper collar."
On page 221, in a fascinating paragraph,
Byrkit explains the feeling of Bisbeeites
regarding the deportation: race, religion,
ethnic background, or citizenship seemingly
had no bearing on attitudes. People were
simply run our of town if they were "Wobblies," or if they sympathized with demands
of W obblies or other unions.
There is extensive coverage of Walter
Douglas and other officials, and the lengthy
bibliography will be useful for study of Ariz-
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ona and local history as well as for those
interested in unions and copper. Overall,
Byrkit has written a powerful book on an
important subject.
Donald Chaput

Donald Chaput is curator of history at the
Natural History Museum, Los Angeles, and
particularly interested in western mining.
ARIZONA, HISTORIC LAND. By Bert M.
Fireman. (New York: Alfred A . Knopf, 1982.
xii + 270 pp., illus., bibliographical essay,
index. $16.95 )
The late director of the Arizona Historical Foundation distilled at least twenty years
of thoughtful reading and his own research
to decant this mixture of hard facts, opinion
and shrewd insight. At his untimely death in
1981, the task of completing the book fell to
Geoffrey P. Mawn, Fireman's assistant at
Arizona State University. Ironically Mawn
died before publication in October 1982.
Here we have another attempt to treat
seriously four centuries of Arizona history in
a single volume. Its topical outline and frequent generalizations at the expense of detail
reflect the author's success in the classroom.
These qualities, enhanced by Fireman's dis-

tinguished wrmng, will doubtless attract
many readers. Yet there is no way in this
scheme to avoid omitting large chunks. Who
is to say that Bert would not have left out the
non-historical chapters on geography and
ethnography, or the lengthy bibliographical
essay, and would have added more important
topics in the final manuscript, had he lived to
see it through Knopf's careful editing? But it
is done, and we have, really, fewer than two
hundred pages devoted to a history to which
Hubert Howe Bancroft allotted more than
two hundred fifty in 1889. Bert would have
been first to admit that we know much more
about Arizona prior to the 1880s than did
Bancroft's minions, and I think he would
have agreed that twentieth-century events
are very important to today's readers.
More often than not Fireman made appropriate choices of what to emphasize and what
to leave out. His chapters on formation of
the territorial government, appropriately
linked with the Civil War, on modern mining
and cattle raising' on Mormon settlement
and post-1950 politics are all balanced, sometimes iconoclastic statements on key issues in
the state's history. He was certainly wise, in
such small compass, to omit details of the
Indian wars and of early Spanish exploration.
I am not sure, however, that we can under-

The Charles H. Spencer at Lee's Ferry,
Arizona, in late fal/1911.
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stand Arizona without much more attention
to New Mexico before statehood, or to California since the Gold Rush. The author neglects long-standing federal involvement in
the Arizona economy and politics, and he
sugar-coats what is perhaps the state's principal contemporary problem, water. Nearly
his concluding words, in the last chapter that
he wrote, refer to "a near-perpetual aura of
optimism, reinforced by . . . population
growth." And the book contains almost
nothing on the history of northern Arizona.
Though probably roo brief, alrogether
this is a commendable effort by a knowledgeable histOrian, and it will rank well with
other one-volume efforts because it expresses
a personal testament by a state patriot.
Andrew Wallace

Andrew Wallace, associate professor of history in Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, specializes in the nineteenth-century
Southwest and American military history.

BURIED UNSUNG: LOUIS TlKAS AND
THE LUDLOW MASSACRE. By Zeese
Papanikolas. (Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 1982. xix + 332 pp., illus., notes,
biblio., index. $20.00)
How ro review Buried Unsung perplexes
me. It purports ro be a study of a relatively
unimportant union official, Louis Tikas, who
was killed in the Ludlow massacre- a union
official for whom there are few memories
and even fewer documents. What we have in
the book as a result is part imagination, more
appropriate in a work of biographical fiction;
part autobiography, for the author talks much
about himself; part essay concerning Greek
immigrant culture and labor hisrory; part
comment about life among Greeks roday
both here and in Greece; and part biography
of Louis Tikas. On television, this book
would be called docu-drama and this in fact is
what this book is. Wallace Stegner describes
the book in his ecstatic foreword as a "search
for a shadow, an almost vanished memory."
The search for this shadow takes more than
330 pages.

The search, moreover, jumps in time
from the past to the present; from Colorado
ro Greece; and from hisrory ro biography ro
autobiography to essay. All of this is confusing and, perhaps worse, often portentous.
For example it leads to a statement by the
author that, to understand the behavior of
the Greeks in the Ludlow dispute, a reader
"would have only to look as far as his high
school Homer." This is akin ro saying that, ro
understand Israelis roday, one would merely
have ro understand Moses as described in the
Old Testament. Then there is the condescension in the preface by Wallace Stegner who
declares that this is a "book about the real,
not the mythic West. Eastern critics would do
well to read it (though I am afraid few will)
instead of bemusing themselves further with
the romantic figure of the cowboy." As a
critic who grew up on the East Coast, indeed
on the east side of New York City, I do thank
Mr. Stegner for telling me that Louis Tikas
reflects more truth about the West than does
Tom Mix.
However, one should try to ignore such
banalities and follow sympathetically the author's indirect search as he studies what documents there are, interviews those few who
remember, travels through the United States
and Greece, and as he uses his imagination ro
fill in large gaps that remain in the story of
Greek immigrants in the Ludlow massacre.
As a result, the reader does understand better
the role of the immigrant Greek working in
the mines, with his continuing ties ro Greece
(in this case, mainly Crete), as he struggles to
secure his rights in an often hostile industrial
and social environment. Ludlow, like so many
other violent disputes of American labor hisrory, hit the immigrant community hard but
the meandering style of the author as he tries
ro focus on one person, lessens the impact
such a dramatic tale should have had, at least
to me. Compare it, for example, with the
emotional impact of Leon Stein's study of the
triangle fire. Stein's book produces a model
for anyone who wants to study a labor dispute under a microscope with an eye for its
emotional impact.
If one wants to learn about labor history
or about Greek immigrant life in the United
States, one should go elsewhere; but if one
wants to read one man's view of what rook
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Reiser's grocery store in Portland, Orgon, ca. 1915.
place, based upon few facts and much imagination, then Papanikolas' book does provide
pleasant, thoughtful reading.
Albert A. Blum

Albert Blum is currently George Wilson Professor of International Management in the
University of the Pacific. His field of interest
has been American and international labor
relations and history.

THE MAKING OF AN ETHNIC MIDDLE
CLASS: PORTLAND JEWRY OVER FOUR
GENERATIONS. By William Toll. (Albany:
State University of New York Press, 1982.
242 pp., appendix, notes, index. $12.95)

The Making of an Ethnic Middle Class is
the first book-length and certainly the most
scholarly work yet to appear on the history of
Jews in Portland, Oregon. Dr. Toll's work
thoroughly covers the eras of settlement by
and establishment of European Jews from
1855 to 1940.
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In the nineteenth century, Portland was a
community dependent upon agriculture, forest products and fishing. Jewish emigrants
arrived as merchants- basically peddlers of
dry goods- and soon established their own
shops. Dr. Toll tells this story, common in
the American West, with attention to details
and illustrations. His story includes the working lives of women as well as men and
expands into their involvement in the social
and political life of a growing western city.
Particularly valuable are discussions of roles
played by such leading men as Rabbi Stephen
Wise, David Solis Cohen and Ben Selling in
setting certain religious, educational, political
and business standards.
In addition the book provides a muchneeded review of the functions of the Portland lodge of the B'nai B'rith and the Council
of Jewish Women. This allows him to focus
upon the work of women in the community
and upon Neighborhood House, the community center (about which a publication is
to appear in 1983 under the auspices of the
Jewish Historical Society of Oregon).
But The Making of an Ethnic Middle
Class is not about an isolated community.

The author places the Jewish experience in
Oregon-civic involvement, anti-Semitism,
the Depression, the arrival of German emigrants during the 1930s-into the national
perspective. This experience was characterized by participation in the lodges, the Council, Neighborhood House, notable individual
philanthropy, and enlightened assistance and
charity.
Through his use of numerous tables and
maps, as well as statistics (which are clearly
interpreted), William Toll has provided the
student of Oregon Jewish history with valuable tools. In these illustrative presentations
and the many illuminating quotes taken from
oral histories, Toll has demonstrated breadth
and depth of research. Dr. Toll's book offers
both the scholar and the general reader a
readable, comprehensive image of a regional
ethnic group as it related and responded to
the larger community of Portland, Oregon.
This work should be added to the basic reading list for the student of Oregon history.
Chet Orloff

Chet Orloff, development officer for the
Oregon Historical Society, Portland, is past
president of the Jewish Historical Society of
Oregon and deeply involved in community
activities centering around the environment
and the arts.

THE UNIMPRESSIBLE RACE: A CENTURY OF EDUCATIONAL STRUGGLE
BY THE CHINESE IN SAN FRANCISCO.
By Victor Low. (San Francisco: East/ West
Publishing Company, 1982. xix + 236 pp.,
appendices, notes, biblio., index. No price)
This book is a valuable addition to our
knowledge of both Chinese-American history
and the public education system of San Francisco. Through research into school records
and local newspapers, Mr. Low has charted
the outlines of the treatment San Francisco
public schools accorded to Chinese and Chinese Americans from the 1850s until 1960.
This treatment included years of neglect, of
de jure and de facto segregation. Low also
discusses difficulties encountered by ChineseAmerican teachers when they attempted to

gain employment in San Francisco public
schools.
Low's style is lucid and his book is fairly
well suited to a general audience as well as to
the specialist. His research of primary materials is thorough. He takes the wise course of
showing throughout how the Chinese community reacted to various policies adopted by
San Francisco's school board. Even more
commendable, he documents that the Chinese community, beginning in the 1850s,
frequently initiated attempts to correct undesirable policies and actions. The Chinese
community was not a passive spectator to the
development of public educational policy.
No book, however, is perfect, and I found
that Low's had several weaknesses. The first
related to his handling of secondary source
material. He tends to cite older and/ or less
thorough secondary sources rather than more
recent and/ or reliable sources which he has
also read, resulting in some minor inaccuracies. Furthermore, a few well-known and
important general sources (such as Hubert
Howe Bancroft) are entirely missing from
the bibliography.
Secondly, the book contains too many
quotes for my taste, and certain sections of
the book seem too detailed. While the quotes
Low uses are appropriate and well integrated
into the text, they are simply too numerous
and lengthy. As for too much detail, see pp.
100-107 describing how plans were drawn up
and funds obtained to build a permanent
structure for the Oriental School. This section should have been cut to one or two
paragraphs. Some charts are also too detailed.
Two further criticisms: Low has glossed
over several matters that deserve more attention. We wish he had told us a little more ·
about the Lau v. Nichols decision of 1974
(since he brings up the topic), about the
feelings of Chinese in the nineteenth century
towards education with other non-whites,
and about the public education of Chinese in
the rest of California.
Finally, this reader regrets that Low adopts
a partisan position on bilingual education at
the end of his book. While I do not comment
with respect to his opinion, I feel the historical book he has written is not a suitable
vehicle for expressing a current political
opinion.
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These matters aside, I feel that the
strengths of Low's book outweigh its flaws.
For those interested in Chinese-American
history, California's public educational system, or San Francisco's history, Low's book is
definitely worth reading.
L. Eve Armentrout Ma
L. Eve Armentrout Ma, a principal investigator of the Chinese/ Chinese American History Project, holds the Ph.D. in history from
the University of California, Davis, and is
author of numerous publications in Chinese/
Chinese-American history.

BECOMING AMERICANS: ASIAN SOJOURNERS, IMMIGRANTS, AND REFUGEES IN
THE WESTERN UNITED STATES. By
Tricia Knoff. (Portland, OR: Coast to Coast
Books, 1982. v + 356 pp., iffus., notes, index.
$14.50)

Immigrants of Asian heritage have been
a part of the American scene since the midnineteenth century; however, liberalization
of immigration quotas for Asian countries in
1965 has led to a dramatic increase in the
Asian-American population, which doubled
its numbers between 1970 and 1980. Moreover, special legislation allowing for resettlement of certain Southeast Asian refugees has
resulted in the sudden en masse transplantation of new Asian groups into the United
States since 1975. It is this specific interest in
the plight of Southeast Asian refugees as well
as a general curiousity about earlier Asian
immigrants which prompted author Tricia
Knoll to write Becoming Americans.
The author's attention to the thoughts
and feelings of Asian Americans through
personal and creative expressions and poignant phorographs provides a humanistic tenor
to the harsh realities of political actions
affecting Asians in America and in their
native country. This overview of the AsianAmerican experience is written in an easy-toread style. Moreover, the geographical focus
on the western part of America recognizes
the significant contributions of Asian Americans ro the development of the Pacific Coast
area. Since author Knoll resides in Oregon,
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there is particular attention to Asians in the
Pacific Northwest.
Becoming Americans does not purport to
be a definitive text on Asian Americans, yet
it is distinctive in its contents. Basically
divided into two parts, the first concentrates
on the earlier-arriving, more populous AsianAmerican groups. Included are chapters on
the more familiar experiences of the Chinese
and Japanese, but equal treatment is given ro
Filipinos and Koreans who, Knoll rightfully
points out have been less studied since their
populations did not become numerically significant until recently.
The second half of the text is unique in
its devotion ro the most recent AsianAmerican refugees: Vietnamese, Laotians,
"Boat People" and Kampucheans (Cambodians). By discussing each ethnic group separately, Knoll recognizes that, while all are
categorically Asian, each nevertheless has a
distinct history and culture. Yet she is also
careful to avoid sterotyping by pointing out
the diversity which exists within each AsianAmerican nationality. Furthermore, while
contrasting between Asian ethnic groups,
Knoll is adept at integrating the experiences
of each group. For example, Knoll notes that
the same type of bilingual education program
mandated by the U.S. Supreme Court for
limited-English-proficient Chinese students
in San Francisco has also been utilized to
assist the educational transition of the recent
Southeast Asian refugees. Likewise, the practice of establishing mutual assistance associations to aid newcomers within an ethnic
group, prevalent among earlier Asian immigrants, is being continued by the new Southeast Asian refugees.
It is in presenting the circumstances of
the Southeast Asian refugees that Knoll is at
her best, sensitively describing problems inherent in resettlement in a completely foreign environment where language, customs
and laws are confusing. The culture shock is
further exacerbated for certain refugee groups
from rural areas of Southeast Asia, suddenly
transplanted into an American city. To accommodate this newest group of Americans,
Knoll asserts, there is great need for crosscultural awareness and sensitivity.
Finally, Becoming Americans is also about
the common question faced by all Asians in

America be they immigrants, refugees or
native-born. The question, on both the group
and individual level, is the extent to which
one consciously chooses to remain Asian
while becoming American.
James Okutsu

]ames Okutsu, assistant professor of Asian
American studies in San Francisco State University, is the author of numerous articles in
the study of the Japanese-American experience during World War II.

COMMISSIONERS AND COMMODORES:
THE EAST INDIA SQUAD RON AND
AMERICAN DIPLOMACY IN CHINA. By
Curtis T. Henson, ]r. (University, AL: University of Alabama Press, 1982. iv + 231 pp.,
illus., index. $19.95)
For one caugh t up in the study of early
American relations with China it was a pleasure for this reviewer to renew old acquaintances in Henson's Commissioners and Commodores: T he East India Squadron and
American Diplomacy in China. The American trading community at Macao and Canton
comes alive again, and one thrills anew to the
clarion call of Commodore Tatnall, "Blood is
thicker than water," as he steamed to rescue
downed English colleagues at the battle of
the Peiho in 1859. Unfortunately the initial
excitement dulls quickly when one examines
Henson's over-all work and asks: has the
author accomplished anything fundamentally
new? The answer must be in the negative.
Henson has made extensive use of the
literature on the subject, as well as public and
private primary sources. His utilization of
manuscript collections of the many American
trading companies that did business in China
is commendable. He has covered diplomatic
and naval records fully. In some circumstances he has reported bits of unpublished
information which will be useful to other
researchers. His anecdote, for instance, about
the struggles of Joseph Bales tier to gain treaties with Cochin China and Siam offered this
reviewer additional information on a fascinating individual about whom too little work
has been done. And yet, over-all, one cannot

credit Henson with enough original work to
qualify this study as one deserving recommendation.
One fault is that he follows the patterns
of predecessors who have used Earl Swisher's
1953 text, China's Management of the American Barbarians: A Study of Sino-American
Relations, 1841 -1861 , with Documents. This
is an excellent collection of translated Chinese foreign affairs documents relating to
Americans in China during the First Treaty
Period. They clearly portray official Chinese
attitudes toward Americans. However, in all
of the scholarship on the subject over the
past thirty years, is no new material available
to illustrate more effectively Chinese actions,
motives and attitudes? Are there no collections of writings of Chinese merchants, no
biographies of prominent Chinese, no memoirs of Chinese officials of the era? At scores
of academic meetings over the past two-anda-half decades this reviewer and other commentators have asked the same question of
diligent paper writers. Their answer usually
has been that the paper writer has no competence in Chinese. How long can this excuse
continue in American scholarship? It is impossible directly to charge Henson with this
same lack since this reviewer does not know
his academic background, but one might suspect that he would use the same excuse since
he has used no new Chinese material in his
text.
Henson's long list of private manuscript
collections which contain the writings of the
Heards, the Forbes family, the Delanos, and
Russell and Company must finally be matched
by the writings of Co-hong traders and their
successors, and the memoirs of such men as
Ch'i-ying and Yeh Ming-ch'en if scholarship
is to be advanced in the subject. This is
admittedly a difficult assignment for languagedeficient Americans, but it is the only direction open if academic excellence is to be
achieved.
Gordon K. Harrington

Gordon Harrington, professor of history and
coordinator of Asian studies in Weber State
College, Ogden, Utah , is a specialist tn
American-East Asian relations.
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Concise reports on interesting publications

NATIVE AMERICANS
The first volume of a projected five-volume
series on the Chumash Indians of Southern California is now available for the serious student. The
Material Culture of th e Chumash Interaction
Sphere, Volume I: Food Procurem ent and Transportation by Travis Hudson and Thomas C. Blackburn contains many illustrations and drawings as
well as a wealth of information about the Chumash and their neighbors, the Kitanemuk and
Gabrielino (BaHena Press, 381 First Street, Los
Altos, CA 94022. 1982. 392 pp. $34.95 ). Studies
such as this provide us with information upon
which to hang more comprehensive histories.
The Koyukon Indians live in the far northern
forests of Alaska. Richard K. Nelson has used an
unusual anthropological approach to their culture
in his book, Make Prayer to th e Raven: A Koyukon View of the Northern Forest (University of
Chicago Press, Chicago, 1983. xvi + 292 pp.
$25 .00), for he describes the various plants and
animals of the area in terms . of the Koyukon
language and culture as well as in terms of white
American culture. The combination provides interesting insight into Native American culture
and a perceptive description of the northern
boreal forests.
For those caught between the Native American culture and the dominant European culture,
Hal/breed , by Maria Campbell will give some
inspiration (University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, 1973. Reprinted 1982. 157 pp. $4.95 ). Campbell, a Canadian metis of Cree and Anglo extraction,
found help from her great-grandmother. This story can only inspire greater compassion for others
from any reader.
Artist Vera Louise Drysdale has edited and
illustrated descriptions of the seven rites of the
Oglala Sioux originally explained by Black Elk and
recorded by Joseph Epps Brown. Th e Gift of the
Sacred Pipe (University of Oklahoma Press,
Norman, 1982. xii + 106 pp. $29.95) is a beautiful
tribute to the beliefs of the Lakota and their
legends of White Buffalo Woman, the sacred pipe,
the Sun Dance and other religious rites. Drysdale's
illustrations add greatly to the narrative. This
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beautiful volume will probably become a collector's item.
Two Leggings, also a Plains Indian, was one of
the last Crow warriors. From 1919 to 1923 he told
his story of Crow life and wars to William Wildschut, an ethnologist wi th the Museum of the
American Indian, Heye Foundation. The biography has been edited by Peter Nabokov and published as T wo Leggings: The Making of a Crow
Warrior (Universiry of Nebraska Press, Lincoln,
1982. xxi + 226 pp. $6.95 ). This is the poignant
story of the end of traditional Crow life and attitudes, which Two Leggings saw ending with the
last warfare rather than the death of the buffalo.
Two Leggings is another of the fine narratives of
Plains Indian life done in this century.
The Kiowa also lived on the plains, although
farther south than the Crow and the Sioux. There
are similarities in their tribal histories and their
religious practices. Ten Grandmothers: Epic of the
Kiowas , by Alice Marriott (University of Oklahoma Press, N orman, 1983. xiv + 306 pp. $9.95 ) is
the history of the Kiowa as preserved in their oral
tradition. Marriott, an ethnologist, relates Kiowa
history with literary skill and human compassion,
and adds more to our knowledge of Native
Americans.
Like the Plains Indians, the Nez Perce utilized
horses as an essential part of their culture. When
forced to flee from their traditional homeland in
eastern Oregon and Washington, the Nez Perce
took their horses and moved east to join their old
hunting friends on the high plains, bur they were
unsuccessful in escaping from the U.S. Army.
Their story is told by Mark H. Brown in T he
Flight of the N ez Perce (University of Nebraska
Press, Lincoln, 1967. Reprinted 1982. 480 pp.
$9.95 ). This narrative combines both Indian oral
tradition and government reports and thereby
adds to our understanding of both Indian and
white history of the late nineteenth century in the
West.
Angie Debo, one of the best contemporary
historians of Native Americans, has won prizes
for heJ; biography of the great Apache chief Gero-

nimo: The Man, His Time, His Place (University
of Oklahoma Press, Norman, 1976. Reprinted
1982. xx + 480 pp. $12.95). Debo covers nor only
Geronimo's childhood, manhood, and leadership
of a group of Apaches unwilling to give up their
way of life, but also exile with some followers and
the tragic events in their lives after they unwillingly surrendered to the U.S. Army. For those
interested in the history of Native Americans, this
book is a "must" addition to their library.
John C. Cremony first came into contact with
the Apache in the early 1850s. Several years later
he spent more rime in the southwestern borderland country and learned a great deal more about
the Apache people. The account of those years and
the Apache is given in his 1868 book, Life Among

the Apaches (University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln. Reprinted 1982. 322 pp. $6.50).Cremony's
narrative has long served as an important account
of Apache culture and is essential in any study of
the tribe.
Another recent book on the Apache is not as
historically correct, although it does present a fairly accurate picture of Apache life and is written in
a very readable style. Sinclair Browning writes of a
lesser Apache chief in Enju: The Life and Struggle
of an Apache Chief From the Little Running
Water (Northland Press, Flagstaff, AZ. 1982. 154
pp. $9.95 ). Like many other authors, Browning
presents a sympathetic story of the Apache attempt
to live at peace with whites in the Southwest.

AROUND THE
WESTERN STATES
In 1907 Robert H. Williams wrote his memoirs
of adventures in the Far West, especially Kansas
and Texas. Arthur). Mayer and Joseph W. Snell
have added notes for the new edition recently
published, With the Border Ruffians: Memories
of the Far West, 1852-1868 (University of Nebraska Press, Lincoln, 1982.490 pp. $27.50). William's
stories of the Kansas and Texas Rangers will be
enjoyed by students of the "wild west." Also
included are accounts of Civil War battles fought
by Texas Rangers against such people as the
"Californians."
Willis Day Twichell began surveying lands in
western Texas in 1885. He worked for an irrigation company, for the XIT Ranch, for railroads
and for newly created towns and cities. He also
worked with Carrie Nation to dry up both Amarillo and Porter County. Although the frontier passed,
Twichell did not stop his surveying work and at
age 85 mapped the oil lands owned by the U niversiry of Texas. The life of Twichell has been written by Fred M. Truett in Texas Was His Land:
Willis Day Twichell, Pioneer Surveyor (Eakin
Press, P.O. Box 23066, Austin, TX 78735. 1982.
vii + 142 pp. $9.95). This is the biography of a
man who had a hand in many things but never
made Who's Who.
Although most people think of Texas as one
great cattle range, sheep and goats have long been
an important part of the money-producing occu-

pations of Texans. There was nor always open or
even underground hostility between cattlemen
and sheepmen; often they were the same person.
The history of sheep and goat raising in Texas
from Spanish times until the Grear Depression is
told by Paul H. Carlson in Texas Wool!ybacks:
The Range Sheep and Goat Industry (Texas A&M
University Press, College Station, 1982. xiv + 236
pp. $17.50). Carlson not only adds to our overall
knowledge of agricultural history, but also to the
few existing histories of the sheep and goat herding industry in the United States.
The study of place names intrigues and delights
many people, for place names often provide insights into the history of a town, a river, a region.
The fifth edition of Oregon Geographic Names by
Lewis A. McArthur and edited by his son, Lewis L.
McArthur, is now available (Western Imprints,
The Press of the Oregon Historical Society, Portland, 1928. Fifth edition published 1982. ix + 839
pp. $19.95 hardcover, $12.95 paper). There is a
wealth of information about Oregon in this voluminous book. Travelers and historians will find
themselves spending hours looking up their favorire places and names. Without doubt this is a
valuable and interesting reference book for anyone
interested in the history of the Pacific Northwest.
Books of beautiful photographs often arouse
envy in the hearts of photographers and give
everyone a chance to share the beautiful. Of
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course, for the book noted here, hundreds of photographs were taken, from which only the best
were chosen for publication. If we all had the time
and energy we might do as well. Daisy Decazes
has photographed and chosen well from among
her collection to illustrate W estern Oklahoma: A
Ph otographic Essay (University of Oklahoma
Press, Norman, 1982. 156 pp. $30.00). The foreword was written by William Banowsky, president
of the University of Oklahoma. One delightful
photo is of "an original settler"- a prairie dog.
This is a truly beautiful book.
For those interested in water resources and
ecology a new publication by the State of Washington will prove interesting and valuable. Put
together by the Washingron State Department of
Ecology and the Washingron State Energy Office,
Inventory of Dams in the State of Washington
(WashingtOn State Department of Priming, Olympia, 98504. 1981. 142 pp. No price) includes technical information on the type of dam, its storage
capacity, the date of completion, location, and the
engineers, among other facts. This is not a book
for the general reader.
The 1983 edition of The A laska A lmanac is
now available (Alaska Northwest Publishing
Company, Anchorage, AK. 1982. 186 pp. $4.95 ).
Compiled by the edirors of Alaska Magazine, The
Milepost, Th e Alaska Journal and Alaska Ge o_graphic, the almanac contains lists of television
stations, zip codes, time zones, hunting and fishing regulations, various events, climate records,
etc. For fans of Alaska and those traveling ro the
largest state, the almanac contains almost everything they may want to know.
A laska's Oil/ Gas and Minerals Industry is the
self-descriptive title of the recent quarterly publication of Alaska Geographic (The Alaska GeographSociety, Anchorage, AK 99509. 1982. 216
pp. $12.95 ). The volume includes the geologic history of our largest state as well as a survey of its
mineral resources. Also covered are the current
use of these resources and mineral industry education. This volume will be of value ro the general
reader as well as those interested in Alaska.
This volume is aptly titled: Bits and Pieces of
Alaskan History, Volume II, 1960-1 974 (Alaska
Northwest Publishing Company, Anchorage, AK.
1982. 209 pp. $14.95 ). It includes articles and
pieces published over the years in "From Ketchikan to Barrow," which is an index to both Volumes
I and II. Included are such marvelous snippets of
Alaska history as "The MosquitO Totem," a fortynine-foot tOtem pole on the University of Alaska
campus; "No Rush for Land," and "A Walrus
Meat Freezer." There is a wealth here for buffs
and professionals alike.
For those who travel off the interstate high-
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ways, Arizo na: Off the Beaten Path by Thelma
Heatwole will be a tremendous help (Golden
West Publishers, 4113 N. Longview Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85014. 1982. 142 pp. $4.50). Heatwole
has traversed the state many times in many ways
and provides the reader with the location and
history of innumerable places in Arizona not frequently visited. The reader of this book will find a
delightful vacation in store when visiting the
Grand Canyon State.
Another guide for travelers in the Southwest
is Buddy Mays' Ancient Cities of the Southwest: A
Practical Guide to the Major Prehistoric Ruins of
Arizona, New Mexico, Utah and Colorado. (Chronicle Books, 870 Market Street, San Francisco, CA
94102. 1982. 132 pp. $7.95 ). Mays has organized
his guide by describing trips from various southwestern cities, such as Phoenix, Cortez and Gallup.
He gives locations and access instructions plus
descriptions of the ruins and their history. Included
are such well-known ruins as Chaco Canyon, Mesa
Verde and Canyon de Chelly, as well as lesser
known places such as Hovenweep, Pueblo Grande,
Mancos Canyon and Aztec Ruins.
Usually the facts of history are more exciting
than tales of fiction. Marshall Trimble proves this
in his new book, Arizona Adventure (Golden
West Publishers, 4113 N. Longview Ave., Phoenix, AZ 85014. 1982. 160 pp. $5 .00). Described as
"action-packed true tales of early Arizona," Trimble's book is full of accounts of Ewing Young,
Wyatt Earp, Buckey O'Neill, the Arizona Rangers
and many others. The history of 'J. Goldwater &
Bros." tells how two German immigrants laid the
basis for a mercemile dynasry which has recently
produced some politicians. You'll enjoy reading
Arizona Adventure no matter who you are.
In 1974 Thomas ]. Steele's volume on the
samos of New Mexico was first published. In 1982
an updated, slightly revised version was published:
Santos and Saints: The Religious Folk Art of His panic New Mexico (Ancient Ciry Press, P.O. Box
5401, Santa Fe, NM 87502. 1974. Revised edition
1982. viii+ 220 pp. $9.95). Steele is interested in
samos as evidence of the social and cultural attitudes of the makers and owners. He has completed a statistical study of each saint and image
personified by the samos and appended a brief
biography of the individual as well as describing
the usual dress and symbols of the person. This is
a valuable work for people interested in folk art.
For lovers of the Four Corners country and its
history, F.A. Barnes has written Canyon Country
Prehistoric Rock Art (Wasatch Publishers, Inc.,
4647 Idlewild Road, Salt Lake City, UT 84117.
1982. 304 pp. $7.50 ). Barnes gives a general description of the rypes of petroglyphs and where
they are commonly found. He has tried to present

interpretations of the various types, but has difficulty because archaeologists themselves cannot
agree. Specific sites of petroglyphs are not given,
in order co reduce damage by casual visitOrs, but
the general areas are given along with information on how co find the exact locations. This is a
good guide for travelers in the Four Corners
country.
A recent issue of N ew America: A Journal of
American and Southwestern Culture is devoted to

women artists and writers of the Southwest (New
America, Vol. 4, #3, cj o Department of American
Studies, Humanities Building, University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, 1982. 127 pp. $4.00). It
includes poetry, drawings, photographs, histOry,
and vignettes. The wide variety of material makes
it particularly interesting because the writings
cross disciplinary lines and provide a fine portrayal of southwestern women-Indian, Hispanic and
Anglo.

THE ENVIRONMENT
T he John Muir Trail traverses the high Sierra,
passing through Yosemite, Kings Canyon and Sequoia
National Parks. This is not a backpacking trip for
beginners. To aid the experienced hiker and backpacker, Don and Roberta Lowe have written a
guide co the trail, including sectional maps and
profiles, along with information about each section. Hikers will find The John Muir Trail (Caxton Printers, Ltd., Caldwell, ID 83605. 1982. xix +
100 pp. $7 .95) helpful in preparing for and following the trail.
Another guide, of a different sort is Historical
Geography of the United States: A Guide to
Information Sources, edited by Ronald E. Grim of
the Library of Congress (Gale Research Co., Book
Tower, Detroit, MI 48226. 1982. xx + 291 pp.
$42.00). The literature catalogued covers the history of the United States from the early sixteenth
century to the early nineteenth century, and includes map bibliographies, repository guides, analytical literature and a selection of topical literature.
This volume will be invaluable to students of
historical geography.
The Klamath Knot by David Rains Wallace
(Sierra Club Books, 2034 Fillmore Street, San
Francisco, CA 94115 . 1983. 160 pp. $14.95) is an
account of the geologic history, flora and fauna
and legends of the Klamath Mountains. The
Klamath and Siskiyou Mountains have baffled
scientists as to their origins arid are often referred
to by geologists as a "knot." They provide a special
habitat for many kinds of living plants and
animals and are considered to be a home of Bigfoot. Readers who enjoy the out-of-doors and
those who love mountains will find themselves
fascinated with Wallace's book.

Roderick Nash has revised and enlarged his
classic history, Wilderness and th e American Mind
(Yale University Press, New Haven, CT. Third
edition, 1982. xvii + 425 pp. $25.00 and $7 .95).
Nash traces the idea of wilderness in American
history and the conservation movement which has
worked to save wilderness areas for the future.
Among the men he discusses are Henry T horeau,
John Muir and Aldo Leopold. This has been an
important book in conservation libraries and should
be read by all those who wish to preserve our
natural heritage.
The Alpine Lakes area of central Washington
is the subject of David Knibb's Backyard Wilderness: The Alpine Lakes Story (The Mountaineers,
715 Pike Street, Seattle, WA 98101. 1982. 233 pp.
$17.50). Knibb tells of successful citizen efforts to
have Congress declare the Alpine Lakes a national
wilderness area. By discussing renewed attempts
ro utilize the oil mineral resources of the area and
citizen efforts to stop such utilization, Knibb
brings the srory into the 1980s. The book can
serve as a guide for others who wish to save their
favorite wilderness areas.
A revised edition of California Coastal Access
Guide has been published, commemorating ten
years of coastal protection (University of California Press, Berkeley, 1983. 208 pp. $19.95 ). The
guide includes means of gaining access ro the
coast, facilities available in each area, and the type
of coastal geography. Special articles on such subjects as salmon, fog, elephant seals, offshore oil
and surfing are also included. Its wealth of information will be of interest to Californians and to
coast lovers everywhere.
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One of the most controversial aspects of California history at present is the relocation of American citizens of Japanese descent during World
War II. Among recent contributions to the history
of the relocation and camps is Lillian Baker's The
Concentration Camp Conspiracy: A Second Pearl
Harbor (AFHA Publications, P.O. Box 372, Lawndale, CA 90260. 1981. 350 pp. $8.95 ). A revision
of Baker's book published in 1976, it includes
hearings in the U.S. Congress concerning reparations for those interned. Baker is opposed to
reparations and to the use of certain terms in
reference to the whole episode. For those studying
the World War II relocation of American citizens
this is an important book for presenting disparate
viewpoints.
For travelers to California's Gold Country, a
new guide will lead them to shops and studios
where arts and crafts of Gold Country artisans can
be found. Winifred Robins has put together Gold
Country Renaissance: A Guide to the Artists and
Artisans of California's Historic Mother Lode
Country (Chronicle Books, 870 Market Street, San
Francisco, CA 94102. 1982. xii + 172 pp. $6.95).
Arranged geographically, the guide includes not
only painters, potters and sculptors, bur also
stained glass and Native American artisans, quilrers, doll makers, and many more. Addresses and
phone numbers are included to aid the searcher.
A delightful little book is Pioneer Skiing in
California by Robert H. Power (Nut Tree, Vacaville, CA. 1960. Reprinted by Plumas Eureka State
Park Association, Johnsville, CA. 1980. viii + 32
pp. No price). Originally compiled and published
to add to the enjoyment of the 1960 Winter
Olympics in Squaw Valley, this volume retains its
historic value. Reproductions of early posters
depicting skiing in the Sierra are particularly
interesting. The author has included tales of
"Snowshoe" Johnson among many other stories.
This is a good example of local history for those
who collect California ephemera.
Another reprint is Supplement to the Bibliografa Californica by Alexander S. Taylor (1866.
Reprinted by Falcon Hill Press, Box 1431, Sparks,
NV 89431. 1983. 37 pp. $17.95). Taylor's original
bibliography ( 1863 ) and this supplement were
printed in the Sacramento Daily Union. At the
time they were considered to be the best bibliographies of California history, and they are quite
inclusive in material cited. Reprinting makes these
bibliographies easily available to students of California history.
The Heritage of the Big Santa Anita by Glen
Owens (Big Santa Anita Historical Sociery. 1981.
Distributed through Chantry Flats Pack Station,
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P.O. Box 217, Sierra Madre, CA 91024. viii+ 107
pp. No price). includes, with the history of the Big
Santa Anita Canyon in southern California, historic and contemporary photographs to illustrate that
history. A marvelous map serves as end papers,
and shows geographic, historic and contemporary
places. This will be especially valuable for collectors of local history and for hikers who wish to
know more about their hiking environments.
The packing and distribution of California
agricultural products goes back to the days of the
1850s. Because many early firms were short lived,
their histories may never be written. But from
their work developed larger firms, such as the
California Packing Corporation which in 1916
became the Del Monte Corporation. The company
has produced a beautifully illustrated, brief history
of its sixty-three years in California's Finest: The
History of Del Monte Corporation and the Del
Monte Brand by William Braznell (Del Monte
Corporation. 1982. 168 pp. No price). It is fascinating to study the changes in label design, cannery planning, ere., through the pictures. Certainly
this volume will make a contribution to the comprehensive history of California's packing industry
when it is written.
What is a legislature? What does a legislature
do? In Legislature: California's School for Politics,
William K. Muir, Jr., answers both questions
(University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1982. xiv +
219 pp. $19.00). He has been studying the legislative process for many years and is a student of
politics and the art of government. He argues that
a good legislature is a training school for politicians, reaching good methods and providing better
understanding of the political world. Many readers
will find this book of interest.
Dear Mad'm by Stella Walthall Patterson is a
distinct change from Muir's book. At age eighty,
Patterson decided to spend a year living alone in
the wilds of the Siskiyou Mountains, overlooking
the Klamath River. She loved the life and continued to live in her cabin after the first year
passed. Dear Mad'm is the account of her life,
written with humor and affection for her neighbors and the world around her (Na turegraph Publishers, Inc., P.O. Box 1075, Happy Camp, CA
96039. Originally published in 1956, reprinted
1982. 261 pp. $6.95 ).
From Orange County comes ]im Sleeper's 3rd
Orange County Almanac of Historical Oddities,
written by James Sleeper (California Classics, Ocusa Press, Box 291, Trabuco Canyon, CA 92678.
1982. 96 pp. $5.00). This almanac is full of strange
and wonderful facts, advertisements and events in
the history of Orange County. Among the reported

events is the "dedication luncheon inside the furnace of Standard American Glass Co." Guests
were urged not ro dawdle because, the day after
the luncheon, the hear would be turned on! Sleeper contributes other such marvelous bits of history
for the reader to chuckle over.
Volume II of Orange Countiana: A journal of
Local History (Orange County Historical Society,
2002 North Main Street, Santa Ana, CA. 1982. 75
pp. No price) contains a number of articles on
local history and short biographies of all the
authors. Subjects include the Haven Seed Company, schools, geology, and many individuals who
helped to build Orange County. There is a wealth
of local history for those interested in southern
California.
From the Sacramento River Delta Historical
Society come four booklets on the history of the
Delta. An Account of Locke, its Chinese and the
Dai Loy Gambling Hall (14 pp) by Jean Harvie is
particularly useful for its description of some of
the gambling games. The shortest booklet has a
self-explanatory tide Locke: Town Plan c. 1927 (8
pp). A town plan is included in Historic Walnut
Grove (30 pp) for the visitor who wants to make a
historic walking tour. The Sacramento River Delta (31 pp) is a short history of the Delta, its
transportation systems and its people. The last
three were all by Kathleen Graham (Sacramento
River Delta Historical Society, P.O. Box 293,
Walnut Grove, CA 95690. 1982. No price). These
pamphlets will be especially useful to those touring the Delta.
Another local history is Adair Heig's History
of Petaluma: A California River Town (Scotwell
Associates, 841 B Street, Petaluma, CA 94952.
1982. xiv + 167 pp. $17.95 hardcover, $11.95 paper). The book is profusely illustrated and includes
a downtown walking tour, historical chronology
and guide to street and place names. It is a wellwritten, well-documented history.
The study of architecture from a historical
viewpoint can be most interesting. One type of
housing that recurs over the centuries and in
many regions of the world is "courtyard" or
"patio" hous-ing. A recent, well-illustrated book
traces the development of this type of architecture
in southern California. Authors and photographers
Stefanos Polyzoides, Roger Sherwood, James Tice
and Julius Shulman have compiled a truly interesting study: Courtyard Housing in Los Angeles
(U niversity of California Press, Berkeley, CA.
1982. x + 222 pp. $24.95). This study demonstrates the historical background of courtyard
housing and shows many different adaptations
made in the metropolitan area over the years.
Archituctural historians will value this volume
particularly.

The Architicture of Los Angeles by Paul Gleye,
in collaboration with the Los Angeles Conservancy, Julius Shulman and Bruce Boehner (Rosebud
Books, 5455 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
90036. 1981. 240 pp. $35 .00) will also fascinate
those interested in architecture. Arranged in historical order, the buildings are beautifully photographed and described. Architecture from the
early missions to modern office and hotel buildings in downtown Los Angeles are included, as
well as homes of the middle class. Aerial photographs give a good sense of street grids and plans.
This book is well worth its price.
The life of Richard H. Barter during the Gold
Rush has provided the basis for a historical novel,
Rattlesnake Dick: A Novel of Gold Rush Days by
Robert B. Elder (Dembner Books, New York,
NY. Distributed by W . W. Norton & Company,
New York, NY. Originally published 1954. Reprinted 1982. 278 pp. $8.95). Barter came to the
Mother Lode at age seventeen to make his fortune. The hard life of miners eventually drove him
to become an outlaw and ultimately a legend in
the Mother Lode. Readers interested in the Gold
Rush and historical novels will enjoy this.
Next to the Gold Rush theme in historical
popularity are srories of the emigrant trails. Bert
Wiley has not only read the diaries but he has
worked also to retrace the routes of emigrant trails
into northern California in hope that the state
would mark and preserve these routes. The Overland Emigrant Trail in California (Bert Wiley,
2343 24th Avenue, Sacramanto, CA 95822. 1979.
53 pp. $6.00) contains maps of the trails as traced
on foot, on horseback and by plane. Wiley also
tells the story of his research. Photographs of
various places along the trails add to the value of
the book. Anyone wishing to retrace emigrant
trails will find this small volume immensely
helpful.
The 1982 edition of the journal of the Historical Society of Long Beach is fun to read. Pictures of
the beach area, reproductions of admission tickers,
and cheesecake photos of bathing beauties all help
make The Pike of the Siverstrand (Historical
Society of Long Beach, Rancho Los Cerritos, 4600
Virginia Road, Long Beach, CA 90807. 1982. 72
pp. No price) a delightful memoir of the past. The
editors have done a good job in the selection of
photographs illustrating the history of the Pike.
The captions are very well done. This an an excellent example of well-produced local history.
The history of Ygnacio Valley began in 1834
when Dona Juana Sanchez de Pancheco applied
for and received a grant of land in the area. In the
years since, only the Mexican names have remained
as the area has become highly urbanized. George
Emanuels has traced this history in Ygnacio Val-
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ley, 1834-1970 (George Emanuels, 1317 Canyonwood Ct., Walnut Creek, CA 94595. 1982. viii +
190 pp. $17.95). One of the prominent residents
of the valley was historian H.H. Bancroft. Emanuels has done a fine job with his research, writing, illustrating and publishing. This is a good
addition to libraries on local California history and
on Contra Costa County.
Archaeology can reveal a great deal about the
lives of those who went before. Today we are
more conscious than ever that archaeological studies should be done before an area is developed in
order that its history not be destroyed. One such
study is The Ontiveros Adobe: Early Rancho Life
in Alta California by Jay D. Frierman and others
(Greenwood and Associates, 725 Jacon Way,
Pacif-ic Palisades, CA 90272. 1982. vi + 221 pp.
$15.00). After presenting the archaeological evidence, the authors have written their conclusions
in historical language, aiding non-archaeologists
to understand their work. This is another good
addition to historical archaeological work in California.
Aerial photographs are fun because they present our world from an unusual perspective. Baron
Wolman proves this with his new book, California
from the Air (Squarebooks, Inc., P.O. Box 1000,
Mill Valley, CA 94942. 1981. 144 pp. $27.50). A
professional photographer, Wolman has collected
his photos over years and now shares them with
us. He is ably aided by text writers Richard Reinhardt, Michael Goodwin, Tom Johnson and John
Burks. This beautiful book will be a treasured part
of any library on Californiana.
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Too often these days people see the San Fernando Valley as a smoggy extension of Los Angeles.
But this is a false impression historically, for the
valley has its own identity, its own geography, its
own historical place in southern California. In The
San Fernando Valley: Past and Present, editor
Lawrence C. Jorgensen has brought together many
pieces on the Valley and its past (Pacific Rim
Research, Los Angeles. 1982. 262 pp. No price).
Well illustrated, the book provides a knowledge of
the valley's history and a better understanding of
life there. Those who remember the pre-1945
valley will enjoy this book for its memories and
history. Those who have known the valley only
since 1945 will find memories and history. Readers will enjoy this book even though they may
disagree with the authors at times. That is part of
the fun of reading history.
Anyone who has read old newspapers knows
their lure, including the useless but fascinating
information found therein. Dewey Schurman has
edited Headlines: A History of Santa Barbara
from the Pages of its Newspapers, 1855-1982
(News-Press Publishing Co., Santa Barbara, CA.
Distributed by Capra Press. 1982. 263 pp. $11.95) .
It is fascinating reading! One headline reads,
"Marines Finish Patrol Duty Wednesday; Street
Cars Monday." Does that mean the Marines finish
the street cars ? You'll have fun with this book
whether or not you're studying Santa Barbara
history.

